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Editorial
One of the major historic events of 2014 is the hundred years anniversary of the outbreak of World War One. A
particularly interesting aspect of the war on the Home Front was the development of women’s employment in jobs
that had been formerly regarded as male preserves. Shirley Aucott shows how in Leicestershire, in common with
elsewhere, there was considerable initial resistance to this. However, this gave way over time, as increasing
numbers of men left for the Front, and women took their places, but strictly ‘for the duration’.

Many fascinating aspects of wartime Leicestershire, from the Romans to the present day, were presented at the
Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society History Fair at Beaumanor Hall in March 2014. Caroline
Wessel brings together an informative reference listing of all the groups taking part, with a description of each
group’s wartime interests.

The moving story of sisters Irene and Helga Bejach who arrived in Leicester from Berlin just before the
outbreak of the Second World War, and who became the ‘adopted’ sisters of Richard, David and John
Attenborough, is told by Richard Graves through the use of international sources and correspondence.

Derek Deadman helpfully examines the usefulness to local historians of map covers on sales particulars for
country estates – an unusual, little-known documentary source of material, examples of which can be found in
county record offices.

In the towns and cities, as the urban streets expanded, shops and shopping areas grew up, often remaining of
interest long after they have physically disappeared. The fascinating story of Leicester’s Charnwood Street area
and its emergence as a shopping area, along with its development as a working class neighbourhood, is explored in
depth by Cynthia Brown using a range of documentary sources.

Whilst many of the Charnwood Street shops were small family concerns, the town centre of Leicester became
home to a number of now vanished, locally owned department stores, as well as to many other old-established
retail businesses, as recalled and described by J. D. Bennett.

Patrick Boylan presents the impressive details of one of the most extraordinary music festivals ever held in
Leicester. In 1827 an astonishing, glittering cast of international singers, including Leicester-born Elizabeth
Austin, and exceptional instrumentalists, were brought together in the town for a ‘Grand Music Festival’,
providing a once in a lifetime opportunity and experience rarely witnessed even in London.

In the 1930s, the Leicestershire Archaeological Society published a substantial history of the Skeffington family
of Skeffington. Only brief reference was made to Sir Lumley St George Skeffington, and he is largely forgotten
today, but as David Howell discovers, he made his mark as a playwright and was one of the best-known dandies of
his day.

Also in the eastern part of the county, Paul Herrington takes us on a fascinating exploration of the mystery of
Thomas Clulow’s floorstone in Tilton church, showing how determination and detective work can overcome
seemingly insoluble problems, and also serves as a very useful practical guide to sources.

After a long wait, it was announced in 2014 that King Richard III would be re-interred in Leicester. The Recent
Publications section compiled by Cynthia Brown and her team of reviewers helpfully pulls together many of the
new and revised works on Richard III which have been published since the discovery. This invaluable section of
the Leicestershire Historian also contains a record number of reviews and details of publications, reflecting the
incredible amount of interest in local history from individuals and groups, whilst also showing the increasingly
diverse formats being used for publication.

The Leicestershire Historian aims to promote the study of the county’s history by providing a platform for
established and new authors, and through encouraging the pursuit of research and project work. It also aims to
publicise the work of local groups and organisations, and seeks to raise the awareness of research sources.

Contributions for future editions are welcome from individuals, local groups, museums and other organisations and
should be sent to the Editor for consideration. Articles can be short items or longer in-depth pieces, and can be
submitted at any time. If you would like to discuss an idea in advance, please contact the Editor.

Joyce Lee, Editor



Berlin Jewish population was therefore made up of Ostjuden
– Jews from the East – and by the 1930s Jews were

prominent in many aspects of the city’s economic,

intellectual and cultural life, maintaining 17 synagogues in

the city.

During the 1920s and early 1930s before Hitler came to

power, the atmosphere of daily life was becoming

increasingly intimidating and menacing for Jews in Berlin.

In 1926 Josef Goebbels founded Der Angriff (‘The Attack’),

an organ of the National Socialist Party, which he used to

disseminate anti-Semitic propaganda and attack the Jewish

press in the city. At the Jewish New Year in 1931 Jews were

physically attacked on their way home from synagogues,

and in 1932 there was a spate of attacks on Jewish university

students and academics in the city.

Soon after Hitler was appointed

Reich Chancellor in January 1933,

the process of Arisierung, or

‘Aryanisation’, of some Jewish-

owned enterprises began. However,

until Kristallnacht, or Pogromnacht
(as it is often now called in

Germany) on 9th-10th November

1938, many Jewish businesses

continued to operate both locally

and internationally, and it was

mainly salaried public employees

who felt the initial effects of Nazi

policy in Berlin.

From 1933 there was a steady

increase of Jewish emigration from

all over Germany, and by

September 1939, the community in

Berlin had been reduced in numbers

by about half to 82,800. In Germany

as a whole, however, the Jewish

population had declined by around

two-thirds in the same period.

Possibly proportionately fewer

members of the Jewish community

left Berlin than elsewhere, having

felt more secure in the city’s

I
n the middle of August 1939, sisters Irene and Helga-

Maria Bejach, aged 14 and 12, arrived in Leicester after

a three-day journey on one of the Kindertransports from

Berlin. The plan was for the girls to stay with the

Attenborough family in their home on the campus of the

then University College, now the University of Leicester, for

a few weeks until they could continue on their way to New

York, where they had an uncle, who had agreed to provide

temporary sanctuary for them.

Less than three weeks after the girls’ arrival in Leicester,

Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain announced that Britain

was at war with Hitler’s Germany. Transatlantic shipping for

civilians was no longer safe nor feasible due to the threat

and reality of U-boat attacks on allied shipping. Unable to

travel onwards, Irene and Helga were to spend their

formative teenage years in Leicester,

staying with the Attenboroughs for

the duration of the war until they

obtained a passage to America seven

years later in 1946. They were cared

for by Fred and Mary Attenborough,

in loco parentis (1), and became the

‘adopted sisters’ of brothers

Richard, David and John

Attenborough as they all grew up

together in wartime Leicester.

Berlin 1939

By 1939 Berlin was the second

largest city in Europe with a

population of 4.3 million. Jews had

lived there since the end of the

thirteenth century, apart from a gap

between 1573-1671 when they had

been expelled from the city.

Between 1812-1910 the Jewish

population increased greatly from

3,300 to 142,000. This rapid rise

was the result of a mass influx from

provincial towns in Germany, from

what is now modern Poland, and

from other countries of Eastern

Europe. A high percentage of the

3
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From Berlin to New York via Leicester:

The long journey of the Attenboroughs’

‘adopted sisters’ (Part 1)

Richard Graves

Helga and Irene, August 1939, very soon after
their arrival in Leicester, thought to be taken in
the garden at Letchworth Road, Western Park,
Leicester. (Reproduced by permission of the
Florida Holocaust Museum, USA.)



relative anonymity (2), and in a view which may or may

not have been typical of the time, Sigmund Weltlinger,

a member of the Berlin Jewish Council, recalled ‘I did

not leave because in my life I have seldom gone out of my

way to avoid danger, because I was deeply rooted in

Germany – I had grown up in the sphere of German culture

and found no obstacles. I had friendships with all and did not

believe that there was any threat to me personally for my

body and life’. (3)

The Bejach family

Irene and Helga Bejach were born in the Berlin of these

volatile inter-war years in January 1926 and August 1927

respectively. They were the second and third daughters of Dr

Curt Bejach, who at the time was Stadtarzt or Medical

Officer for Health in the Berlin administrative district of

Kreuzberg. Their mother Hedwig was a nurse.

Curt had been

born of Jewish

parents in the

central German

university town

of Jena in 1890.

His parents,

although not

p r a c t i s i n g

religious Jews

(4), understood

like many Jewish

families in

Germany, the

practical benefits

of ‘assimilation’

in a society and

culture where

an t i -Semi t i sm

was never far

below the

surface. Their

mother came

from a Protestant

family in the town of Brieg (Brzeg) on the River Oder, in

what was at the time the German/Prussian province of

Schlesien (Silesia).

Curt was the third son of Max Bejach, a dentist, and Helene

Berliner. They had married in 1887, moving to Jena shortly

afterwards for Max to take up a dentistry post there, moving

a few years later to Berlin in 1892, first to Potsdamerstraße,

and then in 1894 to Claudiusstraße in the old Hansaviertel
(Hansa Quarter) where Curt grew up. The old Hansaviertel
was described as a ‘ruhiges, gutbürgerliches Wohnviertel’ -

a peaceful, prosperous bourgeois quarter - where no

4
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factories or warehouses were permitted, and where

professionals, businessmen, actors and artists made their

home, many of them Jewish. (5) Curt studied at the local

Friedrichs-Gymnasium, or grammar school, and half of his

fellow pupils who took the higher school exams (Abitur)
went on to become doctors.

Max Bejach died unexpectedly in 1905, aged 43, leaving his

widow with seven sons and one daughter, aged between 2

and 16 years old at the time. Max had also founded a

publishing company, the Berlinische Verlagsanstalt,
specialising in literature for dentistry professionals.

According to Curt’s eldest daughter, Jutta, her father was

‘baptised’ into the Protestant Church, although religion had

played no special role in the family’s life hitherto. (6)

Between 1910 and 1915, Curt studied medicine and dental

health in Berlin, Munich and Königsberg. By 1912 it seems

he had joined the Social Democratic Party (SPD). As the

First World War interrupted his studies, he volunteered for

service and was a doctor in Königsberg, where he gained

practical experience for his dissertation: The social duties of
the doctor in the rehabilitation of craftsmen and industrial
workers, who have been seriously wounded in the war. Early

in the war he met his future wife, Hedwig Ottow, who was

working as a Red Cross nursing sister on the Eastern Front.

Hedwig was born on 3rd April 1895, the daughter of a

Prussian soldier, Max Ottow, and Margarete. By 1900 Max

had been promoted to the rank of Major.

Curt passed his exams as a dentist in 1919 and married

Hedwig on 29th October 1920. It seems that Hedwig’s

family at first disapproved of their daughter marrying a

Jewish dentist as it was fully expected that Hedwig would

marry into the Prussian military. (7) The family broke off

contact for a while, to be reconciled only after the birth of

Curt and Hedwig’s first daughter, Jutta, in November 1921,

when one of Hedwig’s aunts acted as an intermediary. (8)

Curt obtained his first post-war position as ‘Stadtarzt’
(literally Town Doctor or Medical Officer for Health) in the

small town of Nowawes, near Potsdam, where he remained

in post from 1919-21.

Helga and Irene’s mother, Hedwig
Ottow, in nursing uniform, World War 1.
(Reproduced by permission of the
Florida Holocaust Museum, USA.)

The seven Bejach brothers in age order, 1900, Curt is third
from the left. (Reproduced by permission of the Florida
Holocaust Museum, USA.)
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of her other than always being busy with work and ‘not

around much’. (10) Jutta recalled that after their mother’s

death, the girls ‘did not want Dad to re-marry’. (11) Curt

lived on at the Landhaus with his three young daughters for

the time being, employing a cook and a Kinderfräulein, or

nanny, to look after the children. Later, a brother of Hedwig,

Dr Eugen Ottow, also moved in with the family.

Curt was keen for his daughters to lead a healthy lifestyle as

far as possible, and Helga recalled that he arranged for them

to have gymnastic lessons at home. She remembered one

particular exercise for the hips, which was apparently

designed to minimise later problems in childbirth. (12) The

family took a number of summer vacations to the island of

Sylt just off the coast in the north of Schleswig-Holstein near

the border with Denmark. Sylt was, and still is, a popular

destination for those seeking the health benefits of bracing

sandy beaches and a relatively sunny climate. On one visit to

Sylt in 1935, it seems that a nearby house had been rented by

Emmy Sonnemann, who was soon to become the second

wife of Hermann Göring, Hitler’s second-in-command. One

day the three girls ‘met’ Emmy and Göring, who as he rode

past on horseback, asked if he could take their photograph.

When Curt later found out about this incident he was not

pleased. (13)

All three sisters attended a state primary school. Irene and

Jutta then went to the Dorothea Lyzeum, or Girls’ High

School, in the nearby town of Nowawes, while Helga

attended a Lyzeum closer to home. (14)

After the advent of the National Socialists to power in 1933,

circumstances changed rapidly for Curt and his family. On

11th March 1933 members of the Nazi Party’s SA (Storm

In 1920 Greater Berlin had been broken up into 20 new

administrative districts. It was decided to appoint a Stadtarzt
for each of the new districts. The vision was for Berlin to be

a ‘soziale Stadt’ with no private medical practice. Curt was

appointed to the position of Stadtarzt for the district of

Berlin-Kreuzberg, a district with major social problems and

poverty, and correspondingly high social expenditure. The

role of the Stadtarzt was to decide the public health priorities

for the district and control the resources to implement these

aims. A new responsibility was that of school health care to

ensure a sound start in life for the younger generation,

particularly significant after the privations of the Great War

and the epidemics which followed in its wake. Many of the

new Stadtarzt post-holders were Jewish doctors. (9)

Curt was particularly concerned with public health issues,

such as the contributory social causes of tuberculosis. He

was also an early advocate of birth control. In April 1925 the

Kreuzberg authorities established the ‘Gesundheitshaus am
Urban’, a concept of the Mayor Martin Kahle, Stadtarzt
Curt Bejach and the local public health committee. This was

a ‘one-stop’ health centre on a large scale where all aspects

of public health, preventative health care, school health care

and sexual health care, came together in one large centre. It

was heralded as a new, progressive and unique undertaking,

not just for Berlin but also for Germany as a whole.

All three of Curt and Hedwig’s daughters were born while

Curt was in post in Berlin. A family friend, Erich

Mendelsohn (who later emigrated in 1933), was the

Modernist architect who designed and built a new villa, or

Landhaus, for the growing family in 1926-27 in Berlin-

Steinstücken near Potsdam.

In April 1931 Hedwig died of ‘galloping consumption’

(tuberculosis), at the age of 36. Helga was not yet four years

old at this time, and although she recalled that her mother

was ‘tall and good-looking’ she did not have much memory

Hedwig and Curt with their three daughters in the garden of
the new villa or Landhaus at Neu Babelsberg, Berlin c1930,
left to right: Jutta, Helga, Irene. (Reproduced by permission
of the Florida Holocaust Museum, USA.)

Jutta, Helga and Irene (left to right) with their maternal
grandfather, Max Ottow on his eightieth birthday, 1934.
(Reproduced by permission of the Florida Holocaust
Museum, USA.)



Troopers) occupied the Gesundheitshaus am Urban. Shortly

afterwards 43 Jewish doctors were dismissed from their

posts under the new Gesetz zur Wiederherstellung des
Berufsbeamtentums or Law for the Restoration of the

Professional Civil Service, introduced on 7th April 1933.

Curt was eventually dismissed from his post on 21st August

1933. Under the later Nuremberg Rassegesetze or Race

Laws of September 1935, Curt Bejach’s three daughters

were ‘classified’ as Jewish, albeit Mischlinge, i.e. of mixed

heritage. Curt himself was supposedly ‘protected’ initially

because of his Mischehe or ‘mixed marriage’ and the fact

that he was now the father of three motherless daughters.

The term Mischling, literally meaning ‘hybrid, crossbreed,

mongrel’, was used in a derogatory sense during the Third

Reich to denote people who were deemed to have only

partial Aryan heritage. Under the Nuremberg Laws of 1935

a Jew, or Volljude (literally ‘full Jew’) in Nazi terminology,

was a person, who had at least three Jewish grandparents

who had been enrolled with a Jewish congregation,

irrespective of the person’s religious affiliation at the time.

A person with either one or two Jewish grandparents was

also legally ‘Jewish’ under certain conditions. Curt’s three

daughters, with two Jewish grandparents, did not meet those

stipulated conditions, hence their classification as

Mischlinge of the first degree. Anyone with only one Jewish

grandparent was a Mischling of the second degree. It has

been estimated that up to 160,000 soldiers who served in the

German armed forces during World War II, were one-

quarter, one-half and even full Jewish. According to the

1939 Reich census there were about 72,000 Mischlinge of

the first degree and about 39,000 of the second degree in the

expanded Reich of that time.

Helga recalled that after her paternal grandmother died in

1932, and with Hitler on the threshold of power, there was

talk within the family about possible emigration, although

she was only five at the time and did not fully understand the

context. (15) Later she could remember a general consensus

within the family that Hitler ‘was a maniac who was not

going to last’. (16)

Jutta was apparently very blond as a child, and when she

was around 13-14 she was selected by her school to appear

on a float in a May Day parade because she was to all

appearances an archetypal ‘Aryan’ child. Although the girls

were not raised in a religious family Curt never tried to hide

his family’s heritage and explained the situation to the head

teacher, who was apparently embarrassed at her ‘mistake’

and quietly suggested to Curt that perhaps they should ‘wait

another year’. (17)

The girls were baptised around this time in the hope of

achieving a little extra ‘protection’ but in March 1936, the

family’s villa was forcefully re-possessed and sold ‘at an

unfair price to Nazi sympathisers’ (18), and they returned to

live in an apartment in the old family home at

Claudiusstraße 15 in the Hansaviertel district. (19)

On 30th September 1938 Curt Bejach and other Jewish

doctors had their professional registration removed. They

were now officially only Krankenbehandler, or ‘nursing

attendants’, permitted only to care for, and receive their

income direct from, Jewish patients. Curt had very few

private Jewish patients - most of his patients were the elderly

and the poor in Berlin-Kreuzberg.

As the situation deteriorated significantly after Kristallnacht
in November 1938, Curt began to consider how he could

save his daughters by sending them out of the country to

safety. He was still surprised and shocked that as an

‘assimilated’ Jew he was facing this dilemma. (20)

Meanwhile, his eldest brother, Hans-Egon Bejach who had

been a school dentist in Berlin-Neukölln, managed to

emigrate to New York in early 1939 where he worked as a

doctor. Hans had tried to persuade Curt to register for

emigration, but Curt at first resisted the notion that in order

to enter the United States he may have to be prepared

initially to undertake more ‘menial’ work. (21) By the time

he came to terms with this idea, it was already too late.

Rescue by Kindertransport – August 1939

Curt’s immediate plan was to move his daughters out of

Germany with the longer-term aim that Hans could provide

a home for them in New York in the event of an enforced

family separation.

In the immediate aftermath of Kristallnacht, the British

Government responded quickly to pressure from Jewish and

non-Jewish agencies by permitting the temporary admission

of unaccompanied Jewish children. It was agreed to waive

certain immigration requirements to allow the entry into
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View of Claudiusstraße, Berlin,c1935, seen from Flensburger
Straße. (Reproduced by permission of the Landesarchiv
Berlin.)



port of Harwich from Berlin with 196 children. The Nazis

allowed the evacuations to take place but insisted that they

should not block German ports, so most groups travelled

from Dutch ports. In the event, almost 9,400 children arrived

in Britain on the Kindertransports before the outbreak

of war, mostly from Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia

and Poland.

By May 1939 Curt had evidently been put in touch with the

Attenborough family in Leicester. One of his domestic staff

had recently moved to England and had found employment

in the Attenborough household. On 3rd May Curt wrote to

Mrs E. A. Hancock of 137 Letchworth Road, Leicester, that

he has heard from the Attenboroughs that Mrs Hancock had

agreed to take Helga into her home for which he expresses

his gratitude. (23) In a further letter dated 28th June, Curt is

still anxiously awaiting the arrival of a permit for Helga, but

on 1st August he is finally ‘so glad to inform you that the

permit for Helga-Maria has arrived. However it will take

perhaps 2-3 weeks to arrange ... The children’s transport is

to start about the 15th August, maybe later’. (24) It is

thought that Irene and Helga’s uncle, Eugen Ottow, whose

first wife lived in London at the time, helped to expedite the

necessary identity papers and permits for a one year’s stay.

(25)

Britain of unaccompanied children up to the age of 17. No

Government limit on permitted numbers was ever publicly

announced. However, the eventual planned target number

for the agencies working to organise these arrangements was

for up to 15,000 unaccompanied children to enter Britain in

this way.

The various agencies initially operated under a non-

denominational organisation, the Movement for the Care of

Children from Germany, later known as the Refugee

Children’s Movement (RCM). The agencies promised to

find homes for all the children, including hostels as well as

family homes. There was no insistence that prospective

homes for Jewish children should be Jewish homes. The

British Government agreed that, in order to speed up the

immigration process, travel documents would be issued on a

group basis rather than individual applications. Ruth David

(formerly Oppenheimer), who arrived in England on 7th

June 1939 aged ten, later said how she honours Britain for

this unparalleled gesture of goodwill at a time when other

countries turned a cold shoulder’. (22)

A network of organisers was established in Germany to

attempt to identify those in greatest need or danger, and on

2nd December 1938 the first Kindertransport arrived in the

Leicestershire Historian 2014
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Letter from Curt Bejach in Berlin to Mrs Hancock in Leicester,
28th June 1939 discussing the arrangements for Helga’s stay
in Leicester. The permit had not yet arrived and the girls
were being taken to the seaside for four weeks. (Reproduced
by permission of the Florida Holocaust Museum, USA.)

Curt Bejach writing to Mrs Hancock on 1st August 1939 to
say Helga’s permit has now arrived. (Reproduced by
permission of the Florida Holocaust Museum, USA.)



In a series of eight short 15-second video clips

recorded as part of a Teacher’s Guide to the

Holocaust, produced in 2005 by the College of

Education at the University of South Florida, Helga

recounts the swift-moving course of events. She

explains that the aim of the Nazis ‘was to exterminate

Mischlings also’. She describes Kristallnacht as ‘a

scary thing ... telephones ringing, whispering, doors

closing, we just knew something was going on’. On

10th August 1939 Helga and Irene went to the station

in Berlin with their father and Jutta, who was by now

18, and as such, too old to travel on a Kindertransport.
Jutta may have been able to secure a job in Britain as a

‘maid’, but her father was not happy about this

prospect. (26) At the station ‘there were about 50-100

Jewish children, I can’t remember the exact number. I

think we were the only Mischlings on the train.’ They

said goodbye to their father and sister and the train

travelled to the Hook of Holland. She remembers the

kindness of the Dutch people, who ‘gave cookies etc.

to the kids through the windows.’ Helga recalls

puzzling ‘Why are they doing this? We are not

starving’.

Although they had lived through Kristallnacht in

Berlin, the girls had nevertheless been shielded to an

extent and did not fully appreciate the danger of their

situation in Germany. They did however, have some

comprehension of the political and cultural climate

which made their journey necessary, and understood

The three sisters taken in
1939, just before Helga (top
left) and Irene (top right)
arrived in Leicester.
(Reproduced by permission
of the Florida Holocaust
Museum, USA.)
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their father’s desperation to send them to a place of safety.

As they boarded the ship though, there was a sense of

adventure about the journey and the future awaiting them

(27), with all three sisters and their father believing that they

would be re-united within a year or so. (28)

On board ship Helga was pleased when a group of the older

girls invited her to their cabin. They did the hora, a

traditional Jewish circle dance on the ship’s deck. Helga

describes how this was her ‘first introduction to Jewish

culture, I had a lot of fun with these girls’. A love of dance

was to figure greatly in Helga’s future life and career. On

arrival in England she was aware that many of the children

were heading for hostels rather than family homes, ‘we were

extremely lucky’. A later letter dated 6th November 1956

from the Jewish Refugees Committee in London ‘to whom it

may concern’ explains that the girls had travelled from

Berlin ‘under the auspices of the Refugees Children’s

Movement (incorporated with the Jewish Refugee

Committee in 1948)’. (29)

The list of items (in German) that Helga was allowed to take
with her on the Kindertransport. (Reproduced by permission
of the Florida Holocaust Museum, USA.)
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As the girls arrived in Leicester, the situation in Europe was

looking increasingly ominous. The Leicester Mercury ran a

brief report on Saturday 12th August 1939, the day after

they arrived in England, headed ‘Jews beaten, synagogues

wrecked – A number of Jews were severely beaten up and

left bleeding on the pavements and three synagogues were

sacked by an angry mob at Bratislava late last night’. (32)

Two days later, on Monday 14th August, the newspaper ran

a front-page article with the headline: ‘Nazis talking about

liquidation of Poland’ with quotes from the German

newspaper National Zeitung. (33)

Just seventeen days after Irene and Helga’s arrival, Britain

was at war with Germany, and the girls could not complete

their journey to America. Mrs Hancock said she would not

be able to continue looking after Helga for much longer, not

only because of the cost involved, but also because ‘Helga at

this stage was understandably very unsettled’. (34) Mrs

Hancock was a widow who had a son, Clifford and daughter,

Peggy, both slightly older than Helga. Peggy used to take

Helga to the cinema in Leicester, with Helga recalling that

Peggy put on make-up once she was out of the house but

wiped it off before they got back as Mrs Hancock was very

strict! (35) Although to a twelve-year-old Mrs Hancock

seemed ‘stern’ and ‘old-fashioned’, Helga always

acknowledged that the family were very kind to her. Within

a few days of arriving in Leicester the Hancocks took Helga

on a day trip to Stratford upon Avon, just 40 miles from

Leicester, where Helga was introduced to the theatre for the

first time. (36) During her time at the Hancocks’ Helga

regularly visited her sister at the Attenboroughs’ home, and

Irene likewise was made welcome at Letchworth Road.

Helga remained friendly with Peggy after moving out of the

house. (37)

After a few months with Mrs Hancock, Helga joined Irene to

live at the Attenboroughs’ home. David Attenborough

recalls: ‘My parents then explained to me and my two

brothers that we now had two sisters, who would be staying

with us until the war was over. And so they did.’ (38)
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R
ecord Offices for English

counties have considerable

holdings of Sales Particulars

for properties and land, dating mostly

between 1860 and 1950. These are

usually auction details, and are

generally arranged alphabetically by

town and village. It is quite often the

case that for the more substantial

properties covered by these Sales

Particulars, there are also plans of the

estate to be sold and of the area

around the property. Some also

include useful small plans of the

local village. These documents

represent a useful source for the local

historian as they often also show land

holdings by the name of tenant or

landholder. Photographs of the

property are also commonly

encountered, in many cases showing

buildings that no longer exist.

What is more unusual, however, is a

group of maps appearing on the front

covers of seven Sales Particulars

held at the Record Office for

Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland

(ROLLR).

Six of these map covers were

published by the London Auctioneer,

Surveyor and Estate Agent Walton &

Lee of 20 (later 10) Mount Street,

Grosvenor Square, London. Walton

& Lee specialised in selling large

estates from all over England and

Wales between the 1870s and 1912,

at which point the firm was

purchased by Howard Frank of

Knight, Frank and Rutley ‘solely to

secure the prime front page position

in Country Life magazine’. (1)

Advertisements on the first page of the adverts in Country
Life continued with joint entries from the two firms for some

time, but by the end of World War II, the Walton & Lee

name had been dropped.

Map Covers on Sales Particulars

Derek Deadman

Map cover for East Langton Grange, 1882, Walton & Lee.
(Reproduced by permission of the Record Office for
Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland.)



The seventh map cover which is very similar to the map

covers of those produced by Walton & Lee is from the

London Surveyors Farebrother, Ellis, Clark & Co. of 5 & 6

Lancaster Place, Strand, London, and 18 Old Broad Street,

London. A detailed account of the two hundred year history

of this firm has been written by John Butland Smith. (2)

Charles Farebrother began acting as an auctioneer in London

at the age of 19 in 1802, selling building materials from the

salvage of large mansions, as well as freehold land and

buildings. His business rapidly expanded to include the

auctioning of large properties outside London such as the

4,360 acre estate Thornville Royal near Knaresborough in

Yorkshire (now Allerton Castle) in 1805, and Newstead

Abbey in 1812, and again in 1815. He became Lord Mayor

of London in 1833 and was Master of The Vintners’

Company three times. He died aged 77 in 1858 and

thereafter the firm continued in business under several

changes of name reflecting the names of current partners, for

example ‘Farebrother, Clark & Lye’ from 1858. Smith states

that ‘During the 1850s and 1860s the business of

Farebrother, Clark & Lye was one of three companies which

dominated the London Auction Market’. (3) In 1875,

Farebrother, Clark and Co. amalgamated with Gadsden Ellis

and it was under the joint name of Farebrother, Ellis, Clark

& Co. that the ROLLR map noted here was published. The

firm diversified its interests to include Fee Farm Rentals,

surveying and acting as expert witnesses in court cases

relating to railway compensation.

The maps on the front covers of the Walton & Lee and on

the Farebrother, Ellis, Clark, & Co. examples at ROLLR

have all been specially lithographed to adorn the front

covers of auction details of major estates. The Walton & Lee

examples at ROLLR are for auctions of:

- East Langton Grange, Leicestershire, 15th June 1882. (4)

- Freehold Estates Near Melton Mowbray and Lutterworth,

25th October 1882. (5)

- The Stanford Hall Estate, Nottinghamshire, 9th June 1887. (6)

- The Cransley Hall Estate, Kettering, Northamptonshire,

11th September 1890. (7)

- The Gumley Hall Estate, Leicestershire, 6th July 1892. (8)

- The Chartley Castle Estate, Staffordshire, September 1904. (9)

The sizes of the maps (width by height in inches) are all

about 9.5 x 10.25, except for the Chartley Castle Estate

which is about 8 x 8 inches. The dimensions of the map

covers as a whole, including titles and other details such as

the auctioneers, surveyors and solicitors concerned, are all

about 10.2 inches wide by 16.25 inches high. All covers

have elaborate decorated titles and a lithographed map of

most of the county concerned with the property or properties

for auction usually positioned towards the centre of the map

and marked in red. The two maps of Leicestershire

properties produced by Walton & Lee in 1882 share the

same map but with the properties concerned differently

indicated as appropriate. The Sales Particulars in many cases

include a full page lithograph of the property concerned and

plans of the estate.

The Leicestershire maps including the Farebrother, Ellis,

Clark & Co. map and also that for The Stanford Hall Estate,

Nottinghamshire, were clearly intended to emphasise the

attractions of the property to the hunting fraternity, with

(apart from The Stanford Hall Estate) all the local hunts

prominently named on the map, and in all cases, the places

of the meets shown. Together with a map held in Cambridge

University Library of Dunsmore, near Rugby, also published

by Walton & Lee, these hunts maps are the only hunting

maps located so far that appear in Sales Particulars. (10)
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Detail from the map cover for
Freehold Estates Near Melton
Mowbray and Lutterworth,
1882, Walton & Lee.
(Reproduced by permission of
the Record Office for
Leicestershire, Leicester and
Rutland.)
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show fewer villages and rivers. All hunt boundaries are

clearly marked on this map, however. Whilst the London &

North Western Joint Railway is now shown, the branch line

to Belgrave Road Station, Leicester is incorrectly shown as

joining with the Leicester & Swannington Railway (wrongly

labelled here as the Leicester & Stannington Railway).

Interestingly, this branch line is labelled as Leicester to

Peterborough. Between July 2nd 1883 and 1st April 1916, it

was possible to travel on GNR trains to

Peterborough starting at Belgrave Road Station.

(11) Special trains running from London to

Leicestershire and Rutland for hunting

enthusiasts were well known before 1915, so

that the attention paid on the maps to the

railway system is understandable.

The Chartley Castle Estate map and that for The

Cransley Hall Estate are purely non-hunting

topographical maps. The map for The Chartley

Castle Estate covers practically the whole of

Staffordshire. The lithographer of both the

Gumley Hall Estate and the Chartley Castle

Estate maps is given as Thomas Kell & Son.

The sales details suggest that whilst the maps

were specifically designed and lithographed for

the purpose of the particular sale concerned,

their origins lay in existing Ordnance Survey

maps. The Gumley Hall Estate details state that

‘The Plans are prepared and the quantities are

taken from the Ordnance Survey of Great

Britain, recently corrected by the Auctioneers’.

The Chartley Castle Estate carries a similar

statement. The form of the printed names of the

hunts on the Leicestershire maps mirrors the

appearance of hunt names in Hobson’s (later

Walker’s) Fox Hunting Atlas that was available

throughout the period considered. The seventh

map cover at ROLLR was produced by

Farebrother, Ellis, Clark & Co. for The

Misterton Estate, Leicestershire, 16th October

1883. (12) This is again a hunting map with a

‘Key Plan Shewing Meet of Hounds’ and with

named hunts indicated on the map in a very

similar fashion to the Walton & Lee

hunting maps.

Three of the maps mentioned here use a form of

hachuring to show relief in the style of Old Series Ordnance

Survey maps. These are The Misterton Estate, Leicestershire

map of 1883 (Farebrother, Ellis, Clark & Co.), The Cransley

Hall Estate, Northamptonshire map of 1890 (Walton & Lee)

and The Norton Manor Estate, Somersetshire map of 1885

(Walton & Lee).

The East Langton Grange map (but not the otherwise

identical ‘Freehold Estates Near Melton Mowbray and

Lutterworth’ map which omits the scale) gives the scale of 5

miles to the inch. They cover virtually the whole of

Leicestershire and Rutland, together with adjoining parts of

other counties. The lithographer of the maps is given on both

The East Langton Grange and Freehold Estates Near Melton

Mowbray and Lutterworth map as T. Way. The other maps

do not give a scale. Despite being published in 1882, the

East Langton Grange map (and its twin) omits the Saxondale

and Bottesford to Welham Great Northern and London &

North Western Joint Railway that opened in 1879. The

Gumley Hall Estate map is at a larger scale covering rather

less of Leicestershire and Rutland and has been simplified to

Map cover for The Gumley Hall Estate, 1892, Walton & Lee. (Reproduced
by permission of the Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland.)
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by Walton & Lee and Farebrother, Ellis, Clark & Co. over

the period from around 1880 to about 1912.

It appeared likely that other similar maps to those discussed

above would also have been prepared by Walton & Lee for

other estates all over the United Kingdom during the period

of about forty years that they were operating. It seemed of

interest to establish how unusual these map covers are.

Accordingly, research enquiries have been made to every

County Record Office in England. From the replies received,

seven further map covers of the purely topographical (non-

hunting) type have been reported:

- The Norton Manor Estate Near Taunton, Somersetshire,

1885. (16)

- Cranfield Court Estate, 24th September 1885. (17)

- The Earl of Carlisle’s Morpeth Estates, Northumberland,

1889. (18)

- The Cottingwood Estate, September 1889. (19)

- The Ulghan Estate, October 1889. (20)

- The Morpeth, Stannington and Netherton Estate,

November 1889. (21)

- The Gilmonby Estate, Near Barnard Castle, Yorkshire,

16th June 1904. (22)

The four examples from the sale of the Morpeth Estate in

1889 make an interesting group. The same topographical

map is used for each example with the estate areas indicated

on each cover in green, but with the relevant part of the

estate shown in red for each sale, a practice noted earlier for

two Leicestershire map covers. No search was made at other

County Record Offices for further examples of map covers

by Farebrother, Ellis, Clark & Co. but it seems very likely

that others exist for the period considered here.

Many Record Offices reported no findings, or that they

considered the effort needed to search their holdings of Sales

Particulars prohibitive in time and/or cost. Unfortunately, it

appears that it is unusual for the details of Sales Particulars

in Record Offices to carry the name of the auctioneer.

Moreover, such holdings are often scattered within a number

of holdings rather than being kept as a collection. It is likely,

therefore, that further examples of map covers of the sort

considered here remain to be discovered. Many other

auction details of sales organised by Walton & Lee are

known, often stated as containing folding maps, but these

may not necessarily be of the type discussed here. One such

is for The Haldon Estate, Devon, auctioned in 1892. (23)

The plan with the estate marked in pink shows the parishes

of Ashton, Chudleigh, Dunchidcock, Doddiscombleigh,

Exminster, Kenn, Shillingford and Trusham.

One set of Sales Particulars in the British Library of The

Birdoswald Estate Near Gilsand, Cumberland, 28th

September 1901, is a further example of a Walton & Lee

Despite the lavish nature of the auction details produced, it

appears that they did not always result in a sale. Gumley

Hall, for example, did not change hands until 1897. (13)

These maps appearing on the front covers of Sales

Particulars are unusual in at least two respects. Firstly, they

appear not to have been previously noticed as a potential

source for maps by county carto-bibliographers and map

collectors. Deadman and Brooks had no knowledge of their

existence when they published their books on Leicestershire

and Rutland maps that included hunting maps (14) (15), nor

do other examples appear in other county listings. Of course,

only if the estate was situated towards the centre of the

county rather than near a county border could one expect to

find a map covering the whole of a county. Secondly, from

the information discovered so far, the use of such elaborately

prepared maps to promote the importance of the position of

an estate for offer by auction seems to have been used only

Map cover for The Misterton Estate ‘Shewing Meets of
Hounds’, 1883, Farebrother, Eliis, Clark & Co. (Reproduced
by permission of the Record Office for Leicestershire,
Leicester and Rutland.)
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non-hunting topographical map lithographed by Thomas

Kell & Son, 40 King Street, Covent Garden. (24)

The practice of using a map with the position of the property

for sale marked in red was continued by Knight, Frank and

Rutley after they had bought Walton & Lee. Examples of

three such maps are held at ROLLR for Leicestershire

properties, namely The Quenby Estate, 27th June 1913,

Bosworth Park, 17th April 1917, and Aston Flamville &

Newbold Verdon Estates, 17th September 1917. (25)

Another in private hands is known for The Sibson Estate

between Atherstone and Market Bosworth, 6th June 1912.

All have a black and white reduction of a part of an

Ordnance Survey map of Leicestershire placed inside the

front cover entitled ‘Key Plan’ with a circle or circles in red

denoting the position of the property for sale.

Several archivists at other County Record Offices reported

further similar examples of such maps used by Knight,

Frank and Rutley for sales of property in their county. The

idea was also adopted by other auctioneers after World War

One. For instance, the Auctioneers, Shafto H. Sikes & Son,

of 16 Nottingham Street, Melton Mowbray, used an identical

type of map taken from the Ordnance Survey in their Sales

Particulars produced in 1925 for the sale of Mowbray

Lodge, Melton Mowbray (26), and Duncan B. Gray &

Partners (Surveyors, London, Leicester and York), produced

another which was essentially a county map of Rutland

reduced from the Ordnance Survey marked up in the usual

fashion for the sale of The Normanton Estate, Rutland,

17th/18th September 1924. (27) It is also known that the

firm of Farebrother, Ellis and Co. together with Jackson

Stops produced the catalogue for the sale of the remaining

portions of The Stowe Estate for Stowe House Near

Buckingham in 1922 that contained a folding map inside the

front cover. (28) This would seem to parallel the format used

by Knight, Frank and Rutley and other auctioneers at about

this time.
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C
harnwood Street ran parallel to Humberstone Road

on its south side, from the junction of Melbourne

Road and Kent Street as far as Spinney Hill Road to

the east. Very little of it now survives in physical form. Most

of it was demolished in 1970 as part of a redevelopment

scheme, but its relatively short history is full of interest. It is

still vividly remembered by many local people as a street of

around a hundred

small shops, ranging

from butchers, bakers,

greengrocers, ‘wet

fish’ shops and

chemists, to those

selling boots and

shoes, new and

second hand clothing,

hardware, ‘fancy

goods’, cycles and

dog food – alongside

the ‘Aladdin’s Cave’

of Paddy’s Swag

Shop and the first

ever Wilkinson’s,

opened in the 1930s.

In what is the first of

two articles, I would

like to concentrate on

the origins of the

Charnwood Street

area, its emergence as

a shopping area, and

its development as a

working class

n e i g h b o u r h o o d

between 1870 and

1920.

Charnwood Street was built in the early 1870s, but has its

origins in the offer of around 30 acres of land off

Humberstone Road for sale to the Leicester Freehold Land

Society (FLS) in 1868. The vendor is identified only as ‘Mr

Farnham’, but was almost certainly Edward Basil Farnham

of Quorn Hall, after whom Edward, Basil and Farnham

Streets were subsequently named. Quorn Hall itself was on

the edge of Charnwood Forest – but other streets including

Newby and Preston were named after members of the FLS

board, and Shenton Street after the Surveyor of the Leicester

and Leicestershire Benefit Building Society. (1) Like its

counterparts elsewhere, the original purpose of the Leicester

FLS was to enable members to secure a parliamentary vote

by enabling them to become owners of a freehold with a

minimum value of 40s. a year. (2) It already had eight

estates in Leicester, and the extension of the vote in 1867 to

householders in the borough who paid rent of £10 a year or

more may have been a

factor in the

‘ c o n s i d e r a b l e

consideration and

discussion’ that took

place before Mr

Farnham’s offer was

accepted. (3) At

£1,100 an acre, the

cost of the land was

also ‘considerably

more than any

previous purchase’;

but the population of

Leicester was

expanding rapidly at

that time, and the FLS

directors concluded

that it would return ‘a

fair profit to those

who wish to sell, and

will be found a very

good site for those

who intend to build’.

(4)

The estate was

divided into 720 lots,

and the process of

allocating them

proceeded quickly: when the FLS directors received

a demand from the Road Commissioners early in 1870 for

payment towards repairing damage to Humberstone Road

from work on the estate, they replied that it was ‘now in the

hands of private individuals’. (5) Once they had paid the full

purchase price for their land, allottees were at liberty to sell

it, and advertisements for lots soon began to appear. ‘All that

valuable piece of BUILDING LAND being No. 360 – 365

inclusive’ was offered for sale by auction in March 1872,

‘having a frontage to Charnwood Street of about 93 ft., and

Charnwood Street, Leicester:

the first fifty years

Cynthia Brown

Map of the Charnwood Street area from Spencer’s Map of Leicester 1879.
Charnwood Street can be seen running parallel to the Humberstone Road
with few of the other streets completed by then. (Reproduced by permission
of the Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland.)



to Preston Street 90 ft., and containing the whole 852 sq.

yds., or thereabouts’; or in the absence of a single purchaser,

as individual plots with frontages of 17 – 18 ½ feet and an

average depth of around 70 feet. (6) Other lots on

Charnwood Street were offered for sale by private contract

in February 1874, being ‘admirably adapted for the Erection

of places of Business, or Dwelling Houses’. (7)

However, conditions were attached to the use of the lots. For

instance, those holding land fronting onto Humberstone

Road, the most ‘public’ face of the estate, were required to

‘erect and forever maintain a low wall with Palisade fence’

on the boundaries of their lots. No buildings except a

‘summer house’ or dwelling house were permitted here; and

‘no person shall on the aforesaid lots carry on or permit the

sale of Beer, Wine, Spirits or other intoxicating drinks or

other retail trade or any wholesale or manufacturing business

or any working machinery, or keep thereon any Cow Calf

pig or offensive animal’. No doubt mindful of the new

franchise, houses built facing Humberstone Road also had to

be of an annual value of not less than £13, excluding the

land. (8)

Charnwood Street initially stretched from Farnham Street to

Spinney Hill Road, but was later extended westwards to

Melbourne Street and Upper Kent Street. This section,

which became Upper Charnwood Street, consisted mainly of

houses and never developed into a shopping area. However,

the shops for which Charnwood Street itself became so well

known did not appear in any numbers until the 1880s. The

earliest building plans in the Leicestershire Record Office

date from May 1873, and while some were for workshops

and stables, the majority were for houses. (9) Only two

shopkeepers are listed in Barker & Co’s Directory in 1875

and three in White’s Leicester Street Directory of 1877.

Several other buildings were described as apartments or

lodgings, and there was also a day school run by Mrs

Caroline Jenkyns near to Farnham Street. In 1881 the

majority of Charnwood Street residents still had

manufacturing occupations of one kind or another. Many

worked in the hosiery, footwear and clothing trades or as

cigar makers, warehousemen and railway workers. There

were also a number of craftsmen such as carpenters,

bricklayers and wheelwrights, and a few took in lodgers to

supplement their income. Samuel Titmus, for example, a

railway porter living at 106 Charnwood Street had four

musicians lodging with him at the time of the 1881 Census,

who were probably touring from town to town.

Even so, the transition to a shopping street was clearly under

way. Several residents were simply listed as ‘shopkeeper’ in

Kelly’s Directory in 1881, but there were some more

specialised establishments. These included several

greengrocers, a grocer, butcher, and confectioner, a draper,
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two haberdashers, a wardrobe dealer, a hairdresser, and a

‘fancy repository’. The chemist Josiah Jackson appears in

1881 at number 53, living on the premises with his wife and

four children; and the Post Office ‘Receiving House and

Money Order Office’ on the corner of Farnham Street and

Charnwood Street was also open by 1881, run by Alexander

William Grant, who lived there with his wife Caroline, five

children and a female domestic servant. (10)

Some shops were purpose-built, like the ‘convenient and

substantially built CORNER SHOP AND DWELLING

HOUSE, comprising a lofty retail shop with two large plate

glass windows’ advertised for rental in 1877 on the corner of

Charnwood Street and Vulcan Street (later Vulcan Road).

This also had an entrance hall, parlour, sitting room, three

cellars, four bedrooms, and a store room with private yard

and six foot gateway entrance. (11) However, the great

majority consisted of small residential properties, with the

ground floor room that faced the street being converted into

the shop. The building plan index for Charnwood Street in

the later nineteenth century includes a number of

applications for a shop front in an existing building, along

with others for ‘alterations’ or ‘additions’, (12) while the

1911 Census, which identifies the number of ‘dwelling’

rooms in each property, confirms that this sort of

arrangement was very common. The typical residential

property had six rooms, including the kitchen. Those that

doubled as shops had five ‘dwelling’ rooms, and even fewer

if some were used as workshops or for storage. For example,

only four of the rooms at William Foss’s hay and corn

dealership at 183 and the ‘small general shop’ kept by

Florence Benton at 253 were classed as residential. (13)

An early example of industry in the Charnwood Street area -
advertisement for the Lime Works which had its head offices
in Spinney Hill, from Kelly’s Directory, 1881.



The hundreds of families living in the terraced streets around

Charnwood Street constituted the main body of customers

for its shops. Two mainstays of working class areas were

also there: a pawnbroker, Frederick King, who later opened

another shop in Willow Bridge Street, in the Wharf Street

area of Leicester; and the local undertaker James Jelley, who

lived at 43 Shenton Street where he traded as a joiner, and

established an undertaking business at 173 Charnwood

Street. Local custom was not the only reason for the

expansion in the number and range of its shops in the later

nineteenth century, however. Specialist shops or ‘high class’

establishments attracted custom from other areas of the

town, with easy access by horse tram along Humberstone

Road from 1875, followed by the electric tramways operated

by the Borough Council from 1904. For instance, the music

dealer Harvey Chaplin appears in a directory in 1909 at

210–12 Charnwood Street, in premises previously occupied

by Mrs Emily Day, a dealer in music and pianofortes, and

later by William Johnson’s piano warehouse. Thomas

Watson Walker, a wholesale and retail provision merchant,

appears in a directory in 1899 at 193 Charnwood Street, but

had extended the business into the adjacent property at 191

by 1903. (14)

Thomas Watson Walker was also well-known beyond

Charnwood Street itself. In 1900 he was elected as a Liberal

councillor for the West Humberstone ward, covering part of

the Charnwood Street area, polling 900 votes to his

opponent’s 163. According to the Leicester Guardian, he

was ‘entirely a self-made man … with much energy and

perseverance, keen business powers and a good heart, and

these qualities have not only made him prosperous, but have

made him much respected amongst all with whom he had

had dealings’. He held office continuously until 1923 when

he was elected as an alderman, and became Mayor of

Leicester in 1926 – 27, when he twice received the Prince of

Wales, later Edward VIII, on visits to the city. He also

served as President of the Leicester Grocers’ Association on

several occasions. (15)

However, the great majority of shops in Charnwood Street

before the First World War were small family businesses,

employing other members of the family rather than paid

shop assistants. In the 1901 Census Josiah Jackson’s

daughter Edith was described as ‘druggist’s assistant’ and

his son Alfred and other daughter Florence as ‘dispensers of

medicines’, all working ‘at home’; and at 231 Charnwood

Street, where Powdrill Wightman was listed as a music

teacher and fancy goods dealer, it was his wife Annie who

was the actual shopkeeper, her occupation being given

simply as ‘Shop’. Similar arrangements can be seen from the

1911 Census. The wife of William Dalton, who had a

hardware and general store at 233 Charnwood Street, was

‘assisting in business’, as was Eliza Charles, wife of the

greengrocer George Charles at 223, and his daughter Annie

- and there are many other examples.

Depending on the size of the family and how profitable the

shop was, it was also quite common for some family

members to have paid jobs elsewhere. In 1911 Sarah Bryan,

a widow, was still working in the family confectionery

business at 197 Charnwood Street at the age of 80, assisted

by her daughter Elizabeth, while her son William worked as

a Post Office clerk. When she died in the following year she

left effects of £50 16s. 11d., compared with the £1947 0s.

3d. left by the hay and straw dealer William Foss who died

in the same year, suggesting that her business only returned

a modest profit. (16) In a few cases, such as that of Elizabeth
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A section of Charnwood Street shortly before its demolition in 1970. (Reproduced by permission of Michael Westmorland who
photographed Charnwood Street shortly before its demolition.)
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Woodcock at 235, the wife traded on her own account – as a

confectioner, in this instance – while her husband George

was employed elsewhere as a house painter. (17)

One of the main sources of competition to small

shopkeepers in working class areas, particularly in terms of

food and household goods, were the Co-operative stores

which paid a dividend on purchases. The Leicester Co-

operative Society had no store in Charnwood Street, but

other ‘multiples’ were making an appearance there in the

late nineteenth century, including a branch of Worthington

& Co, provision merchants, founded in 1891 by Charles

Thomas Worthington with a shop in Humberstone Road, and

one of the Maypole Dairy Co. Shopkeeping could be a

precarious business in a predominantly working class area,

where margins of profit were small at the best of times, and

some shopkeepers did go bankrupt or abandon it for other

occupations. (18) While some businesses remained there for

many years, there was a high turnover of other properties.

161 Charnwood Street, for instance was occupied in 1899 by

Edwin Pawley, a general dealer; in 1903 by Mrs Julia Anne

Snowden, an ironmonger; in 1908 by John Thomas Wood,

also an ironmonger; by Miss Laura Naylor, a milliner in

1909; and by Walter Burton, a hardware dealer in 1914. (19)

Small shopkeepers could also be seriously affected by

periods of high unemployment or trade disputes such as the

lockout in the boot and shoe trade in 1895, which put around

23,000 shoe hands in Leicester out of work for six weeks.

After a week of the lock-out, according to a local newspaper

in March 1895, butchers, grocers and greengrocers in

working class districts had ‘not been doing so well as usual,

while on Saturday there was a great scarcity of money, and

the purchases of food were not on nearly so liberal a scale as

usual’. (20)

The small shopkeepers’ working week was a lengthy one, by

necessity rather than choice. Many people, including

married women employed in Leicester’s factories, still

worked a five and a half day week in the early twentieth

century, and did not get their wages until around midday on

a Saturday. If shopkeepers did not take this into account,

custom would inevitably be taken elsewhere and their trade

would be adversely affected. This was one reason why

moves to limit Sunday trading were often strenuously

opposed. In September 1913, for instance, a widow keeping

a sweetshop, wrote to a local newspaper that her takings

were: ‘... more on a Sunday than on three weekdays put

together. The majority of the people don’t have money to

spend in the week, and if they did they often don’t have time

to call in their dinner hour to spend it. The greater part of the

people like sweets, tobacco, etc. when they have their leisure

hours and should not be denied the privilege… Perhaps he [a

previous correspondent] would have a different opinion if he

had to get a living in a sweetshop, and had to get up ten or a

dozen times to take 3d.’ (21)
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It was not only its shops that gave Charnwood Street its

distinctive character. On the south side, at the Melbourne

Road/Kent Street end in the later 1870s, was the brewery of

Bates, Son and Bishell. This dated from around 1877 and

was taken over in 1890 by the Leicester Brewing and

Malting Company, whose original brewery had been

established in Northampton Street in the 1820s. For years to

come, when the windows were open in hot weather, the

smell of brewing would pervade the nearby Charnwood

Street Board School. (25) This was opened by the Leicester

School Board in 1877, with twelve classrooms to

accommodate 1300 boys, girls and infants. Although altered

and extended on a number of occasions, this ‘exceedingly

commodious and convenient’ building with ‘capacious

playgrounds’ is still in use as a school, and its 80ft high bell

tower remains a familiar feature of the local landscape. (26)

St Saviour’s Church of England School in Grove Road

(1882) and Sacred Heart Roman Catholic School in Mere

Road (1884) provided additional accommodation as the

population of the area continued to grow, followed by Green

Lane Board School at the eastern end of Charnwood Street

in 1895. The expansion of local government services in

Leicester was also reflected in two additions to Upper

Charnwood Street by 1891: the Corporation Ash Destructor

Works and the Water Pumping Station.

Much of the social life of the Charnwood Street area, like

other working class districts of Leicester, was centred on its

places of worship, with a wide range of activities for both

children and adults. The first was a Congregational chapel,

based from 1872 in rooms on what is now St Saviour’s Road

before opening a schoolroom and mission in Newby Street

four years later. A 750 seat chapel was built alongside it in

1888. In the 1890s this had a flourishing Sunday School

with around 900 members, along with classes for young

people, a Young People’s Christian Endeavour Society, and

a ‘thriving’ branch of the temperance organisation, the Band

of Hope Union. (27) St Saviour’s church, opened in June
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The Shop Hours Act of 1904 gave local authorities powers

to issue ‘Closing Orders’ to allow half day closing on one

day a week, and the latest time at which shops could remain

open on other days. However, this required the agreement of

two thirds of the relevant shopkeepers, and was difficult to

achieve in trades which saw the imposition of ‘uniform

hours’ as limiting their ability to compete with others in the

same line of business. Those orders that were made do give

a very good insight into opening hours at that time. In

January 1905, for instance, the Borough Council fixed hours

of closing for barbers and hairdressers, of which there were

several in Charnwood Street, at 9 pm on Mondays,

Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 2 pm on Thursdays, and

11 pm on Saturdays. (22) Half day closing became more

common after the Shops Act of 1911 gave shop assistants a

legal right to a half day holiday each week, along with a

maximum working week of 60 hours, but opening hours

were not the only regulations governing shopkeepers’

activities. In the later nineteenth century food retailers were

already subject to inspection by public health officials, both

in terms of the adulteration of foodstuffs including milk,

bread, flour, butter and mustard and pepper, and standards of

hygiene – hence the assurance in 1893 to customers of the

Farmers and Cleveland Dairies' Co Ltd, with a branch at 130

Charnwood Street, that it operated ‘Under Strict Sanitary

Supervision’ selling only ‘Pure New Milk delivered at any

part of the town soon after milking’ and ‘Fresh churned

butter made daily by experienced dairymaids’.(23)

Nevertheless, as one national publication noted in 1906,

shopkeeping was as much a way of life as a means of

making a living, and many small shopkeepers were: ‘...

content with their position. So long as his business returns to

him a profit sufficient to defray the expenses of a moderately

comfortable domestic establishment, and to rear and educate

his family fairly well, the average shopkeeper eats the bread

of thankfulness, and when his appointed time comes, dies in

the assurance or hope that the goodwill of his shop will

suffice to provide the means of living to those he leaves

behind.’ (24)

The sign for the Leicester Brewing and Malting Company still
visible on its former brewery in Vulcan Road. (Reproduced by
permission of Colin Hyde.)

Ladder inside the tower of Charnwood Street School.
(Reproduced by permission of the author.)



1877, was the gift of Rev F. G. Burnaby, who owned the

land on which it was built. It was designed by the eminent

architect George Gilbert Scott in Early English style, and

built entirely of red brick, apart from the stone spire and

slate roof. (28) The parish embraced around 4,000 people at

this time, rising to 13,000 by 1895. (29) A Methodist church

was opened in Parry Street in 1881, having previously held

services in rooms in Preston Street, while Roman Catholic

masses were held at various local venues from the early

1880s until the ‘iron church’ of the Sacred Heart and St

Margaret Mary was built in Mere Road in 1890. (30)

An ‘entertainment’ at St Saviour’s in July 1886 was fairly

typical of the communal events provided by local chapels

and churches, in addition to the regular services and

meetings of their various groups: ‘a large number of the

parishioners and friends… partook of an excellent tea in the

schoolroom attached to the church. About 300 persons sat

down and enjoyed a beautiful repast, after which an

adjournment was made to the boys' schoolroom, where a

capital entertainment took place... sufficiently varied to

please every taste, while the quality of the music [including

songs and a piano duet] was very satisfactory.’ (31) Other

events such as bazaars were also commonly held to raise

funds for ongoing maintenance, extensions or repairs. For

instance, a notice advertising the St Saviour’s Church

Bazaar at the Temperance Hall in December 1895 referred to

the need for ‘extensive structural alterations, both for the

safety of the church and the comfort of the congregation’,

recent storms having ‘played havoc with the roof’. (32)

Pubs were conspicuous only by their absence in and around

Charnwood Street. This may relate to the restrictions placed

by the Freehold Land Society on the development of its

estate, though there were many a short walk beyond. The

area was better provided with cinemas in the years before

the First World War, by then a very popular and relatively

cheap form of entertainment. The Empress Picture Palace on

the corner of Mere Road and Mount Road opened in 1910,

renamed as the Picturedrome soon afterwards. It was said to

have a 'well furnished and illuminated hall', with two

showings a night and a Saturday matinee. Its opening

programme included 'an instructive film' made by a French

company, The Sheep with Six Legs, and a film of the US

president Theodore Roosevelt big game hunting in Africa.

(33) Like most cinemas for years to come, the programme

was changed twice a week. The Imperial on Green Lane

Road – commonly known as the ‘Greeny’ in later years -

opened in December 1912. Its screen was 15 feet wide, and

it had 460 seats, 46 of them in a small gallery. By the end of

1914 there was also the Shaftesbury on the corner of

Uppingham Road and Overton Road, which opened in

October that year and offered 'a capital view of the screen'

from each of its 830 ‘wide and comfortable’ crimson plush

tip-up seats. (34)

The documentary sources on which this account of

Charnwood Street’s first fifty years is based provide

valuable information about the origins of the area, its

evolution as a shopping street, and its development as a

predominantly working class residential area. They do not
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Charnwood Street School in the early twentieth century. (Reproduced by permission of Audrey Payne.)



tell us in any detail about how its residents were affected by

the First World War, though it can be safely assumed that

shortages of food and other commodities posed new

challenges for its shopkeepers well before rationing was

introduced in the later stages of the war, and that few

families were left untouched by the unprecedented number

of deaths and casualties. The same sources also suggest that

in other respects – in terms of its shops, housing, educational

and social organisations and leisure pursuits - there was no

radical break with the past in the early post-war period.

However, the line drawn here after fifty years is not entirely

arbitrary, but based rather on the availability of other sources

after this to expand on the history of Charnwood Street as

well as extending it chronologically.

There are relatively few oral histories relating to the

Charnwood Street area during this period, but those that do

exist add value to the documentary records and help to bring

them to life, as in this memory of St Saviour’s church school

from a man who was born in 1893: ‘As an infant we sat on

the floor, no desks in those days. The school was financed by

the church, and we paid a penny a week towards the upkeep

of the school… It was a mixed school, and my cousin sat at

the side of me. She was clever and I wasn’t, so she told me

all the answers... At nine o’clock in the morning we

assembled in the school yard. A whistle blew at five minutes

to nine, and at nine o’clock we marched upstairs, and the

first half hour of the day we had prayers, the Lord’s Prayer

and a lecture and a hymn, then we dispersed to our classes.

The Headmaster, he sat at the desk in the centre of the big

room, watching everybody. In those days there was reading,

writing and arithmetic. That was it, really. In the Infants we

had slates, and a slate pencil. Then when we got to the

Seniors, we had one exercise book that had to last us 12

months. The girls didn’t have the cane. They were stood in

the corner for five minutes if they were naughty. You see,

the parents of the kiddies were big church people, and it was

more or less a family affair.’ (35)

From the 1920s it becomes possible to draw much more

extensively on living memory to supplement the

documentary record of the area, to access information that is

not recorded elsewhere, and – not least – to answer the

question of why ‘Charny’ still evokes such vivid memories

among those people who lived, worked or shopped there.

These memories will be central to an exploration of

Charnwood Street’s final fifty years on another occasion.
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T
he village of

Skeffington is ten

miles east of

Leicester and is now on the

A47, a major arterial route

from the Midlands to East

Anglia. In the Domesday
Book the village is called

Scifitone, probably an Anglo

Saxon locational name

derived from Sceaft-ing-tun,

the place of the Sceaft tribe.

In 1086 there were approx

400 residents and the Lord of

the Manor was the King,

William the Conqueror.

By the reign of Edward I

(1272-1307), a Simon

Skeffington was resident in

Skeffington and in 1303 the

family had ‘liberty of free

warren in all their demesne

lands at Skeffington’. Later

members of the family

served as Lord Lieutenants

under Henry VII and Henry

VIII. In 1530 William

Skeffington (1465-1535) was

knighted by Henry VII, and

by 1530 he was Master of the

Ordnance and a Lord Deputy

of Ireland where he became known as ‘The Gunner’ on

account of his use of heavy artilliery at Maynooth Castle. He

was buried in St Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin. During the

reign of Elizabeth I, Sir Thomas Skeffington, Sheriff of

Leicestershire, built Skeffington House in Leicester around

1583 (now part of Newarke Houses Museum). By the

eighteenth century the Skeffington estates had passed

through marriage to William Farrell (1742-1815), a Captain

in the Foot Guards and a Lieutenant Colonel, who was

granted the arms and surname Skeffington by Royal Warrant

in 1772, together with all the ‘Honours of the Family.’

Farrell was created a Baronet on 10th June 1786. He was

also Colonel of the Volunteer Cavalry (Leicestershire

Yeomanry) who were presented with their standard at

Leicester in the Market Square on 29th August 1794.

A substantial Skeffington

family history was published

by The Leicestershire

Archaeological Society in

the 1930s. This concentrated

on the thirteenth to the

seventeenth centuries,

concluding with a brief

footnote on Sir William

Charles Farrell Skeffington

( 1 7 4 2 - 1 8 1 5 ) w h o

relinquished command of

T h e L e i c e s t e r s h i r e

Volunteers in 1803, and an

even briefer note on his

younger son and successor

Lumley St George Farrell

Skeffington, 2nd Baronet of

Skeffington, the last

member of the family, to

whom his father left very

little other than the

baronetcy. (1)

Lumley St George Farrell

Skeffington was born on

23rd March 1771 in St

Pancras, London. Little is

known of his early

childhood except that

according to contemporary

records he lacked

enthusiasm for schoolwork except when he could write

poetry or composition. Educated at Henry Newcome’s

School in Hackney he was frequently punished for laziness,

and had a marked inclination to do anybody’s schoolwork

other than his own, to the extent that having once written

some lines for another boy, they were the subject of

appreciable praise from his schoolmaster. Newcome’s had a

noted reputation for theatricals, and Lumley appeared

successfully in a number of school productions. The

Gentleman’s Magazine gave a very positive review of ‘his

graceful representation of Hamlet and his no less remarkable

energy as Phocyas in The Siege of Damascus’. An epilogue

written by George Keate (1729-1797) The Folly of Vanity
delivered by Lumley at the school appears to have been

similarly successful.
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The Last Dandy Standing: Sir Lumley

St George Skeffington (1771-1850)

David C. J. Howell

So Skiffy Skipt On, With His Wonted Grace, James Gillray
cartoon of Lumley St George Skeffington, (1800). (Image ©
The National Portrait Gallery, London, Reference Collection
NPG D 12722.)
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although neither achieved critical success. However, The
Sleeping Beauty which he wrote in 1805 was a major

achievement. Approved of by the Monthly Mirror, its critic

wrote: ‘Mr. Skeffington ... giving rein to his imagination has

boldly ventured into the boundless region of necromancy

and fairy adventure’. Skeffington regarded this review with

some pride for many years to come. The Gentleman’s
Magazine reported, ‘... the celebrated Mr .Skeffington, a

gentleman of classic genius it is well known figures high in

the most fashionable circles’. The music to The Sleeping
Beauty was by John Addison (1765-1844) and the songs,

duets and choruses of this ‘grand melodrama’ were

published, although the play itself was never printed. The

Monthly Mirror published further tributes to Skeffington’s

work which were later described by Edith Sitwell as ‘in an

ecstasy of admiration’.

Clearly Skeffington was making his mark with the

luminaries of his day, both with his appearance, and as a

playwright. Not everyone was so impressed. Lord Byron

(1788-1824) pilloried The Sleeping Beauty and wrote in his

satire English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, (1809) ‘... great

Skeffington must claim our praise, for skirtless coats and

On leaving school, he neither followed his father into a

military career, nor took up a career in the Law or the

Church. Instead, he decided to become a ‘man of fashion’,

and entered the court of the Prince of Wales (1762-1830)

(later the Prince Regent and George IV) at Carlton House.

‘Prinny’ was beset by sycophants and acolytes who included

a number of ‘Beaux and Dandies’ whose ambitions were to

be the most dapper and well-dressed bucks of their day. The

definition of a ‘dandy’ has been described as a man placing

particular importance on physical appearance, refined

language, and leisurely hobbies, pursued with the

appearance of nonchalance in a cult of Self. (2) ‘Dandyism’

first appeared in Paris and London in the 1790s, one of its

best-known exponents being George ‘Beau’ Brummell.

Other leading dandies included ‘Romeo’ Coates, Lord

Byron, Lord Alvanley and the Prince of Wales. Although

associated with fashion, their coveted image was not one of

flamboyance and overdressing, having instead a reserved

and understated discernment.

Skeffington, whilst happy to be recognised as a dandy, was

not inclined to follow their discriminating code fully. Not

one for the understated look, he was to some extent the

antithesis of George ‘Beau’ Brummell and other dandies.

Preoccupied with his appearance, Skeffington dressed in a

foppish manner. His attire when he appeared at court for the

King’s birthday in 1794 was described as ‘a brown spotted

silk coat and breeches with white silk waistcoat richly

embroidered with silver, stones and shades of silk. The

design was a large basket of roses and jonquilles, the whole

ensemble producing a splendid and beautiful appearance’.

Skeffington enjoyed his status as a beau or dandy; he was

consulted by the Prince Regent about costume, textiles and

art, and spent his time with actors, theatre society and was

on intimate terms with the celebrities of the day, anxious to

be a prominent member of the theatre set. He dined with Sir

Joshua Reynolds in 1789, and even had a new colour named

after him ‘Skeffington Brown’ which is still available over

200 years later.

Whilst Skeffington had abandoned any thought of re-

igniting his brief adolescent career on the stage, he turned to

playwriting and made his debut as an author by writing the

prologue to The Covenant Act, a comedy by Plumptree

which was first performed at Plumptree’s private theatre in

Norwich. The prologue was much approved of by

contemporary reviewers and Skeffington managed to get

into it a short piece of self-publicity: ‘... when imperfections

in the scene appear, reflect the Authors in his twentieth

year’.

More dramatic works soon followed: The Word of Honour, a

five act comedy, was produced at Covent Garden in 1802

and his High Road to Marriage in 1803 at Drury Lane,

A Pair of Polished Gentlemen, James Gillray caricature of
Lumley St George Skeffington and Montague James
Mathew, (1801). (Image © The National Portrait Gallery,
London, Reference Collection NPG D 12757.)



skeleton plays’. Despite Lord Byron’s comments,

Skeffington’s success continued for a time. One fellow

dandy remarked: ‘... he is so great an author that all which is

done is thought to be correct and not open to scandal.’

Not surprisingly, Skeffington was a natural target for

satirists and cartoonists alike, and his depiction in at least

four cartoons by the greatest and most vicious cartoonist and

caricaturist of his day, James Gillray (1757-1815) probably

did more for his fame and notoriety than ever his plays could

achieve. In 1799 Gillray depicted him as Half Natural, a dig

at his tailored coats, and in 1800 in perhaps the best known

cartoon as Skiffy in prodigious costume - lace and knee

ribbons with the refrain ‘So Skiffy Skipt On, With His

Wonted Grace’ - a dig at both his costume and dancing.

Gillray’s depictions were doubtless assisted by

contemporary reports which described Skeffington as a tall

spare man with large features and sharp sallow face, dark

curly hair and whiskers. For many years his dress was a dark

blue coat with gilt buttons, a yellow waistcoat, white cord

inexpressibles, with large bunches of white ribbons at the

knees and short top boots’. (3)

Skeffington inherited the title of 2nd Baronet on the death of

his father Sir William Charles Farrell Skeffington aged 73

on 26th January 1815, his older brother Charles Thomas

having died aged 4 years old. Sir William appears to have

squandered the family fortune leaving little for his younger

son, although he may have used part of it to support Lumley.

Meanwhile, Lumley had agreed to a limitation of inheritance

of the family estate, thus depriving himself of the possibility

of a country estate, with Skeffington Hall, its contents,

library and grounds having been sold by a Mr Owton at the

Three Crowns, Leicester at three o’clock on 5th July 1814,

the year before Lumley inherited the Skeffington baronetcy.

Lumley remained an avid theatre goer, and as a devout

patron of ‘first nights’, he would put in an appearance at as

many as four performances during the same evening. His

time was however passing: The Sleeping Beauty’s success

was not sustained, and further plays, although performed at

Drury Lane and The Haymarket, were described as ‘dire

failures.’ He lost his status as an icon of fashion, the

following description of him by Rees Howell Gronow

(1794-1865), ‘Captain Gronow’, may give an indication of

why: ‘[he] used to paint his face like a French toy. He

dressed a la Robespierre and practised other follies, although

the consummate old fop was a man of literary attainments,

remarkable for his politeness and courtly manners, in fact,

he was invited everywhere. You always knew of his

approach by an avant courier (sic) of sweet smells, and as he

advanced a little nearer, you might suppose yourself in the

atmosphere of a barber’s shop.’

However Lord William Lennox (1799-1881), a sporting

Aristocrat who loved prize-fighting, and someone who one

would hardly have considered Skeffington an acquaintance
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Half Natural, James Gillray caricature of Lumley St George
Skeffington, (1799). (Image © The National Portrait Gallery,
London, Reference Collection NPG D 12702.)

James Gillray cartoon titled Dilettante-theatricals: - or - a

peep at the green room, (1803). The sitters include King
George IV and Lumley St George Skeffington. (Image © The
National Portrait Gallery, London, Reference Collection NPG
D 13099.)
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life to never going out on damp winter mornings but

remaining indoors and moving from room to room for

fresher air and exercise. Charles Westmacott (1788-1868)

writing as Bernard Blackmantle in The English Spy in 1825

said ‘the old Beau in the corner is Sir Lumley St George

Skeffington who without any means loves to linger near to

the scenes of his former extravagance’. Skeffington was then

only 55 years old.

As he aged, Skeffington gave the appearance of an

aristocratic old gentleman still attached to the fashion of a

past generation. The author Charles Macfarlane (1799-1858)

had seen him in 1840 at Queen Victoria’s wedding ‘bent

almost double, horsehair wig on his head, rouged cheeks and

still as frivolous.’ He was still to be seen at the theatre in the

1840s, and Macfarlane having met him again at the theatre

the following year, wrote a devastating paragraph in his

Reminiscences: ‘... to be so old and yet so trivial, to have

lived so long and have ones head stuffed full of nothing, to

be so shrunk bent and withered and yet never to think of

death. Was there no Rector or Friend to tell him ‘go to your

prayers Old Man’.

In an age when ruthless satire, wit and caricature flourished,

Skeffington was never known or heard to say or make

unkind personal comments about anyone. The Satirist
Magazine wrote ‘we have no objection in laughing at and

ridiculing his eccentricities of fashion and manner ... but

Lumley Skeffington possesses much good nature and

goodness of heart and we can laugh but not be disgusted by

his harmless but ridiculous propensities.’

Whilst his family had strong links to Leicestershire, his own

were more nominal, although he was appointed a Deputy

Lieutenant of the County of Leicestershire in 1797, the role

being then not as largely ceremonial as it is today. In a letter

from him regarding his appointment, dated Skeffington Hall

March 1797, and now in the Leicestershire Record Office,

justifies his ‘pretensions respecting the office of Deputy

Lieutenant for the County of Leicester ... [as being] founded

on being the heir apparent to my Father’.

There is one occasion recorded of a visit to a friend in

Leicester when he was awoken with the alarming news that

the house next door was on fire. He torpidly declared this to

be a ‘great bore’ and when finally persuaded to escape into

the street in his nightshirt and paper curlers, his laissez-faire

grace temporarily deserted him and he cried out ‘what are

these horrid creatures about with their filthy water that I

cannot take a step without wetting my slippers’. Obviously

Skeffington was not impressed with the efforts of Leicester

fire-fighters. Nor can it escape notice that his distress was

about his footwear rather than occupants of the buildings or

the safety of his host’s property.

let alone a friend, considered that ‘Skeffington had a

presumptive right to dress as he pleased, he was known and

could wear anything.’

Skeffington’s conduct and dress was regarded with benign

good humour by his peers and the press, and no scandal ever

attached to him. Eccentricity was a trait much admired and

aspired to by many. Indeed in 1859 John Stuart Mill

considered that eccentricity in society was ‘proportional to

the amount of genius, mental vigour and moral courage it

contained.’ John Stanhope was to write: ‘Poor Skeffington

was the Dandy of the day, par excellence. Remarkable for

his ugliness, his dress was so exaggerated as to render his

lack of beauty the more marked. He was a very good natured

man, and had nothing of the impertinence or manner of the

fops who succeeded him. Moreover, he was a bel-esprit,

writing epilogues and prologues, and was at one time the

observed of all observers. I have seen him at an assembly

literally surrounded by a group of admiring ladies.’

Although admired by the opposite sex, he never married. A

number of accounts indicate that he was most solicitous

when introduced to young women and behaved with great

seemliness and social grace. In 1806 he had been seen

walking out with a Miss Duncan, the two being described as

a ‘comic pair, he with his curious whiskers and her in a cap.’

In 1827, the New Monthly Mirror gave him the title of ‘The

fugelman of fashion’, noting him to be ‘a man of polished

manners and laconic drawl’ who is reportedly to have

languidly asked a fellow dandy at Covent Garden, ‘At ...

what ... time ... do ... you ... dine ... tonight ... Temple?’, the

time being already past 11.30pm.

The loss of his family estate and his spending extravagances

meant that his finances were in a parlous state, and for

several years he was obliged to enter The Kings Bench

Prison Southwark and live within ‘the Liberty of its Rules’

as a debtor. Eventually he did inherit a small estate worth

£800 a year (worth between £55,000 and £68,000 today), but

his former friends and acquaintances avoided him and he

lived on his own in Southwark, writing verse and

composition (now considered dated and arcane).

Once seen at a function, someone asked Lord Alvanley

(1789-1849) who Skeffington was, the reply being: ‘Oh, the

Sleeping Beauty, only a second edition bound in calf and

richly gilt.’ Skeffington felt these desertions and comments

deeply, and is said to have remarked to a friend that he

‘would heartily rejoice if after leaving this house I should be

found dead on my own doorstep.’

Skeffington did however, survive into old age, outliving his

fellow dandies, and continuing to totter around London in

his long waisted overcoats and wig. He attributed his long



Mary Craven writing about dandies at the beginning of the

twentieth century said ‘the level headed have no sympathy

or tolerance for this type ... why write about any man who

was only a bell wether in a flock of dandies. Is any practical

result achieved by dealing with such a useless life?’

Skeffington’s value consisted in being his eccentric self:

‘famous for being famous’. Some individuals love playing to

the gallery, some enjoy the attention of others, some

entertain the public, traits easily recognisable today.

Skeffington would seem to have managed all three and

played his hand consummately!

Sir Lumley St George Skeffington 2nd Baronet of

Skeffington Leicestershire died unmarried at his lodgings

close to the School for the Indigent Blind, St George’s Field,

Southwark London, in his eightieth year on the 10th

November 1850, and he was buried at Norwood Cemetery.

Having no heir, the baronetcy died with him and the title

became extinct. His life was ephemeral and like Phaeton

who ‘drove his chariot but for a day’, he passed into history.

Some fifty years after Skeffington’s death, the French writer

Roger Boutet de Monvel concluded in 1908 that Skeffington

‘... concealed an intellectual man, an enlightened patron of

the arts, and a writer of merit’, whilst a review written in

1900 said ‘... his verses certainly do not compare

unfavourably with the drivel written and offered by so called

lyric writers today’. His plays are largely forgotten today,

and although he is recalled in books published on the

Regency era and dandies, he is otherwise largely forgotten,

even in the county that provided his name and patrimony. In

a 1974 publication it was suggested ‘he did nothing for the

family name except invite derision at its mention’ However,

the poet Horace Smith (1779-1849) described him as ‘an

admirable specimen of the florid gothic’, and if we are
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kindly, perhaps that should be his epitaph. He was

the last Skeffington family link to Leicestershire.
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Early Forensics in 2009: Thomas Clulow’s Birth, Marriage
and Death

Being pre-1837, the obvious place to start the search for

Thomas’s three life events (Birth, Marriage and Death, the

DNA of family history research) was the International
Genealogical Index (IGI), the Mormon Church’s record of

BMDs, christenings and burials. His christening was quickly

located in February 1765 in Leek, Staffordshire, the last of

five children born to William and Sarah Clulow of that

parish. While examination of Genes Reunited proved

fruitless, the discovery of a Leek website, with an interactive

and much-used Visitors’ Book, permitted the mystery to be

spelt out to a wider Staffordshire audience of local

historians, and from there a couple of responses steered me

to a personal village website, being

about five miles north of Leek. (1)

The Rushton Spencer website’s

transcribed parish register entries

duly revealed details of Clulow’s

unsurprising family development.

On 31st January 1788 Thomas,

still living in Leek, is recorded as

marrying Sarah Wood of Rushton

Spencer at her parish church, St

Lawrence; and a few years later, in

July 1792, the couple are recorded

as having their son, also Thomas,

baptised at St Lawrence. At this

stage Thomas Snr. is, for the first

time, described as Reverend
Clulow in the Parish register, from

which we can conclude he must

have been ordained between early

1788 and July 1792.

Returning to Tilton and 1797 to

verify the ‘D’ of Thomas’s BMD,

as shown below, the Leicestershire Record Office

microfiche for Tilton’s 1797 burials, has Rev. Charles

Wildbore, the then relatively new Vicar of Tilton, recording

blandly in the Parish register that on the 27th January 1797

he buried ‘The Reverend Thomas Clulow, Clerk.’ Two

burials later in the register, the Vicar added a comment for

Mrs Mary Hall, who had died at the age of 83, that she was

The Thomas Clulow Affair
Paul Herrington

I
n 2008, during the course of research into the history of

education in Tilton, my attention was drawn to someone

who appeared to be one of the most mysterious

characters ever to set foot in this eastern Leicestershire

village. While it proved possible to establish details of his

birth and marriage, and his only child, and it was clear that

he had come to Tilton from another Midland county,

virtually nothing else was known about him. His name was

Thomas Clulow. He died suddenly over two hundred years

ago, on 24th January 1797, when only 32 years old. Three

days later he was buried under a floorstone on the chancel

floor in Tilton parish church, where he had been curate and

schoolmaster for nearly four years.

The inscription on the stone, reproduced above, generates

more questions than answers. Why the reference to his

classical education? More importantly, what was the

‘embarrassment’ he appeared to have suffered, and,

seemingly linked, why was he brought to Tilton? And then

his early death! What is happening here? Was it scandal?

money? sex? cheating? fraud?...

Introduction

UNDERNEATH this stone

lies Inter’d the Body of the

REVD: THOMAS CLULOW,

Who was a Native of

STAFFORDSHIRE where He

receiv’d a Classical Education

but after some embarrassment,

He was conducted to this Place,

where He was CURATE

and Schoolmaster four Years.

He departed this Life

the Twenty fourth day of

January, One thousand seven

hundred and Ninety seven

AGED 32 YEARS.

Text and photograph of Thomas Clulow’s floorstone in the chancel of Tilton Church.



“a rich Publican and spinster”, showing he was not averse

to adding flavour to the entries. But on Thomas Clulow, he

gave no hints and no clues.

Taking Stock: Where From Here?

What next? Three exploratory avenues suggested

themselves: a much more thorough search of Church of

England records at the national, diocesan and parish levels;

an investigation of Clulow’s classical education; and a

perusal of early newspapers in the two counties figuring so

far in this narrative. Considering the church records first: by

mid-2010 the Arts and Humanities Research Council had

already spent a decade funding the construction

of an extraordinarily comprehensive database of

clergy of the Church of England (CCEd, at

www.theclergydatabase.org.uk ), which aims to record all

Church of England clergy careers over the period 1540 to

1835. This covers education, ordination, appointments

(Vicar, Curate, Deacon, etc), vacancies, patronage and

deaths. By 2010 over 105,000 names had been logged. (2)

The Tilton clergy have been traced back to 1560 and the

Vicars who must have overlapped with Clulow while he was

a Curate there are listed as Benjamin Barnard (1789-96) and

Charles Wildbore (1796-1842). Inexplicably, however, there

was no mention of Thomas Clulow anywhere in CCEd -

whether searching by person or by the dioceses covered by

Thomas’s Staffordshire and Tilton connections.

Other Diocesan Enquiries

The second step was to attempt a diocesan pincer movement

on Thomas, searching for records of his existence through

relevant archives from both the Staffordshire and Tilton ends

(and thus via the records of the Dioceses of Lichfield and

Lincoln, held by Staffordshire, Lichfield and Leicestershire

Record Offices). Archivists in Staffordshire and Lincoln

could find no leads – indeed, no mention of his existence –

although certain local documents (e.g. clergy ordination and

appointment records, and Bishops’ correspondence),

invariably not yet indexed, remained to be consulted by

personal visits. Staffordshire Record Office also identified

Leek Grammar School (founded 1720) as the only local

provider of a ‘classical education’, although pupil records

for the eighteenth century were unlikely to exist. Early

Diocese of Lincoln records relating to Leicestershire

parishes had long been split between Lincolnshire Archives

and the Leicestershire Record Office; and any visit to

Lincoln was deferred, while visits to the Leicestershire

Record Office at Wigston confirmed that the ecclesiastical

Thomas had not been an invention. To some relief, this

proved Thomas’s existence, with records being unearthed of

his occasional submission of annual Parish register

transcriptions for Tilton (1794) and also, interestingly, for

Tugby (1795). Further investigation of the Parish Registers

showed Thomas to be undertaking a reasonable share of the

BMD work in the parish between 1793-96.

Newspapers

An important information source so far neglected in this

investigation were the early newspapers. The recent

burgeoning digitisation and indexation of such newspapers –

in particular the British Library’s Burney Collection of

English Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Newspapers –

has provided a valuable tool for researching events and news

stories – especially provincial or more local items which

may have been missed or ignored by The (indexed) Times.
Searching this Collection however, produced no surprises –

just a number of factual death notices in the national,

regional and local press which gave nothing away

concerning the cause of Thomas’s death, as is shown by this

extract from the February 3rd 1797 issue of the Leicester
Journal held at the Leicester Record Office:

D I E D.
On Tuefday fe’night [seven nights ago?], much refpected
by his ac--aquinance [acquaintances?], the Rev. Thomas

Clulow, curate of Tilton on the Hill, in this county, aged 32.

Thus at this stage, the main hopes of the author lay in future

visits to diocesan archives in Staffordshire (perhaps

reflecting the need to transfer Clulow away from the scene

of his embarrassment), and in Lincoln (facilitating the

transfer?). By the end of 2010, however, the mystery

remained unresolved.

CCEd to the Rescue: The First Breakthrough

Alongside the searching of such ecclesiastical sources, it

was logical to undertake regular interrogations of CCEd by

entering Clulow and Tilton into, respectively, the people and

place search boxes. Invariably this generated nothing new,

but in December 2011 Thomas Clulow suddenly appeared in

digital form. CCEd showed him to have been ordained as
deacon in July 1789 and simultaneously appointed Curate
(lit.) at Holy Trinity Church in a small parish, Wysall, a few
miles north-east of Loughborough, just over the
Nottinghamshire boundary. (3)
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Thomas Clulow’s written burial record in Tilton’s Parish
Register. (Reproduced by permission of the Record Office for
Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland.)



hundred and twenty five Pounds due to the said William
Cradock from the Revd Thomas Davenport the Vicar.
Curate’s Stipend £30.’ and certainly we can [also] prove
that Davenport died intestate’ [in December 1795].

This reveals the first possible connection between Thomas

Clulow and some sort of scandal. It states clearly that in

1791, Clulow’s Vicar at Wysall, Thomas Davenport, was

found by a court to owe William Cradock £425 – about

£40,000 in 2014 prices and thus no small sum. Just whether,

how and why Clulow became involved in the recovery of

this debt is not apparent. The cryptic inclusion of the

curate’s current stipend at Wysall was puzzling; why it was

included in the entry is unclear. It is certainly feasible that

the payment of his stipend came under threat as a result of

the sequestration, in which case Thomas would need to seek

– or be provided with – alternative employment. Whatever

the answers to these questions, the spotlight now turns onto

Thomas Davenport, Vicar of Wysall from 1774 to 1795 and,

to a lesser degree, on William Cradock. What do we know

about Davenport and Cradock, and does this knowledge

provide a plausible explanation of why Thomas Clulow

eventually had to ‘be conducted’ to a curacy at Tilton in

early 1793? And exactly what, where and whose was the

embarrassment referred to on the Tilton church floorstone?

The Davenport Era and pluralism

The CCEd database shows that members of the extended

Davenport family were extending their curatorial and

vicarial interests deep and wide in the parishes of the

Leicestershire-Nottinghamshire border country in the last

quarter of the eighteenth century. ‘Pluralism’ is normally

taken to refer to a multiplicity of offices or livings held by a

single member of the clergy. (5) In the Davenports’ case it

has the added dimension of three or four members of the

same family, each holding a number of appointments

concurrently. The CCEd database reveals that during the

period 1771-1827, Thomas Davenport and three of his sons

(John, Samuel and Thomas Jr.), held between them and at

various times, sixteen livings - Rector, Vicar or Curate - in

ten parishes around the Leicestershire-Nottinghamshire

boundary. Interestingly, Thomas Clulow turns out to have

been a curate at three of them. Thomas Davenport, the son

of a Cheshire ‘gentleman’, graduated from Oxford in 1753,

but nothing is then known of him until his first clerical

appointment as curate at St Mary’s, Nottingham, in March

1771, with an annual stipend of £60. Seven months later he

also became Vicar of St Mary’s, Radcliffe-on-Trent, which

had been a very poor living (worth only £10 a year in 1738),

although it is known that it reached £100 a year by the end

of the 1790s - by which time Davenport had resigned. In

1774 he added both the vicarage of Wysall (the office, not

the building) and the curacy of Widmerpool to his portfolio,

the latter worth £30 a year.
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This information changed matters significantly. The research

focus now switched to Wysall – not that far from Tilton and

then at the southern end of the huge Diocese of York – as

the most likely location of the embarrassment. Local

enquiries in Wysall of the parish church itself came to

nothing, so the targets became the ‘trinity’ of Church of

England archives: parish records (at Nottinghamshire

Archives); archdeaconry records, held at Nottingham

University’s Manuscripts & Special Collections (dioceses

being sub-divided into archdeaconries); and the diocesan

records for York held at the Borthwick Institute for Archives

(part of the University of York).

Trawling Through Church of England Records

Attention was soon drawn to the ambitious Southwell &
Nottingham Church History Project. Out of over 450

churches in the current Diocese of Southwell and

Nottingham, by early 2012 the history of 115 had been ‘fully

researched’ and placed online. Wysall Holy Trinity was one

such church, but for the period 1789 to 1793, Clulow’s time

at Wysall, frustratingly, there was no mention of clergy and

no hint of scandal or embarrassment. (4) Other Wysall

parish documents were similarly unhelpful.

Simultaneous enquiries were made of the Archdeaconry

Collection at Nottingham University but documentary

mentions of Clulow merely confirmed his Wysall

appointment. The possibility of Clulow having faced an

ecclesiastical court hearing was also raised with the

Archdeaconry archivist, who explained that any allegations

involving a serving clergyman at that time would certainly

have been dealt with by York itself, i.e. at diocesan level.

Around this time an opportunity arose to visit Lincolnshire

Archives and examine the relevant Episcopal Registers and

‘Green books’ covering bishops’ correspondence. This

confirmed the earlier provisional conclusion – no mention of

Clulow, and indeed as far as the Lincoln diocesan papers

were concerned he had not even existed. So, with options

diminishing, York diocesan records at the Borthwick

Institute provided the only significant source remaining to be

explored.

An Electronic Journey to York: the Second Breakthrough

In June 2012 an email was sent to the Borthwick Institute

explaining the mystery and asking for guidance as to

whether a journey to York might be worthwhile. A week or

so later an archivist responded that: An entry on p. 210 of the
Institution Act Book 16 reads as follows: ‘Wysall V[icarage]
sequester’d. July 26th 1791. A sequestration on the King’s
Writt was granted to William Cradock of Loughborough in
the County of Leicester Gentleman, of the Vicarage of
Wysall in the County of Nottingham for recovering four



1742 these (ex-)rectorial tithes brought the Pierrepoints £115

annually, ten times the value of the living to the Vicar.

Evelyn Pierrepoint was made the first Duke of Kingston in

1724, the lands owned becoming known as the Kingston

estate. Davenport’s need for money was such that he decided

in 1780 to take on the Kingston estate and, incredibly, to

attempt to reclaim at law the rectorial tithes which by then

had already been in lay hands for over 200 years. In itself

this was an extraordinary claim, but it was further

complicated by the fact that at that time the estate was in

practical terms in the hands of the Duchess of Kingston, who

had in 1776 been tried for bigamy before the House of Lords

and found guilty. Priestland comments: ‘It is not surprising

that Thomas Davenport should wish to claim such tithes, but

astonishing that he should dare to do so. Presumably he was

encouraged in his pretensions by the dubious legality of the

duchess’s control of the Kingston estate.’ (10)

Full details of the legal case that followed have not so far

been found, but it must have been still proceeding in 1785

when it was described as ‘that long and tedious suit in

vindicating and protecting Her Grace’s property’. (11) It

would have been very expensive to both sides as early in

1781 the Kingston estate was presented with a Bill for £368

by the Steward of the Courts, and in 1785 there is reference

to the duchess’s share of lawsuit expenses being £245 and

the freeholders’ share another £190 ‘and upwards’. (11) The

Duchess told her tenants that she could not foot the bills

alone, and expected them to contribute through increased

rents. If they, and the freeholders, did have to contribute to

the defence costs, they would not have felt well disposed to

their Vicar who had brought all this upon them; this would

probably in turn have led to a further decline in the church’s

income.

Towards the end of the 1780s the failure of Thomas

Davenport’s foolhardy venture in law must have become

clear. Whether a formal ruling by a court was made or he

abandoned his claim, he was defeated in his attempt to

recover the rectorial tithes from the Kingston estate. In April

1790 the Archbishop of York accepted his resignation as

Vicar of Ratcliffe – voluntary or otherwise.

William Cradock’s Likely Role

But where and how do William Cradock, Thomas Clulow

and the sequestration of the Wysall vicarage fit into all this?

First, consider Cradock. Descended from the landed gentry

of Yorkshire, William Cradock settled in Loughborough as

an Attorney-at-law in 1756. He was also a successful

businessman, accumulating land and much property, and

becoming closely involved in the development of canals in

the Midlands. No evidence has been found linking Cradock

to Davenport other than the Institution Act Book legal entry

discovered at the Borthwick Institute. It is clear that Cradock
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Thomas Davenport’s Financial Problems

These extra acquisitions are probably best explained by the

growing size of Davenport’s family. Between 1753 and

1778 he fathered thirteen children, eleven of whom (five

sons, six daughters) appear to have survived into adulthood.

There is also evidence that he and his wife, Margaret, may

have separated by 1778, for when she died she was buried at

the church to which their eldest son, John, had just been

appointed curate (Goadby, in Leicestershire), rather than

taken back to Radcliffe where her husband was still Vicar.

Both family size and the separation would generate financial

pressures on Davenport. Indeed, the online history of St

Mary’s, Radcliffe-on-Trent, part of the output of the

Southwell & Nottingham Church History Project, claims

unambiguously that Davenport was in ‘constant financial

difficulties’ when Vicar there.(6)

Evidence collected by Pamela Priestland in her

comprehensive history of Radcliffe-on-Trent reveals further

financial pressures. (7) First, Davenport’s annual

expenditure on the church fabric over 1775-90 fell to thirty

per cent of that undertaken by his predecessor – presumably

because the church’s income had fallen. Second, those

attending communion at the end of his incumbency were

half the number at the start. (8) He was also entitled at

Easter to collect money from each communicant, house and

tradesman in the parish, but this brought in less than £1 a

year in the 1770s. And when he called a vestry meeting in

April 1787 to appoint a new churchwarden, ‘none but the

minister was present’. (9)

The picture painted of Radcliffe is thus of a poor parish,

with an increasingly unpopular incumbent. Note that we

have no equivalent data describing the situation at Wysall.

How, then, does this narrative help to explain the

sequestration of the Wysall vicarage? The answer follows

from the fact that in about 1780 Davenport had embarked

upon an astonishing ‘big solution’ to his growing financial

problems.

Davenport’s Disastrous Attempt to Raise Money

In the early eighteenth century a clergyman’s income

depended significantly on the sort of tithes he could collect

(assuming they had not by then been commuted into money

payments). In parishes endowed with vicarages – like

Ratcliffe and Wysall – only the small vicarial tithes (mainly

animal produce and fruit) accrued to the vicar. The great

rectorial tithes (corn, hay, wood, etc – products growing out

of the ground) had been taken over by the monasteries in

medieval times, but when they were dissolved, both land and

rectorial tithes had been passed to lay impropriators. Initially

at Ratcliffe this meant the Stanhope family, but by the

eighteenth century they had been sold on to the Pierrepoints,

who then usually rented them out to local landowners. In



Epilogue

Thomas Davenport surprisingly continued as Vicar at

Wysall until his death in December 1795. He was buried on

Christmas Day, and died insolvent, impoverished and

intestate. John Davenport had replaced his father as Vicar of

Radcliffe in 1790 and was then appointed perpetual curate at

Tythby and Shelford. He died in 1827. Soon after his

appointment in 1796 the new Vicar of Wysall, Leonard

Chapman, complained to John Davenport about the state in

which he had found the vicarage, even intimating that he

might sue the Davenport estate. In his response John pointed

out that his father’s insolvency would make such an action

pointless and explained the reason for this: ‘Some years

back he was prompted to recover the tithes of this parish

which threw him into such an embarrassment as occasioned

the living of Wysall to fall into the hands of his Attorney’s

Executor by Sequestration...’. (13) He also made clear that

he had to pay out £140 of his own money to clear the

remaining debt at Wysall, even after sequestration had taken

place. So we now know that the embarrassment was not

Clulow’s. Indeed, a careful reading of the floorstone

inscription does not even imply that the embarrassment was

Clulow’s – only that he was brought to Tilton after ‘some’

embarrassment. Whose embarrassment it was may never

have been made clear to the author of the inscription on

Clulow’s grave. Or perhaps that author had deliberately

determined that they would give little away and thus intrigue

and puzzle visitors to Tilton church for hundreds of years to come!
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had agreed to take on Davenport’s legal action against the

Kingston estate, although whether as a personal friend out of

sympathy with his objectives, or simply as a piece of legal

business, we do not know. (12) Whatever the reason, it is

reasonable to conclude that Cradock’s bill (or one of them)

for the legal action undertaken may have arrived on

Davenport’s desk in early 1790 just before he resigned from

Ratcliffe. Maybe it was indeed the last straw, triggering

resignation. Certainly the £425 sequestration order,

presumably representing an unpaid Davenport bill, is of an

order of magnitude similar to that reflected in the defence

costs quoted above.

Tying the Threads Together: Clulow, Davenport, Wysall and
Tilton

Our underlying concern, however, is with Thomas Clulow

and his place in this legal web. The obvious explanation is

that Davenport, still Vicar at Wysall and thus Clulow’s

paymaster, is – as a result of the sequestration order – unable

to afford to pay him his annual £30 stipend. Consequently

Davenport looks for an alternative employment for Clulow

in a place where he has good connections. And this is where

pluralism reappears, for close examination of the Tilton

Parish Registers reveals: Thomas Davenport visiting Tilton

church four times over 1778-92 to officiate at marriages;

one of those marriages was that of Thomas’s eldest son John

(described as a Clerk, of Tilton) to Mary Waters of Goadby,

parish of Billesdon, in March 1779; and surprisingly, the

appointment of John Davenport as Curate at Tilton in 1786,

and that John then appears to stop officiating (and thus

presumably relinquish his Tilton curacy) just before Thomas

Clulow arrives at Tilton in February 1792. Thus the

Davenport family did indeed have connections with Tilton,

strong enough to facilitate an arrangement whereby Thomas

Clulow moved to the parish in 1792, probably to replace

John Davenport as Curate. The mystery of Thomas Clulow’s

arrival at Tilton has, it seems, been resolved.

Tilton Church around the time of Thomas Clulow’s curacy.
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In October 1914 the Leicestershire County Committee for

National Relief appointed a ‘Ladies Sub-Committee’

comprising the county’s ‘worthy’ women who were not only

accustomed to working on such committees, but were also

expected to do so because of their position in society, and

for the respect and authority they would automatically

command. Lady Maud Hastings, the Honourable Mrs Mary

Packe and other titled women served on this committee.

Their purpose was to organise working parties of women to

repair soldiers’ uniforms, make hospital garments, and other

requirements for the St John Ambulance, the Red Cross

Society, the Navy League, the Belgian Relief Fund and other

such organizations. (3)

Other committees that developed during the war were well

peppered by middle class and, to a lesser extent, working

class women. Edith Bond served on several committees,

including the Central Committee of Women’s Employment

and Training, the Young People’s Employment Committee,

the Leicestershire National Education Union and, along with

Louise Donaldson and members of the Women’s

Cooperative Guild, she helped to form and serve on the

Leicester Day Nursery Committee. Maria Leafe, a member

of the Women’s Labour League, who had taken a leading

role in the agitation against profiteering and food hoarding,

was elected to serve on the local Food Control Committee,

formed in 1917 to ‘... bring to the attention of all classes of

the community the extreme seriousness of the Food Crisis

and to induce them to exercise the strictest economy in food

stuffs of all kinds.’ (4)

D
uring the war the employment of women in

Leicester, Leicestershire and neighbouring counties

developed in similar ways to the rest of the country.

In the early months of the war very few new employment

opportunities opened up to them, as they were not seen to be

a necessary cog in the war machine. After Christmas 1914

however, some politicians began to foresee that women

workers might become essential to the war effort.

Consequently, in March 1915, the government invited

women to register for emergency war work. What they

discovered was that a large proportion of women were

totally untrained in most spheres of industry and commerce.

It was also soon realised that there was widespread

reluctance and resistance to the employment of women from

employers. Opposition also came from trade unionists who

were particularly resistant to female labour.

As the war progressed and the availability of male labour

diminished, particularly after conscription was introduced in

1916, women entered the workforce in greater numbers.

They proved to themselves and to most of the population

that they were capable of doing valuable and responsible

work that had previously been denied them. Even though

they were not employed on the same economic terms as

men, they experienced new freedoms, economic

independence and a sense of value and satisfaction that they

were contributing to the war effort.

As soon as the war began, upper and middle class women

threw themselves into charity work, fund raising, welfare

work, committee work and various other forms of voluntary

endeavours. Many of these women had previously served on

a wide variety of committees. Consequently it was not new

territory to them, but the urgency of it was perhaps more

pressing than ever before. Mrs Harrison, Mrs Oliver, Mrs

Kemp, Mrs Ethel Clarke and Miss Vincent served on the

Leicester War Hospitals Games Committee, (later known as

the Leicester War Hospitals Committee). (1) Originally the

Committee was formed to provide literature and games for

soldiers at the Base Hospital, but within a short period of

time they were catering for the needs of ten war hospitals in

the county and ‘The most important development during the

year [1915] had been the organization of a regular and

adequate supply of tobacco and cigarettes for all the

patients.’ (2)

Resistance, Employment, Displacement: The
Employment of Women in Leicestershire during

the First World War
Shirley Aucott

First World War postcard of women sewing for the Red
Cross.



Against the backdrop of such hostility from the trade unions

some women had been employed in war work but many

others had not. It was not until 22nd May 1916 that the first

meeting of the Leicester District Advisory Committee for

Women’s War Employment was held. Their objective was

to stimulate the employment of women in positions left

vacant by men joining the colours. The chairperson,

Alderman North, made a point of assuring the

representatives of trade unions that the Committee would

‘not oust a single man from his job’. (10) He also strongly

stressed that it would only be a temporary measure and that

the jobs would be given back to the men after the war ended.

Mr Duncan Henderson appealed to the unions to:

Prior to the formation of the Leicester District Advisory

Committee for Women’s War Employment, a whole new

form of employment for women was born in May 1915,

when the Ministry of Munitions was established. Very few

women had been employed in munitions work prior to this

date. But from now on, the new Ministry could veto trade

union practices and directly recruit women for work in

munitions factories. However, as discovered in March 1915,

the vast majority of women were unskilled and untrained to

carry out such work.

The training of women for munitions work was, therefore,

critical if shell production was to increase at the rate

required by the armed forces. Loughborough Technical

Institute, whose principal from September 1915 was Herbert

Schofield, played a pivotal role in the introduction of a

scheme to train women to a semi-skilled level in shell

production. One factory in Leicester to take advantage of

this training scheme was The Standard Engineering Co. Ltd.

On 13th January 1916, the managing director, H. Stanley

Pochin, wrote to William Brockington, Director of

Education for Leicestershire, stating that they were about to

start manufacturing shells in one month’s time and that:
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Although women served on many of the war committees

they did not usually hold positions of power and the

Leicester Food Control Committee was no exception. The

main officers were all male, apart from Mrs Alice

Pemberton Peake, who was the chairperson of the

Communal Kitchens Sub-Committee. The School’s Sub-

Committee, comprising of seventeen men and twelve

women, two of whom were Miss Sarah Heron, principal of

Wyggeston Girls’ School and Miss Agnes Farman, senior

teacher at Leicester School of Art, played an important role

during a Food Campaign Week, in May 1917. Their aim was

to introduce the need for food economy in schools by essay

writing on the subject and integrating it into the curriculum,

especially in history, geography and arithmetic lessons. The

pupils were also given thousands of leaflets to distribute in

the community and it was hoped that their parents would

take an interest in what their children were doing and learn

from them. (5)

Women’s committee work was expected, but when it came

to paid war work for women it was not so readily accepted.

Leicestershire, like the rest of the country, saw much

opposition to women joining areas of the workforce in

which they had not previously played a role. Trade unions,

fearful of the dilution of labour, were particularly opposed to

women joining the workforce. This can be clearly seen in

May 1915 when a heated discussion on the subject took

place at a meeting of the Leicester Trades Council. The

attitude of its members towards the employment of women

was one of unbending hostility. This attitude was largely due

to deep-rooted suspicion that female labour ‘would be used

as a powerful weapon in the hands of the unscrupulous

capitalist class against trade unionism and the principles

embodied therein’. (6) Mr George Parbury was particularly

concerned that five hundred middle class women had

registered for war service and believed that:

Councillor A. J. Hill, representing the Tramway and Vehicle

Workers Union, thought that middle class women were the

most dangerous because they had ‘Government recognition’,

Mr Mark did not want them as tramway workers and

Alderman Chaplin thought that ‘one afternoon in a factory

would settle them.’ (8) The meeting concluded with a

resolution being passed, with only one dissenting voice, that,

a) women should not be employed until it proved impossible

to obtain male labour, b) women should be paid the standard

rate paid to men recognised by the unions, c) that a written

guarantee should be obtained to the effect that all female

labour be dispensed with at the end of the war. (9)

If ever these middle class women got into factories

they would breed discontent against trade unionism.

They were naturally antagonistic to trade union

principles. He had no faith in them, and these non-

trade unionists must be watched. (7)

... impress upon their members the need for

cooperation with foremen by assisting to teach the

girls those operations which it had been decided they

could do. There was no desire on the part of the

employers to keep women unnecessarily on any jobs

usually done by men after the war. (11)

We shall require about 220 females in this factory,

and as it is a government factory we shall be pleased

to hear from you if you can help us in educating this

labour at Loughborough ... you can readily see it will

be a very big undertaking for us to educate all these

girls ourselves quickly, and help from the Education

Committee would be of great assistance to enable

shells to be turned out in larger quantities in very

much less time. (12)
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As the war progressed, more and more women, particularly

married women, joined the firm as fitters, sheet iron workers

and shell makers. Working in munitions factories was

extremely dangerous work and many women suffered

serious medical problems and sometimes even death, due to

using highly toxic substances. There was also a very high

risk of an explosion happening. One of the worst during the

war took place not far from the Leicestershire border at the

V. C. Shell Filling Factory, Chilwell Nottinghamshire, on

1st July 1918. The explosion happened at 7.10 pm when a

large number of workers were in the building. Fatalities

reached 134 and there were over 150 injured, many of whom

were women. (13) Despite the dangers of munitions work,

women were keen to do it for both patriotic reasons and the

relatively high wages they received, although this was

variable.

Apart from women working at The Standard Engineering

munitions factory, there were numerous firms in the county

where women worked in small workshops, as well as large

factories. Not all of the women came from the working

class. Eleanor Russell, for example, came from a middle

class background. Her father, Samuel Russell, was the

owner of an iron foundry and mechanical engineering

factory in Leicester. In the 1914 edition of the Wyggeston
Girls’ Gazette, it was reported that Eleanor had just gained a

second class degree at Oxford and was presently studying

social work. However, in 1915, she gave this up to work in a

munitions factory:

The 1916 edition of the School’s Gazette recorded that G.

Samuel, an ex-pupil of Wyggeston Girls’ School, like

Eleanor, was recorded as having become an inspector in a

munitions factory. (15) She was hoping to go to Newnham

College, Cambridge the following year. Another ex-pupil

was Lisette Stibbe, the daughter of Godfrey and Fannie

Stibbe. She was recorded as doing ‘most responsible work in

testing instruments manufactured for military purposes.’

(16) Like Eleanor, she came from a middle class family, her

father being a manufacturer of hosiery machinery, and

would not therefore, normally have been destined to work in

a factory.

On 8th January 1916, the Health of Munitions Workers

Committee issued a report on the welfare supervision of

munitions workers. It declared that welfare supervision was

a vital part of factory management and that it was

‘particularly essential where women and girls are

concerned.’ (17) The best person to carry out this work they

Women munitions workers at the Standard Engineering Co. Ltd., Leicester. (Reproduced by permission of the Record
Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland, location mark DE1620/78/13/1.)

I first became a munition-worker in the autumn of

1915, when I had the good fortune to be one of a

group of 5 sent to the Woolwich Arsenal for training

in various processes connected with the filling of

ammunition. Ours was one of the first classes for

women held within the walls of the Arsenal, and we

were received by the workmen sometimes with jeers,

occasionally with cheers. After a week’s holiday we

were informed that we were to help start work at a

new National Filling Factory. There was a doctor,

several nurses, a fire brigade, a detachment of women

police and a military guard ... [we were] warned of

every danger in the whole factory [and] there are

usually a few who decide to serve their country

elsewhere. Perhaps the greatest dangers the workers

run is in the risk of permanently damaging their

health through working with poisonous explosives. (14)



believed was a woman supervisor of ‘... good standing and

education, of experience and sympathy, and tactful and

sensible in her dealings with others.’ (18) In an article

published in the Leicester Pioneer in June 1916, the

manager of a munitions factory was interviewed about the

welfare of women in his factory. The article, unfortunately,

does not mention whether this was a munitions factory in

Leicester, but it nevertheless expresses an opinion about the

attitude towards women workers:

According to F. P. Armitage in The War-Time Story of a
Midland Town, Leicester did not employ a woman

supervisor until 1917. This was Laura Taylor, née

Thompson, who before her marriage to Cardinal Taylor was

a school teacher. Armitage tells us that ‘She bought food for

them in times of stress, gave first aid in cases of accident

and reduced sickness to a minimum.’ (20)

Increasing numbers of working women with children during

the war prompted concern for the welfare of their infants and

a day nursery was established in Rutland Street.

Instrumental in its foundation was the Leicester branch of

the Women’s Co-operative Guild, Edith Bond and Louise

Donaldson, who had formed the Day Nursery Society.

Leicester Corporation gave a fifty pound grant towards the

cost of equipping it and continued to help finance the

running of two further nurseries opened in Talbot Lane and

Melton Road. (21) Just before the Rutland Street nursery

opened, ex-pupils of Wyggeston Girls’ School were asked to

become volunteers there.

The progression of the war opened up further forms of

employment for women, jobs from which they had

previously been barred because of the law, a lack of

education and training, and the belief that they were simply

not capable. Women joined the Volunteer Reserve of

Women which provided ancillary work behind the trenches

and at home doing such jobs as signallers, dispatch riders,

telegraphists and drivers, etc. Elsie Bonsor, another ex-pupil

of Wyggeston Girls’ School, aged approximately 21, was

reported in the School’s Gazette, of 1917, to be:

Clerical work, like so many other jobs, was a male

occupation before the war and because of the growing

shortage of male clerks the Home Office Clerical and

Commercial Occupations Committee issued a circular, on 5

November 1915, to all Local Authority Education

Committees. It proposed that as soon as possible, a

countrywide scheme for the training of ‘educated women’ in

clerical duties should be implemented if the trade of the

country was to be maintained. The circular categorically

stated that ‘The fact of the temporary character of the work,

that it is for the duration of the war only, should be made

quite clear’ (23) to the girls and women when they joined

the courses. On 11th November, Herbert Schofield, principal

of Loughborough Technical

Institute, wrote to William

Brockington, Director of Education

for Leicestershire, regarding the

Government circular, suggesting that

only two centres in Leicestershire

should initially be established, one in

Leicester and the other in

Loughborough and that if the

scheme succeeded then others could

be opened in Coalville, Hinckley and

Melton Mowbray. (24)

Before establishing a clerical

training course at the Leicester

School of Art and Technology, it

was decided, on 18th November, to

hold discussions with the Chamber

of Commerce to see if there was a

need for such classes. The Chamber

of Commerce contacted over 300
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Women munitions workers in the yard of the BU, Belgrave Road, Leicester. The words
on the four shell cases spell out ‘A PILL FOR BILL’, ‘‘Bill’ being a reference to Kaiser
Wilhelm. (Reproduced with acknowledgement to Sue Templeman.)

No man can understand the way a girl’s mind works

and therefore it falls to the lot of women to supervise

the health, food, housing conditions of girl workers!’

The manager went on to say that his girls were ‘... as

good as gold [but] I’m not saying that because they

are cheap, for there isn’t a girl here who gets less than

35s a week, nor because they’re submissive, for they

are as independent as the devil ... Nevertheless they

can’t help being a lot of trouble. (19)

... in sole charge of a motor lorry, which she not only

had to drive but repair. She is busy in the transport of

heavy war material between Leicester and other

midland towns. (22)



members, of which 103 replied, with only 5 being

favourable to the idea and therefore they did not want to

fund the running of classes. (25) Consequently, classes did

not then go ahead at Leicester School of Art and

Technology, but a course was started immediately at

Loughborough Technical Institute. On 31 January 1916, a

further day course, of eight to ten weeks, began at the New

Council School, Hugglescote, Leicestershire, run by

Frederick William Lough. By 25th March 1916, there were

thirty-six girls and unmarried women who had taken the

Hugglescote course. (26)

The Leicester School of Art and Technology, however, did

employ seventeen year old Winifred Loweth as a clerk, but

only for the duration of the war. In October of the following

year the School decided to develop their library and required

‘... a well-trained person to classify the available material

and arrange for its effective circulation. (27) The principal,

Benjamin Fletcher, wishing to save money, recommended

that a well-educated girl be appointed to the job on a salary

of ten shillings per week. (28)

The progression of the war saw further opportunities of

employment for women. In November 1915 the Leicester

Guardians’ Poor Law Infirmary Committee appointed the

wife of Mr Norman, who had been the storekeeper before

enlisting. This was a common way in which many women

kept their husband’s job open during the war. Mr Norman

had received a wage of thirty shillings per week, but the

chairman of the committee did not agree that Mrs Norman

should also be paid this amount. He thought she would be

better off than most people because she would receive her

separation pay. (29)

Women doctors in Leicester began to

make inroads into more senior posts

during the war. In 1916, Dr Barbara

Rutherford took charge of the Borough

Hospital until early 1917 when she left

to take medical charge of a munitions

factory. Dr Mary McNeill also left that

year to join a women’s hospital in

Salonica. Charles Killick Millard, the

Medical Officer of Health for Leicester,

wrote the following comment about the

two doctors ‘I wish to put on record

that both these women M.O.s proved

very satisfactory and efficient and we

parted from them with regret.’ (30)

In January, 1917, Dr Bessie Symington

became the first female consultant

venereologist to be appointed by

Leicester Infirmary. It had been

necessary to appoint a woman to the

post because of the growing number of

women infected by the troops returning from the front.

Although this was a new opening for women doctors,

Bessie’s salary was not on a par with her male counterpart,

Henry John Blakesley, who received two hundred pounds

per annum, as opposed to Bessie’s one hundred and fifty. (31)

Despite the growth of new employment opportunities for

women, opposition to them continued in many quarters and

this can be seen in February 1916 at the Loughborough

tribunal acting in accordance with the Military Service Act.

A provision merchant had applied for the postponement of

two employees, one 29 year old clerk and cashier and

another who worked in the grain department. They were

granted a one and a two month postponement, respectively,

but it was pointed out to the employer that they presently

employed no female labour and that ‘There were women

waiting for such jobs [who were] . . . being trained exactly

for such purposes to enable the firm to avail themselves of

this opportunity. (32)

In contrast, the Brush Electrical Engineering Company, in

Loughborough, did employ women. They were engaged in

munitions work, manufacturing vehicle bodies and aircraft

construction. Although probably not employees of Brush,

Dorothy Hartshorn and Lois Stewart, both ex-pupils of

Wyggeston Girls’ School were, in July 1918 ‘. . . learning to

make parts for aeroplanes. They are training at Aston

Technical School for 6 weeks and then they expect to go to

Coventry. (33) Not very far from Loughborough, at Sutton

Bonington, just inside Nottinghamshire, the Hathern Brick

and Terra Cotta Company also employed a considerable

number of women to make acid resistant stoneware, which

was essential to the production of explosives.
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First World War workers at the Hathern Brick and Terra Cotta Company, Sutton
Bonington, Nottinghamshire. (Courtesy of the late Catherine and David Crawford).



their urban sisters. This not only came from farmers, but also

from others involved with land cultivation and food

production. Colonel Yate M.P., who presided at the AGM of

the Leicestershire Agricultural Society in January 1916,

expressed the opinion that women could not substitute for

men and was much more in favour of boy labour. (37)

However, as 1916 progressed it became more and more

evident that female labour was needed on the land, and in

the summer of that year pupils from Wyggeston Girls’

School volunteered to help with the harvest. G. Jones

recorded her experience in the School’s Gazette:

Setting up wheat shocks in the harvest fields was ‘. . . a

process which involved staggering along with a wheat sheaf

taller than oneself under each arm, each sheaf weighing

about 28 lbs.’ At first she thought she was not sure if the

male farm workers approved of girls working on the land ‘...

but towards the end they got very friendly’ with one telling

her that he ‘didn’t mind working with a man or a woman so

long as she’d talk.’ (39)

This attitude certainly does not seem to have been the

normal response to female labour by many farmers. G.

Phillips writing in Rutland and the Great War said that ‘It

took a great deal of time and patience and quiet perseverance

to wear down the prejudices of farmers against the

employment of women on the land. (40) A letter from Mr

Prothero (president of the Board of Agriculture) to Lady

Londonderry in September 1917 confirmed that women had

had to ‘overcome many prejudices and encounter some

ridicule. (41)
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Even though many companies and trade unions were

unwilling to employ women, they were often forced to, as

there were insufficient men available. This can be seen to

have happened on 6th October 1915, when, less than five

months after the Leicester Trades Council had met to discuss

the prospect of women joining the workforce and where Mr

Mark had said that he did not want women working as

tramway workers, it was decided by the Leicester Tramways

Traffic and Works Sub-Committee, chaired by Alderman

George Banton ‘... that in the opinion of the sub-committee

it is expedient to arrange for the temporary employment of

women to act as conductors during the War in consequence

of the present short supply of men.’ (34)

Working as conductors on Leicester’s trams made women

very visible in an occupation that had previously been

denied to them. It is difficult to know how passengers

initially responded to them, as it is with other women

working outside of the domestic sphere, in such occupations

such as window cleaners and jobs connected with the

railways. Some indication of concern about the vulnerability

and morality of women working in the public arena and with

men was expressed by the Leicester branch of the National

Union of Women Workers, who, in 1914, which was well

before women had really entered these new areas of

employment, produced a leaflet ‘... to help women and girls

of the town to uphold a high standard of womanhood during

these critical times’. (35) More than 1400 copies were

circulated and the president, Miss Annie Clephan,

‘addressed several gatherings at Girls Clubs, Factories,

Mother’s Meetings, etc. on the subject.’ (36)

It is difficult to know what concerns there were for the

morality of women who were increasingly employed to

work on the land. However, what is certain is that they were

met with the same prejudice and opposition experienced by

Leicester tram conductors, c1916. (Reproduced by
permission of the Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester
and Rutland, location mark DE3736/1628/2.)

First World War window cleaners at the Great Central
Railway Station, Leicester. (Reproduced by permission of the
Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland,
location mark DE3736/1189.)

When I decided to work on the land for a month

under the Board of Agriculture, my mind was full of

hazy ideas about the “simple life”, picturesque

milking scenes, and haymaking as gentle exercise – It

was a very great delusion. (38)
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nineteen shillings a week, of which fourteen shillings was

taken out for bed and board:

An aspect of the work which Vena found very different to

what she had been used to was the fact that ‘I’d not worked

with men and it brings you out, you see.’ (46) But this was

certainly not the life for some Leicestershire girls and

women as Vena explained:

Evidence of such prejudice is exemplified at a meeting of

the Shardlow Military Tribunal in early March 1916. Several

farmers had applied for the exemption of employees on the

grounds that they could not be replaced. When asked if they

had endeavoured to secure female labour most said that they

had not and that:

When they were told that the head cowman at Kingston

Dairy was a woman, one of the farmers replied ‘... that that

was an exceptional case’ the chairman replied ‘... that these

were exceptional times. (42)

To cope with the deepening crisis of food shortages the

Women’s Land Army was formed in January 1917. One

thousand Women’s Land Army training centres were opened

throughout the country and the conditions of entry were

board and lodgings paid during training, one free outfit and a

wage of at least sixteen shillings per week, or

the wage rate of the district. This meant that

farmers now had to pay a government-

backed minimum wage, instead of what they

liked, and in many cases more than they had

been paying to women, schoolchildren and

the elderly.

In December 1917, Vena Grain, a 22 year old

woman living in Quorn, Leicestershire,

decided to join the Women’s Land Army.

Her recruiting officer was Lady Beatrice

Toller, of Quorn Court. Vena thought that

she was her only recruit. She was sent to

Hanging Stone Farm, Woodhouse Eaves,

where she lived for the six weeks during her

training:

At the end of her training, Vena was

designated a gardening job at Lindley Lodge,

Nuneaton, Warwickshire, which for her

could have been the other side of the world ‘I

had no idea where Nuneaton was, it was like

going to America.’ (44) Her main job was

working in the greenhouses and the potting

shed, which she really enjoyed. She was paid

Window cleaners during the First World War, possibly Leicester, c1917.
(Reproduced by permission of the Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester
and Rutland, location mark DE3736/1189.)

... they had little faith in women’s capacity for work

on the land, while at least two hailing from Sawley

and Chaddesden respectively, flatly declared that

they would give up their farms rather than resort to

that expedient.

We used to live there ... and there

was a woman to look after us ... and

she used to put a glass of milk out at

night, very often there’d be a big

moth in it in the morning and you

couldn’t drink it. (43)

I didn’t have to buy any clothes, because I wore the

[Land Army] uniform. There was breeches, boots

that buckled down the side, my feet are suffering

from them now, and a smock and then in the winter

you was provided with a cardigan and a sort of hat,

like a scouts hat. (45)

Before the war ended and they were wanting recruits

I had to come to Leicester. There was a lot of us Land

Girls and we had a procession in the town trying to

recruit people, advertising it, you see. But unless they

wanted the life very bad they didn’t want to leave

Leicester because most of them was on munitions and

earning good money. (47)



The procession Vena attended took place on 17th April,

1918. It was organised by Agnes Fielding Johnson, Laura

Taylor, Annie Clephan and Miss Story of the Employment

Exchange.

Despite the huge contribution Leicestershire women made to

the war effort, and the many gains made, not just in the work

place but in other social, political and economic spheres, a

very large number were only of a temporary nature, as

traditional influences and values resumed almost as soon as

the war ended.

During the war there had been many debates about what

women’s position in the workplace would be after the war. It

was the main topic of discussion at the annual conference of

the Women’s Labour League in January 1917. Louise

Donaldson, then president of the Leicester branch, spoke

very powerfully on the topic:

Some women did choose to go back to traditional roles, but

many did not. The passing of the 1919 Restoration of Pre-

War Practices Act was devastating for women who wished,

or needed, to carry on working. The purpose of the Act was

to fulfil the Government’s pledge to trade unions to restore

pre-war trade practices, trade union rules and ensure that

skilled men be given jobs. Any employer not complying

with the Act by continuing to employ unskilled, or semi

skilled employees, most of whom were women, were fined.

Although the Act was only in place for a year

it succeeded in displacing thousands of women

from their jobs. Basically, it helped the trade

unions to restore the pre-war status quo. The

Act did not take into consideration married

women who needed to work because their

husbands had been killed, or disabled, during

the war. Wages were also still very low for

working class people, especially women, who

needed to work in order for their families to

survive. Unmarried women and girls also

needed to work but increasingly found it

difficult to find jobs in Leicester. This was

highlighted at a meeting of the Leicester

Trades Council, in September 1921:

A report by Sarah Kate Sloane in the 1918 annual report of

the Leicester branch of the National Union of Women

Workers emphasised ‘... the necessity of women being

welcomed into trade unions [and] equal pay for equal work

and equal opportunities for men and women.’ (50) A further

report by the N.U.W.W. in the same year, looked at the

position of women in engineering in Leicester and whether

they had formed their own trade union, or been admitted into

the men’s. What they found was that ‘... large numbers of

the women were already disbanded, engineering being only

a temporary employment for women in this town.’ (51)

Not only did the new forms of employment for women close

after the war, but so too did one of the day nurseries opened

during the war. The remaining two were combined into one

at St Martin’s Vicarage, where places were restricted to

children of single mothers, women whose husbands were

invalids and unable to work, or unemployed. This action

reflects the return to the middle class value that a mother’s

place was in the home.

The 1919 Sex Disqualification Removal Act only really

benefitted middle class women, but even then there were

still restrictions placed on what they could do, some more

hidden than others, as experienced by Dr Margaret Morton,

a Leicester-born woman, who started her medical training at

the end of the war. Qualifying in the mid 1920s it took her

several years to find a house job due to the fact that very few
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Is she going to leave the arena of commerce, to lay

down her uniform as tram conductor, postman and

the rest and go back to her pots and kettles, to unpaid

and unconsidered labour, or to the lower alleys of

factory work and other industry to which she hitherto

traversed? (48)

Mrs Crooks ‘... hoped that the position of

the unemployed women would not be

overlooked.’ Mrs [Mary] Bell Richards

also ‘... drew attention to the terrible

distress among women in the city [and

that] there must be hundreds destitute.’ The president

concluded by saying that the delegates observations

would be conveyed to the Unemployment Committee

and ‘the position of the women would be considered.’

(49)

Procession of the Women’s Land Army in Leicester on 17th April 1918.
(Reproduced by permission of the Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester
and Rutland, location mark DE3736/1179.)
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hospitals had accommodation for women and ‘If you had a

man houseman you couldn’t possibly have a woman.’ (52)

Single middle class women, who began to enter the

professions, were also forced to resign if they chose to marry.

In March 1921 Eleanor Rathbone (the first woman to be

elected to Liverpool City Council in 1909) summed up the

situation for women in her presidential address to the annual

conference of the National Union of Societies for Equal

Citizenship: ‘Public opinion had definitely taken a step back,

and where, during the war, the cry had been the women are

splendid, it is now women out you go.’ (53)

Not only did many of the gains made by women during the

war disappear, but so did their stories. Writing in the early

1950s, Vera Brittain, a Voluntary Aid Detachment nurse

during the war and the mother of Shirley Williams, wrote:
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Not least surprising was the failure of the war books

which began to appear in the nineteen-twenties to

give any adequate picture of the part that women had

played. One category regarded war as an exclusively

male business; a second displayed women in

Andromache-like role of ‘smiling through her tears’;

and a third represented her as the meanest type of

war-profiteer, battening upon the sufferings and

savings of the fighting soldier ... The story of the

women who worked in hospitals and factories

seemed to be relegated to casual references or hidden

beneath soulless statistics. (54)



L
ike most cities, Leicester has lost almost all of its

old-established, locally owned shops. They

have disappeared during the last fifty years,

victims of rising overheads, shrinking

profit margins, competition from

multiple stores, parking restrictions and

social change.

In the twentieth century it proved

increasingly difficult for local

department stores to remain

independent. Adderly & Co., fronting

Gallowtree Gate and the Market Place,

founded in 1856 by Alfred Adderly as a

drapers and silk mercers, had been taken

over by the Debenham Group as early as

the 1920s. It was renamed Marshall &

Snelgrove in 1947, but closed and was

demolished in 1970.

W. A. Lea & Sons, at the corner of

Humberstone Gate and Charles Street,

founded in 1877 by William Adams

Lea, was according to a local guidebook

of 1913, ‘One of the largest drapery

establishments in the county'.

Furthermore, 'Their millinery stock is

enormous, during the height of the

Season 10,000 hats often being in stock'.

Owned by the Debenham Group since

1957, Lea’s also closed in 1970 and was

one of many buildings to be demolished

to make way for the Haymarket Centre.

Morgan Squire Ltd., at the corner of

Hotel Street and Friar Lane, was

founded in 1831 by Syston tailor Henry

Morgan, who was joined in 1846 by

former apprentice William Squire to

become Morgan and Squire. It became part of the House of

Fraser in 1971, and was renamed Rackhams in 1976, but

closed in 1987. (1) Both Marshall & Snelgrove and Morgan

Squire had restaurants, and the latter also had a food

department with a well-patronised bacon counter.

The coming of supermarkets in the 1960s heralded the end

for most independent grocers, even well-stocked prestigious

ones like Simpkin & James Ltd. in Horsefair Street/Market

Place, traditionally the home of the 'carriage trade'. It closed

in 1971 and was demolished the same year. Simpkin &

James had been established in 1862 when Joseph Simpkin

took over an existing grocery business, though the joint

name did not appear till 1883 when Joseph Guy Simpkin,

son of the founder, took his manager, Henry George James,

into partnership. (2) In later years, this also had a café, 'for

morning coffee, luncheons and teas’.
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Shopping in Style

J. D. Bennett

Advertisement for a winter ‘Ten Day White Sale’ at Morgan Squires. (With
acknowledgement to Leicester Museums and Arts Service.)



By the time Simpkin & James closed, Henry Raiment & Co.

in Granby Street, and Vickers, Mount & Co. in Gallowtree

Gate, two other important town centre grocers, had also

gone out of business. Like Simpkin and James, Raiments

also dated back to the nineteenth century, having been

established in 1819, though Henry Raiment did not become

owner of the business until 1870. Raiment’s lost its

independence when it was acquired in 1958 by George

Mason Ltd., a firm of chain grocers, who operated it for a

while on the then new self-service system. Vickers, Mount,

& Co. founded about 1903 by Rowland Vickers and Robert

Henry Mount, closed down about 1959. (3)

Specialist food shops like the much loved George Folwell &

Son in the Market Place, ‘ham & bacon curers, pork

butchers [&] pork pie makers', established in 1854, even

advertised 'Pork from our own Farm'. Nevertheless, it closed

in 1961. John Sarson & Son, a firm of wine & spirit

merchants established in 1796 and previously in Hotel

Street, had been in the Market Place since 1924. After it

closed in the early 1970s the shop's unusual Neo-Jacobean,

carved wooden frontage, thought to have- been brought from

another site about 1860, was taken down in 1977 and

subsequently re-erected in the new St Martin's shopping

centre.
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Paper bags for Morgan Squire and Simpkin & James Ltd. (With acknowledgement to Leicester Museums and Arts Service.)

Advertisement for Joseph Johnson, showing the shop
interior.

Raiments advertised as ‘Caterers for the hostess who
entertains in the modern manner’.



Richard Morley & Sons, which closed in 1963, had started at

Loughborough in 1828 before moving to Leicester ten years

later. Established in Cheapside, they sold not only drapery

but later also beds and soft furnishings and were even

undertakers. Like many older shops, they provided

bentwood chairs at the counters for customers to sit down

while being served. One member of the Morley family was a

pioneer of the half-day closing movement, the shop shutting

at 2 o'clock on Thursdays by the 1880s, more than twenty

years before it became a legal requirement. In 1895

Spencers' Illustrated Leicester Almanack carried an

advertisement for their large new carpet warehouse in Cank

Street (previously in New Bond Street), where 'Customers

may rely on seeing a Magnificent Stock of every

description', including Axminster carpets, oriental rugs and

linoleums. They also had premises in the Market Place.

Greatly mourned was the Beehive Warehouse Company,

usually known simply as The Beehive and in existence by

1912. There were entrances in both Silver Street and Cank

Street, and it stocked haberdashery, drapery and ladies' wear.

It closed about the end of the 1950s. A number of local

shops still had overhead cash carriers at that time, and The

Beehive had both an overhead cash railway and a cash-ball

system. These were rescued by Leicester Museums before

the shop was demolished in 1962. (4) Stoyell's Irish Linen

Warehouse Ltd. in Market Street, founded in 1910 by a

businessman called Herbert Doree, took the name of its first

managing director, Frank Stoyell. As well as linen goods, it

also sold ladies' and children's clothing. It closed in 1981.
In the 1950s many men still wore jackets and ties and even

suits. However, the spread of casual or leisure wear spelt the

end for formal men's outfitters like William Oliver in Market

Street, 'specialist hatters since 1861', as

well as hosiers and glovers, and Turner

[&] Jaques on the corner of Granby

Street and Halford Street, founded by

Frank H. Turner and Maurice T. Jaques

as hosiers before the First World War.

When Richard Jones, hosier and glover

and gentleman's outfitter at the corner

of Market Place and Victoria Parade,

closed in 1963 it was probably the

oldest in Leicester. The business was

established about 1849 and had the

interesting, and so-far inexplicable,

distinction of being a royal warrant

holder – ‘glover to H. R. H. the Infanta

Eulalia of Spain'. (How did that come

about?) The rise of chains like

Montague Burton between the wars

may also have contributed to the

demise of old-established tailors like

Edward Freeman Carr & Sons, 'gents

and ladies tailor' in High Street, also in

existence before the First World War.
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Shop front of George Folwell, Ham and Bacon Curer, Market
Place, Leicester.

Advertisement for The Beehive, Leicester. (With acknowledgement to Leicester
Museums and Arts Service.)
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They closed in 2002. A few yards from Pearce's was John

W. Wale, a high-class glass and china merchant. Wale's was

already established in the High Street in the 1920s before

moving to premises at the corner of Hotel Street and Market

Place after the Second World War. It closed in 1986.

Amazingly, there was still a saddlers and harness makers at

the corner of Belgrave Gate and Bread Street as late as the

1960s, a survival from before the First World War when the

Leicestershire Horse Repository was located nearby. They

were F. Bradley & Son who also dealt in secondhand

saddlery and made and repaired suitcases and trunks when

these were made of leather. Before the shop was demolished

in 1966, as another casualty of the large-scale clearances for

the building of the Haymarket Centre, Leicester Museums

were able to retrieve a number of nineteenth century saddles

from their store room, including ones used for Leicester

Corporation horse transport. (6) It was a remarkable link

with an earlier Leicester.
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The oldest bookshop to survive into the twentieth century in

Leicester was that which had been owned by Thomas

Combe at the turn of the nineteenth century. This operated

for a while from the ‘new’ Assembly Rooms (now the City

Rooms), moving to Gallowtree Gate in 1817, where it

remained for more than a century before transferring to

Hotel Street. It had a number of owners and changes of

name over the years, eventually becoming Clarke & Satchell

Ltd., and later St Martin’s Bookshop in the 1970s, but

subsequently closed. Just round the corner, Edgar Backus in

Cank Street, established in 1915, dealt in both new and

secondhand books and published the work of local historians

including S. H. Skillington and Colin Ellis, as well as the

Leicestershire and Rutland Magazine (1948-50): this shop

also closed.(5) In St Martin's, Thomas Henry Jeays, a

member of a local firm of printers, had a well-stocked,

atmospheric stationery shop, and later also the Vicarmill

Stationery Company in Humberstone Gate, both long since

gone.

‘Leicester's oldest established family jewellers occupy the

city's oldest business premises' stated Pearce & Sons,

referring to their sixteenth century building in the Market

Place. It was claimed that the firm was started in 1838 by Mr

H. Pearce, though their first shop only opened in Gallowtree

Gate in 1883, before moving to the Market Place in 1923.
Pearce & Sons, Market Place, Leicester, photographed in
1963.

The overhead cash railway system from The Beehive which
can now be seen in Newarke Houses Museum, Leicester.
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The Grand Leicester Musical Festival of 1827
Patrick J. Boylan

L
eicester’s eighteenth to early nineteenth century

record in promoting major musical festivals and

similar events can at best be described as mixed. The

eccentric and over-ambitious Rev. William Hanbury (1725-

1778), Vicar of Church Langton, attempted to repeat his

1761 Church Langton Handel Festival in Leicester, though

this was not a success, at least financially, and he switched

to Nottingham for the reprise of his final Church Langton

Festival in 1762. (1)

Much more successful was the 1774 charity event, centred

on a performance of Handel’s Jephtha, in St Martin’s,

Leicester, planned as a major fund-raising event to mark the

third anniversary of the establishment of the Leicester

Infirmary. This two day `Music Meeting’ also had a Handel

theme, with Joah Bates, a noted organist and concert

organiser, his patron the Earl of Sandwich, together with

other major national musical figures taking part. The four-

and-a-half year old William Gardiner (1770 – 1853) still had

a vivid memory of this remarkable performance 64 years

later when he wrote his Music and Friends, reporting that

the Infirmary Fourth Anniversary was the largest
assemblage of musicians that had ever taken place in the
country [sic - though presumably this was a misprint for

county]. Unfortunately, though a considerable musical

success which influenced the national celebration in

Westminster Abbey to mark the centenary of Handel’s birth

later that decade, it was a financial disaster for the Infirmary,

which was left with a £400 loss (over £42,000 at current

prices). (2)

After this it was perhaps not surprising that for the next two

generations there was great reluctance to attempt anything

similar, though Leicester’s musical reputation and standards

improved very considerably, particularly through the first

quarter of the nineteenth century. Increasing numbers of

competent musicians became established in Leicester as

instrumental performers and teachers, while the amateur

music scene also expanded greatly. The leading amateur, the

stocking manufacturer William Gardiner, became a well-

known international figure, noted not only for his own

compositions and arrangements, but also as the person who

first introduced Beethoven’s chamber music to Britain, and

he became a friend or at least an honoured acquaintance of

many of the most eminent continental composers and

performers of his time. Gardiner also established an

increasingly well-respected choir at the Great Meeting, of

which he was a life-long member.

It was through Gardiner’s reputation and practical help that a

leading professor of violin, conducting and composition at

the Paris Conservatoire, the strongly Bonapartiste Charles

Guynemer, came to Leicester in 1814 and settled here as a

refugee from the restored French monarchy. Among other

things Guynemer quickly took charge of Leicester’s

emerging programme of concerts in the (Old) Assembly

Room and raised these to a quite different level, and also re-

established the Roman Catholic choral tradition in the town

with the opening of Leicester’s first post-Reformation

Catholic Church in Wellington Street (now incorporated into

the Holy Cross Priory, New Walk).

As the growing number of regional and local newspapers

became more widely circulated across the country, Leicester

became increasingly aware of the number of musical

festivals being held in cities and other county towns across

England, and there was a feeling that Leicester was being

left behind. In 1826 the Infirmary Managers were

approached by a number of local professional and amateur

musicians suggesting a Musical Festival should again be

mounted in Leicester, with the aim of raising funds for the

Infirmary while at the same time providing a great cultural

boost for the town’s population and wider reputation. The

Managers were supportive in principle, and appointed a

special Festival Committee of Management to investigate

this, and if practicable to carry the project through. This was

to be chaired by John Mansfield, the Chairman of the

Infirmary’s Finance Committee, who was a partner in a

leading local bank and a former M.P. for the Borough, with

William Gardiner as another leading member of the

Subcommittee. (3)

Much of the planning and implementation was immediately

entrusted to Gardiner, beginning with a study of the

practicability in terms of venues, on the basis that the

Festival should include daytime performances of sacred

music supported by a large choir and orchestra, and evening

celebrity concerts. Gardiner reported back that he had

considered all five main churches and four other possible

buildings. Out of these he proposed that St Margaret’s

Church was both the largest building and had the best

acoustics. A choir and orchestra totalling 200 or more, plus

the soloists, could be seated under the tower for the three

morning events, but a lot of additional seating for the

audience would be required. He had therefore negotiated

with the church on this and it had been agreed that the

chancel could be filled with a raked gallery seating 500 in
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addition to the seating for a further 200 in the nave. For the

concerts he recommended the New Assembly Rooms (now

the City Rooms), with two evenings of concerts and a Grand

Ball there on the final evening.

Gardiner’s recommendations were quickly accepted and it

was agreed to start planning for a Festival to be held the

following year, in September 1827. Gardiner also started

work recruiting and then training a festival choir, aiming for

one of at least 100 voices. Later he was to add to this,

responsibility for the recruitment and organising of an

orchestra of a similar size. Others on the Committee began

approaching the nobility and leading gentry of the county

and beyond seeking patrons for the Festival, almost all of

whom readily accepted. Only the Bishop of Lichfield

declined, offering his best wishes but saying that he

considered that he could only support charitable efforts in

his own diocese.

Other important administrative efforts included addressing

the problem of accommodation and meals for out-of-town

performers and audience. The three traditional coaching inns

had nowhere near enough accommodation, though they

could between them provide ‘ordinaries’ (set meals) for non-

residents. The Festival Committee therefore set up an office

which recruited large numbers of local residents willing to

take in paying guests – for up to a week including main

rehearsals for the performers and for three or four nights for

members of the audience. Other planning work included

extensive regional and even national publicity, and more

mundane but very necessary measures such as the printing

of posters, notices and programmes, and creating one-way

systems for carriages in the streets around the venues for the

dropping off and picking up of those attending, together with

parking areas for the estimated hundred or more private

carriages and coaches. Prices were also fixed as follows:

Tuesday morning `Cathedral Service’ in St Margaret’s:
Chancel gallery seating: 10 shillings, Rest of the Church: 5

shillings; Wednesday and Thursday morning Concerts of
Sacred Music in St Margaret’s: Chancel gallery seating

(each day): £1, Rest of the Church (each day): 10 shillings;

Two Concerts and Ball in New Assembly Rooms: Each

evening: 15 shillings. (Programmes were an additional 6d.

for each event.). These prices were all very high in relation

to the prices of the time: the £1 per performance for the

chancel gallery on the Wednesday and Thursday mornings

would be the equivalent of two or three weeks wages for a

typical Leicester resident, and at least £75 at present-day

values.

William Gardiner also took charge of developing the

musical programme and engaging both the principal vocal

and instrumental soloists and the additional orchestral

players needed, by both correspondence and personal visits

and meetings, particularly to London. By early August 1827

both the principal performers and the programme for all

events seemed to be settled, and Gardiner’s choir was well-

established and trained. However, there was an unexpected

last-minute crisis when two of the three principal soprano

soloists became unavailable, one because of illness and the

other due to a very recent bereavement. One replacement

was quickly found: the Italian-born French operatic soprano

Rosalbina Caradori, living and working in London and

married to E. T. Allen, Secretary of the King’s Theatre.

Then it became known that at the beginning of September,

the most famous soprano in the world, Giuditta Pasta, would

be passing through the Midlands on her way to London from

engagements in Dublin. Enquiries were quickly made and it

was reported to the Festival Committee that Pasta would in

principle sing in the Leicester Festival, but required a fee of

£300 – an unheard of amount for just two performances. (4)

The Committee decided that this was impossible: the budget

would only stand £100, and even that could be a problem

since it was far more than most of those already engaged

were to receive, often for much more work. Earl Howe, a

member of the Committee, was still strongly in favour of

meeting Pasta’s terms, and offered to make a personal

donation of £100 towards her fee, and on that basis she was

engaged. Following rapid typesetting changes, the

programmes were printed in late August, and the advertising

was also changed accordingly.

The final numbers of performers recorded were: Sopranos

53, Altos 32, Tenors 47, Basses 56, Orchestra:100, a total of

288. It is not possible here to introduce all of the starry line-

up of over two dozen outstanding principal musical

performers engaged for the Leicester Festival, but the

following nine are both of special note individually and also

indicative of the quality of the overall list:

Singers

Giuditta Pasta (Saronno, Italy, 1797 – Como, Italy, 1865)

Pasta was the finest operatic soprano of the first half of the

nineteenth century. After studies in Milan, she made her

professional debut there in 1816 in the world première of Scapa’s

Le tre Eleonore, soon to be followed by her Paris debut as Elvira in

Mozart’s Don Giovanni and the ‘breeches’ role of Romeo in

Niccolò Zingarelli’s Giulietta e Romeo - both of which were to

become among her most famous and popular roles. By the time of

her 1821-22 season in Paris her voice was fully developed in terms

of range, from the contralto low A to high C, and dramatic effect.

Though always described as a soprano Pasta frequently sang what

are nowadays regarded as major mezzo-soprano roles. Between

1824 and her retirement in 1837 she performed regularly in opera

seasons in Milan, Paris, London and Naples. Among many other

successes she created some of opera’s most famous bel canto roles,

including the title roles in Donizetti’s Anna Bolena in 1830, and

Bellini’s Norma in 1831, in the same year creating the role of

Amina in Bellini’s La sonnambula.

John Braham (c. 1774, London – 1856, London)

Braham was the greatest tenor in the world of the first half of the

nineteenth century, and probably the finest English tenor of all

time, appearing in opera, oratorios and on the concert platform. He

was of Jewish origin and as a boy he was a meshorrer (descant
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singer) at the London Great Synagogue, under its German-born

Hazzan (cantor and musical director) Myer Lyon, who was also a

leading operatic tenor at Covent Garden under the name Michaele

Leoni. Braham first sang at Covent Garden as a boy soprano at the

age of about thirteen in Leoni’s 1787 benefit concert, astonishingly

singing, apparently to great effect, one of the most challenging

soprano arias of the eighteenth century: `The soldier tir’d of war’s

alarms’ from Thomas Arne’s Artaxerxes. (Braham’s final

performance at Covent Garden was an unprecedented 65 years

later.) After his voice broke Braham studied in Bath from 1794 to

1796 with the former Sistine Chapel castrato (male soprano)

Venanzio Rauzzini (1746 – 1810) who had retired there after a very

successful operatic career across Europe. Braham’s debut as a tenor

was at the opening concert of the 1794 season at Bath. Very soon

Braham was established as the leading tenor of his generation in

opera, oratorio and concerts in London, and soon also across other

leading European cities. In London for example he sang the title

role in Idomeneo, the first Mozart opera to be performed in full in

England, and he was the first English Florestan in the earlier

Leonore version of Beethoven’s Fidelio. By the time of the 1827

Leicester Festival, Braham was at the height of his powers and his

fame. His outstanding success in singing the role of Max in the

London première of Weber’s Der Freischütz at Covent Garden in

1824 led to Weber writing for him the role of Sir Huon in his

Oberon, first performed by Braham at Covent Garden in 1826.

Soon afterwards he was the tenor soloist in the Mozart Requiem
sung during Weber’s June 1826 funeral service in London. Braham

continued to perform, in his final years often singing baritone roles,

through to his final appearance at Covent Garden as Rossini’s

William Tell in March 1852, when he was probably aged 78 years

old. He died in London in 1856.

Elizabeth Austin (1798, Leicester – 1875, London)

The personal details of the soprano ‘Mrs. Austin’, as she was

always known on the stage, have long been an enigma in opera and

wider theatre history. She quickly gained recognition throughout

the United Kingdom following her first opera season in Dublin in

1820-21, followed by six years of national and international fame

in London. From late 1827 to 1837 she was in America, and is

recognised as America’s first international operatic prima donna.

There are abundant contemporary sources and more recent

information and research about her between the early 1820s and

1837. However, all that has been known about her origins is that

she was originally from Leicester, while she vanishes completely

from the records after she left New York to return to England in

1837. It now seems clear that she deliberately obscured much of

her biography from her birth date and name onwards, presumably

because of her ‘unconventional’ private life. However, her

remarkable life and career have at last been unscrambled and a full

account for publication is now in preparation. (5)

In fact she was born Elizabeth Clarke in Leicester in June 1798 and

was baptised a week later at the Leicester Great Meeting. In 1814,

at the age of only 15 years 10 months she married John Austin of

Leicester in St Margaret’s Church, and from that date was always

styled ‘Mrs Austin’. (At the time the age of consent for marriage

was 16 for a man but only 12 for a woman.) By this time she had

almost certainly begun her voice training with William Gardiner,

presumably through the choir of the Great Meeting which Gardiner

directed at the time. Later that year she gave what seems to have

been her first public performance. This was in a concert of sacred

music in St Margaret’s, Leicester, organised and conducted by

Charles Guynemer, in which as Mrs Austin she sang ‘Let the bright

Seraphim’ from Sampson, arguably the most challenging aria for

any voice in any Handel oratorio, and an astonishing achievement

for someone so young. She seems to have continued her training

with Gardiner and is recorded as appearing in other concerts in the

region over the next few years, and for some time she also studied

in London and Paris. By about 1820 she was beginning to be

recognised as a prodigious talent, with a voice ranging over three

full octaves. Like Giuditta Pasta she could also sing what are

nowadays generally regarded as mezzo-soprano roles, and which

included some of Austin’s favourites, perhaps above all Cinderella

in Rossini’s La Cenerentola, but unlike Pasta she could equally

well sing the very highest coloratura soprano roles.

In 1821 she obtained a one year engagement as a ‘company singer’

(i.e. salaried repertory artist) with the Dublin opera house, and

quickly gained very favourable recognition in a range of leading

roles. Luck was also on her side in that in 1821 King George IV

decided to pay an extended State Visit to Ireland following his

coronation the previous year. He was accompanied by much of the

Court, and the King’s progress gained considerable

press coverage in England as well as Ireland. The

young English soprano was quickly noticed during

the King’s visits to the theatre (to which he granted

the title Theatre Royal) and in other press reports, and

as a result she was offered a contract to join the

Theatre Royal Drury Lane. Her London debut there

in the autumn of 1822 could hardly have been more

auspicious – singing the lead in Thomas Arne’s

comic opera Love in a Village with London’s finest

and most famous tenor, John Braham. More

challenging roles quickly followed attracting further

very favourable press coverage, including Thomas

Arne’s Artaxerxes, again with Braham, but this time

it was of course Austin who sang ‘The soldier tir’d of

war’s alarms’ with which Braham had astonished

Covent Garden as a boy soprano in 1787.

Over the next five London seasons she established herself as one of

the leading singers in opera, oratorios and concerts in London, as

well as abroad. It was particularly significant that she sang major

roles with the Italian Opera Company in the King’s Theatre (now

Theatre Royal) Haymarket – which almost never engaged British

singers. (Braham was probably the only other exception in that

period.) And she also began to appear at the Theatre Royal Covent

Garden. However, the 1827 Musical Festival seems to have been

her first major engagement in her native town. Fairly soon after

establishing herself on the London stage she began a life-long affair

with Francis Henry Fitzhardinge Berkeley (1794 – 1870), the

fourth son of the 9th Earl of Berkeley, who began to style himself

variously as Austin’s Manager, or sometimes Musical Director.

(They had a daughter, Elizabeth Austin Jnr. in 1825, and a son,

Francis Berkeley Jnr. in 1837.) Immediately after the Leicester

Festival, Austin, Berkeley and their daughter left for America,

where Austin had been engaged along with almost a dozen other

leading European singers and musicians to establish a well-

Giuditta Pasta, John Braham and Elizabeth Austin - three of the leading
singers at the Leicester Music festival of 1827.
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financed new opera and stage company in Philadelphia that was

intended to challenge New York, which had become the leading

theatrical centre in the USA. In November 1827 her American

career was launched with a very highly rated opening performance

of the new company at the Chestnut Street Theatre, Philadelphia.

However, the generous terms of her contract allowed her both to

take other opera, oratorio and concert engagements, and even to

mount her own performances and productions in the Theatre as

‘benefits’ from which she would take all the profits. Consequently,

within less than two months, she was appearing as a star guest in

opera productions at the Park Theatre, New York, America’s

leading opera house.

Austin very quickly established herself as America’s leading and

best-loved operatic prima donna, and over the next six years, while

always staying loyal to her Philadelphia contract terms, she gave

some hundreds of performances in many dozens of roles across

America, not just in New York where she remained very popular

throughout her time in America, but also from New Orleans in the

south to Montreal in the north. A versatile performer, greatly

admired also for her dancing (but not ‘the shortness of her

petticoats’ in stuffy Providence, Rhode Island!), she also appeared

from time to time in stage plays, particularly Shakespeare: her

Ariel in The Tempest being particularly admired. However, the

bulk of her work in America was on the operatic stage, through

which she helped to introduce to America not just the established

English and Continental eighteenth and early nineteenth century

repertoire, but also major operas of contemporary bel canto
composers such as Rossini, Bellini and Donizetti, and the newer

generation of English composers such as Henry Bishop.

Austin left New York for England in 1837 and according to all the

major reference books and research studies simply vanished

without trace and was never heard of again. However, the new

biographical study in preparation referred to has solved the long-

standing mystery of her later life, not just her birth and early years.

In fact on returning to London she (and her daughter) adopted

Berkeley’s surname as she retired from the stage a wealthy woman

in her own right (describing herself as ‘of independent means’ in

the 1841 UK Census). In 1838 Berkeley was elected as a M.P. for

Bristol and held the seat until his death 22 years later. The couple

and the two children lived a more than comfortable life in a fine

large house of 1838-39 by Matthew Wyatt in Victoria Square,

Westminster (which still exists and is graded II*). Following the

death of John Austin (probably in the Paris cholera epidemic in

1848) Austin and Berkeley were at last free to marry, which they

did extremely quietly in a small City of London church in 1856 –

perhaps in order to regularise their situation at last before the

‘society’ wedding of their daughter some months later in 1857.

Berkeley died in 1870, and Austin was then cared for by their son

who lived close to her in south London, and she died in Lambeth in

1875, with few if anyone outside the immediate family realising

that she was the opera star Elizabeth Austin, once famous on both

sides of the Atlantic.

Rosalbina Caradori (1800, Milan – 1865 Surbiton, England)

Born of French and Russian parents in Milan, Caradori was a

successful operatic soprano with a fairly light voice, apparently

formally trained only by her mother, and she settled in London in

1822 after engagements in Germany and parts of France. Her

London debut was as Zerlina in Mozart’s Don Giovanni in the

King’s Theatre, and other Mozart roles early in her career included

Vitellia in Clemenza di Tito. In 1824 she married E. T. Allan,

Secretary and Manager of the King’s Theatre, among other things

singing Zerlina again the same year, and in 1826 she sang Juliet to

Giuditta Pasta’s Romeo in Zingarelli’s Guilietta e Romeo, and then

Rosina in Rossini’s Barber of Seville. She was the soprano soloist

in the first English performance of Beethoven’s Ninth (Choral)

Symphony in 1826. However, in 1827 the King’s Theatre stopped

producing Italian opera, and after appearing in Festivals at

Worcester and Leicester, Caradori returned to working mainly on

the continent, particularly in Venice, where in 1830 she created the

role of Juliet in Bellini’s I Capuleti e Montecchi. Returning to

England in 1834 she sang in Italian operas again for a time, but

moved more towards oratorios and the concert stage. For example

she was the soprano soloist in the first performance of Elijah under

the composer, Felix Mendelssohn, in Birmingham. She retired in

1845 and died in Surbiton in 1865.

Guiseppe De Begnis (1793, Lugo di Romagna, Italy–1849, N.Y.)

De Begnis was a one of the most famous baritone ‘buffos’ (singer

of operatic comic roles) of the first half of the nineteenth century.

He first studied and sang as a boy soprano from the age of seven

until he was nearly fifteen when his voice broke. He studied acting,

specialising in comedy roles, but then took singing lessons as a

baritone. After his debut in Modena in 1813, engagements in many

leading opera houses of northern and central Italy followed,

including Bologna, Ferrara, Mantua, Milan and Rome. He quickly

became a great favourite of Rossini, who in 1817 wrote the role of

Prince Dandini in his Cinderella for De Begnis. After that he

created the buffo roles in several more Rossini operas including

Turco in Italia, Mosé en Egitto, and Otello, while Figaro in

Rossini’s Barber of Seville and various comic and more serious

roles in Mozart operas (particularly Cosi Fan Tutte and Don
Giovanni) were also very popular roles within his wide repertoire.

Leaving Italy, he was the artistic director of the Italian Opera,

London, from 1821 to 1827, the Bath Theatre for the 1823-24

season, and the Dublin Opera company from 1823–1837. In 1824

he was one of the extraordinary line up brought together in London

by Rossini for the first performance of his Morte di Lord Byron
tribute, with eight singers of international standing including Maria

Malibran, Giuditta Pasta, De Begnis, and Rossini himself singing

the tenor role of Apollo. In about 1845 he moved to New York

singing in opera and concerts, but died of cholera in New York four

years later.

Instrumentalists

Thomas Greatorex (1758, Winfield, Derbyshire – 1831, London)

Though born in Derbyshire, the organist and conductor Greatorex

was brought up in Leicester from about the age of five. Noted also

as an astronomer and mathematician, he studied with Benjamin

Cooke, Organist of Westminster Abbey. His first appointment was

as Organist at Carlisle Cathedral, but after four years he moved to

Italy, where he became part of the entourage of the exiled Charles

Edward Stuart, (‘Bonnie Prince Charlie’ or the ‘Young Pretender’).

When the Prince died in 1788 he left much of his music collection

Rosalbina Caradori and Guiseppe De Begnis.
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to Greatorex, who returned to London the same year, where he

succeeded Joah Bates as conductor of the continuing programme of

‘Concerts of Ancient Music’, intended to keep alive and promote

the English musical tradition of the times of Handel and Purcell.

Greatorex also began conducting major music festivals around the

country. In 1819 he succeeded George Ebenezer Williams as

Organist and Master of the Choristers of Westminster Abbey,

holding the position to his death in 1831. He returned to Leicester

as both organist and conductor to the 1827 Festival.

Christoph Gottfried Kiesewetter (1777, Ansbach, Bavaria –

1827 London)

Kiesewetter was one of the most celebrated virtuoso violinists of

the early nineteenth century. Originally attached to the

Hohenzollen dynasty’s Royal Chapel in his native Anspach (now

spelled Ansbach), he became Concert Master (Leader) of the

orchestras of the German cities of first Oldenberg and then

Hannover. He was also well known as a soloist and a composer of

works for the violin including concertos. He owned and played one

of the most famous violins of all time – a c1723 Stradivarius which

since his time has always been known as ‘The Kiesewetter’.

Kiesewetter moved to London in 1821 and immediately established

himself as the country’s leading solo and concerto violinist.

However, by the time of his engagement for the 1827 Leicester

Festival he was in very poor health. Though he completed his

programme his condition on the concert platform was recognised as

very distressing. (6) He moved on to the Norwich Festival – his

next engagement – but the organisers were so alarmed at his

condition that they paid him his full fee but sent him straight back

home to London, where he died a few days later.

Robert Lindley (1776, Rotherham – 1855, London)

Lindley was regarded as the greatest English cellist of the first half

of the nineteenth century. His first lessons were on the violin with

his amateur cello player father at the age of five, progressing to the

cello at the age of nine. In 1792 he was heard by the Anglo-Italian

cellist James Cervetto who offered free tuition to Lindley. Moving

to Brighton where his patron was based, Lindley was engaged by

the Brighton Theatre where he often played for the Prince of Wales

during his stays at his Royal Pavilion. In 1794 the eighteen year old

was appointed principal violoncellist to London’s Italian Opera at

the King’s Theatre and as well as serving as the principal cellist at

virtually every important London concert over several decades. In

1795 he established a famous musical partnership with the double-

bass player Domenico Dragonetti that lasted until Lindley’s death

fifty years later. On the formation of the Royal Academy of Music

in 1822 Lindley was appointed one of the founding Professors and

remained at the Academy to his retirement in 1851.

Domenico Dragonetti (1763, Venice – 1846, London)

The double bass virtuoso and composer Dragonetti spent the first

35 years of his life in his native Venice. As a young child he began

teaching himself the guitar and double bass on instruments owned

by his amateur musician father. At the age of twelve he began

lessons with Bernini, the leading double bass teacher in Venice. In

1776 at the age of only thirteen Dragonetti was appointed principal

double bass player at the Venice Opera Buffa, and in 1787 he

joined the musicians of the Chapel of San Marco, Venice. He

began playing solo pieces and also composing for the double bass

and more widely for strings and the full orchestra. He played a key

role in developing new approaches and techniques to the playing of

the double bass, introducing these to, among others, Haydn and

Beethoven. In 1845 he was in Bonn to play in the three day festival

to mark the inauguration of the Beethoven monument there (at

which William Gardiner of Leicester, the main organiser of the

1827 Leicester Festival, was one of the guest speakers). In 1794 he

moved to London to play in the orchestra of the King’s Theatre and

remained there for the rest of his life, playing also with the

Philharmonic Society of London and in many public concerts and

private events. He established a long-standing partnership playing

with the cellist Robert Lindley (see above). His own favourite

double bass, the 1610 instrument by da Salo known as The

Dragonetti is now in the Museum of St Mark’s, Venice, but he also

had a second 1610 da Salo, known as The Giant, now in the

Victoria and Albert Museum. He had more than three dozen violins

including three by Stradivarius. His 1706 Stradivarius, known as

The Dragonetti Stradivarius, passed to the legendary virtuoso

violinist Niccolò Paganini(1782 - 1840). Despite living in England

for over fifty years, Dragonetti never learned English, but instead

reportedly communicated in a mixture of Italian, French and the

Venetian dialect (though apparently with some English phrases

thrown in for good measure!).

The last minute dispute between Elizabeth Austin and

the Festival Committee

Overcoming the crisis due to the last minute withdrawal of

two of the soprano soloists by engaging Guiditta Pasta and

Rosalbina Caradori as replacements, created a new crisis for

the Festival in relation to promises claimed to have been

already made to Elizabeth Austin. This issue will be

examined in detail in the full account of her life and career

now in preparation already referred to above. (7) However,

at least a brief summary of the dispute is needed here. On

8th August Elizabeth Austin had sent a long letter to the

Committee from London regarding her own role in the

Festival following a visit she had received in London from

William Gardiner to negotiate and discuss this. She had been

offered only a £30 fee by Gardiner ‘which I would have

rejected from any other person as inadequate to my

professional reputation’. However, the promise that ‘Mr

Thomas Greatorex. (Image
Copyright, Dean and Chapter
of Westminster.)

Instrumentalists Robert Lindley (Watercolour by Alfred
Edward Chalon, c1830, image Copyright The National
Portrait Gallery, London), and Domenico Dragonetti.
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Braham and the heads of the profession were included [in

this] important undertaking I had a strong feeling that my

early patron [i.e. Gardiner] had a right to demand any

service [against] the pledged word of an honourable man.’

She then continued setting out in detail, the various

contributions to the programme that Austin had been

promised by Gardiner and which she was now confirming

she was agreeing to. (8)

However, on 24th August, less than two weeks before the

start of the Festival, Austin sent a further letter from London

to the Committee having seen the proposed final programme

for the Festival. This showed that much of the most

important music promised to her, and confirmed by her in

her letter of 8th August, had instead been allocated to other

singers. To take just one example she had stated in her 8th

August letter that she and John Braham had sung to much

acclaim in Paris, duets from Rossini’s Mosè en Egitto and

Armida, and she and Braham had originally been listed to

sing these again in the Festival. However, the programme

now listed Pasta and Caradori respectively, not Austin, to

sing these with Braham. Austin was clearly highly incensed

by what was being proposed. Though she does not seem to

have said so publicly, she must have been very disappointed

that the programme for her return to perform in her native

town after more than a decade, now as a nationally, or

indeed internationally, renowned opera star was being so

reduced. However, in her 24th August letter Austin’s

language was firm though fairly restrained, key passages

being: ‘Gentlemen. Fully convinced that you will not

sanction any steps which may be derogatory to my

reputation or interest, I beg leave to address you on the

change which has taken place in the Engagement for the

approaching Festival.’ After referring to examples of the

changes she continued: ‘I beg to claim my proper grade in

the forthcoming depositions of the music as originally

agreed…. Why the Committee should attempt to deprive me

of that which was originally agreed?’ (9)

The Festival Committee’s official response to this does not

seem to have survived, though the Infirmary archives

contain an incomplete draft reply dated 27th August which

is notable for several crossings out of whole sentences and

restarts. The only explanation given for the drastic reduction

in Austin’s role in the Festival was to say without any more

details that ‘changes were due to the engagement of Mme

Caradori’. (There was no mention at all of Giuditta Pasta.)

So far as her fee for the Festival was concerned, one of the

crossed out sentences in the draft seemed to have proposed

to cut this from the little more than token £30 agreed with

William Gardiner to only £25 – presumably on the grounds

that she was going to be singing much less than originally

planned! The final position of the Committee was to tell

Austin that it was too late to make any changes: ‘The

Programme books are now printed and the Committee

cannot make any alterations. (10) And that seems to have

been the final answer. Austin seems to have accepted this

and contributed to the Festival on the basis of the new

programme. She had clearly been treated in a cavalier way:

one more example perhaps of the saying that that ‘A prophet

is not without honour, except in his own country, and his

own town’. However, the entrepreneurial spirit which was

going to mark much of Austin’s future career in America

was already showing. She quickly let it be known around the

town and the Festival that at the end of the month she was

leaving for America to help set up, with almost a dozen

leading singers and musicians of the London stage, a major

new international opera company in Philadelphia. Also, she

negotiated with a no doubt delighted Manager of the

Leicester Theatre to produce and star in two opera

performances in the Theatre on Thursday 20th and Friday

21st September before leaving for America. These were

advertised by the Theatre as her first (and in fact only ever)

appearance in opera in her native town. The work chosen

was Henry Bishop’s Guy Mannering based on the Walter

Scott novel, a ballad opera that allowed some scope for

principals such as Austin to add in other songs or arias. She

chose to add one of her favourites ‘The soldier tir’d of war’s

alarms’ from Arne’s Artaxerxes, which was received with

resounding applause. Her disappointment over her treatment

by the Festival must have been at least partly overcome by

the fact that between the two opera performances she would

have had a far bigger audience than in the two Festival

concerts.

The Grand Musical Festival: the three morning Sacred

Music programmes in St Margaret’s Church

Tuesday 4th September

Leicester was unlike many of the cities and towns

establishing and running musical festivals in the early

nineteenth century, such as York, Norwich or the Three

Choirs Festival cities of Hereford, Worcester and

Gloucester. Prior to the period of rapid growth and

‘improvement’ from the 1840s onwards, Leicester was still a

relatively small market and industrial town with only limited

cultural facilities, and perhaps above all, it had neither a

cathedral nor the professional cathedral choir and associated

musical resources that came with these. Also, with a

growing nonconformist population, the Church of England

choral tradition overall was perhaps not very familiar to

many local people, even those interested in music.

Consequently the Festival Committee decided that the

opening event on the Tuesday morning should take the form

of what it termed a ‘Cathedral Service’, giving the many

local people in the audience (and indeed in the chorus and

orchestra) a taste of the sort of choral service with which

cathedral-based events such as the Three Choirs Festival

opened their programmes.

Organised and led by the Vicar of St Margaret’s, the Rev. T.

Burnaby, the ‘Cathedral Service’ began with the Anthem

‘Sing unto God, O ye Kingdoms of the Lord’ from Ps. 68 –

presumably Purcell’s famous 1687 setting for bass soloist

and chorus. This was followed by the ‘Venite Adoremus’

and three Psalms of the Day. After this there was a
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performance of ‘Cradock’s Ode’. Joseph Cradock (1742 –

1826) of Gumley Hall had been one of the main driving

forces behind the 1774 Festival in support of the Infirmary,

and for the occasion he had written ‘Ode to Charity. Written

for the Benefit of the Leicester Infirmary’, which was then

set to music by William Boyce, Master of the King’s

Musick’ of the day. William Gardiner who had heard this

when attending the 1774 first performance as a child was an

enthusiast for this, and perhaps it was also included in the

1827 programme as Cradock had died at the age of 84 the

previous year.

Purcell’s 1694 large-scale Te Deum for chorus and orchestra

followed, with Elizabeth Austin as one of the soprano

soloists. A Gregorian Chant setting of the ‘Jubliate Deo’

followed, after which John Braham led Martin Luther’s

famous hymn ‘Nun Freut Euch’ first published in 1535, in

the translation ‘Great God, what do I see and hear’. After the

Sermon, preached by Reverend Erskine, Vicar of St

Martin’s, the Service finished with two large-scale choral

pieces, ‘Hallelujah to the Father’ from Beethoven’s dramatic

oratorio Christ on the Mount of Olives of 1803, and ‘a

chorus from a Haydn mass arranged by William Gardiner’ –

perhaps a movement from his much publicised pastiche

oratorio Judith?

Wednesday 5th September

This took the form of a concert under the title ‘A Grand

Selection of Sacred Music’, and opened with Austin singing

‘Angels ever bright and fair’ from Handel’s 1750 oratorio

Theodora. Next the chorus was given its head with the

challenging and dramatic ‘Rex tremendae’ from the Mozart

Requiem of 1791. There was then a quartet ‘Benedictus’

from an unstated Mozart Mass (perhaps most likely the

Coronation Mass in C of 1779): the soloists were Giuditta

Pasta, Mrs Knyvett, John Braham and Mr Phillips. Pasta

then sang two solos. The first was the Preghiera (Prayer)

‘Ciel pietosa, ciel clemente’ from the 1798 opera Inèz de
Castro by Niccolo Zingarelli (1752 – 1798) – one of the

arias originally promised to Austin, and a recitative and aria

‘Deh’ parlante’ from the 1786 Biblical opera Il sacrificio
d’Abramo by the leading Italian operatic composer of the

later eighteenth century Domenico Cimarosa (1749 – 1801).

She was followed by Braham who sang the recitative and

aria ‘Deeper and deeper still…Waft her, Angels through the

skies’ from Handel’s 1751 oratorio Jephtha, and by Miss

Stephens singing ‘Let the bright Seraphim’ from Handel’s

Sampson of 1743 – another aria which Austin believed she

had been promised. The chorus was then given its head

again with Handel’s celebratory seven part Coronation
Anthem no. 1 – Zadok the Priest written for the Coronation

of George II, and sung at every Coronation since. The

‘Grand Selection’ ended with the whole company

performing the First Part of Joseph Haydn’s Creation of

1798, covering the first four days of the creation as told in

Genesis 1, and ending with the great chorus ‘The Heavens

are telling the Glory of God’.

Thursday 6th September

The whole morning was (at least in principle) devoted to a

complete performance of the 1741 Messiah of Handel. There

was a special local interest in this since the libretto had been

written for Handel by Charles Jennens of Gopsall Hall,

Leicestershire, drawing on the King James Bible and the

Prayer Book translation of the Psalms. The performance

used the edition and orchestration of Mozart, intended for a

much larger orchestra and choir than Handel’s Baroque

original. The decision to use the Mozart version was praised

by the critic of London’s Morning Post who argued that this

should always be used in future. In fact this became much

the most widely used setting for more or less the next

century and a half until the movement for restoring the

authentic much smaller scale original orchestration of

Handel himself got under way from around the middle of the

twentieth century. Following the Overture, Braham’s famous

declamatory, though very sensitive, style in the opening

recitative ‘Comfort ye my people’, followed by the aria

‘Every valley shall be exalted’, must have got the

performance off to a most memorable start. To Austin’s

great disappointment, especially having sung Messiah with

Braham many times, the main soprano role was given to

Rosalbina Caradori, though Austin was allowed to show her

artistry once during the performance, singing the aria ‘How

beautiful are the feet’. As noted above the whole morning

was due to be a complete performance of Messiah, but this

apparently caused difficulties since Giuditta Pasta did not

sing in English. So the Messiah was interrupted before the

chorus ‘Behold the Lamb of God’ so that Pasta could be

heard at least once during the morning, singing a ‘Gracias

agimus tibi’ from the Gloria of an un-named Mass.

Sarcastically but with every justification the Quarterly
Musical Magazine and Review critic present wrote of this

barbarism: ‘such a monstrous anomaly requires no

comment.’

The Grand Musical Festival: the two evening Concerts in
the New Assembly Rooms

Because the concert room was much smaller than St

Margaret’s Church no choral works were included in the

concert programmes, and it seems likely that not least for

space reasons a much reduced orchestra would have been

used: a maximum of around forty players, mainly strings and

woodwind, would probably have been sufficient though with

a good horn section for the Der Freischutz overture in the

Wednesday concert in particular. While the three Sacred

Music mornings seem to have followed closely their printed

programmes, press reports by knowledgeable specialist

critics indicate that this was not always the case with the

evening concerts, particularly the Tuesday evening one

where unscheduled additional items seem to have made an

almost intolerably long programme even longer. However,

as there is in most cases insufficient detail to identify such

additions, the following notes on the two evenings mainly

follow the published Programme book for the relevant

evening.
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Tuesday 4th September

The evening began with the Overture to the 1803 French

opera Anacréon by the Italian composer Luigi Cherubini

(1760 – 1842), an orchestral piece that was highly praised in

its period, most notably by Karl Maria von Weber and

Hector Berlioz. The Italian buffo De Begnis followed with

Figaro’s already famous ‘Largo al Factotum’ from Rossini’s

Barber of Seville, which was so well received that the

audience demanded that he should sing the whole aria again

as an encore. Austin then sang the scena ‘Entendez vous’

from a contemporary French opera of 1816 Le Rossignol
(The Nightingale) by Louis Sebastian Lebrun (1764 – 1829).

This was followed by the duet ‘Ah! Se puoi cosi lasciami’

from Rossini’s Mosè in Egitto of 1818, sung by Caradori

and Braham. After this there were string trios by Handel and

Martini played in which Robert Lindley and Domenico

Dragonetti were joined by the violinist and conductor Franz

Cramer (1772 – 1848), Leader of the Festival Orchestra (and

later Master of the King’s Music from 1834). Pasta’s solo

aria followed: the mezzo-soprano cavatina ‘Tu che accendi

questo core’ from Rossini’s Tancredi of 1813. She and

Braham then sang the duet originally promised to Austin

‘Amor possenti’ from Rossini’s opera Armida written for the

opening of the rebuilt Naples opera house in 1817.

According to the reporter from London’s Evening Post at

this point Caradori inserted into the programme the 1821

song ‘Should he upbraid’ from Shakespeare’s Taming of the
Shrew set by Henry Bishop (1785 – 1855). The first part of

the evening ended with a ‘Grand Finale’ – the quintet

‘Signori di fuori’ which ends the second act of Mozart’s

Marriage of Figaro, though the allocation of parts to

different singers does not seem to be recorded.

The second part of the evening opened with Beethoven’s

First Symphony, followed by one of the violin concertos of

the Austrian composer Leopold Hofmann (1738 – 1793), an

associate of Mozart, with Christoph Gottfried Kiesewetter as

the soloist. It was reported that Kiesewetter was in such a

poor state of health that two other musicians had to

physically support him as he played and he was unable to

continue with the rest of his planned Festival programme.

Caradori returned to the platform and sang with the

orchestra Zerlina’s famous aria ‘Batti, Batti’ from Mozart’s

Don Giovanni (1787). The light-hearted mood continued

with a duet by Braham and De Begnis from Rossini’s

Barber of Seville, but Pasta turned to the grandest of grand

opera composers of the day, Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791 –

1864) for the next item in the programme. His 1824

‘melodramma’ Il crociato in Egitto (The Crusader in Egypt)

had just gained him a Europe-wide reputation, and from this

Pasta sang ‘Ah! Come rapida’. This had in fact been written

for the male lead Armando to be sung by the famous Italian

castrato Giovanni Battista Velluti for its Venice première,

and Velluti sang the role at the first London performances in

1825. However, Pasta sang the role as a mezzo-soprano in

its first performances in Paris, also in 1825. In total contrast

Braham followed, singing Walter Scott’s 1820 ‘All the blue

bonnets are over the Border’ to the traditional Scottish air

‘Oh dear mother’. Part II continued with the lively Overture

to Rossini’s La Gazza Ladra (The Thieving Magpie), and

ended with Mrs Knyvett singing the very popular ‘Lo, hear

the gentle lark’ by Shakespeare, written for coloratura

soprano by Henry Bishop (1786 – 1855) in his 1819 musical

adaptation for the London stage of The Comedy of Errors.

Wednesday 5th September

Because of the degree of overcrowding in the Assembly

Rooms during the first Concert the previous evening, thirty

benches were brought in to provide seating for 200 more

members of the audience. The programme opened with

Haydn’s Twelfth Symphony of 1763 in E flat Major, and

with three movements: Allegro, Adagio and Finale – Presto,

after which De Begnis sang another of his favourite Rossini

buffo arias: ‘Amor perche’ from Il Turco in Italia’ (The Turk

in Italy). Premièred in La Scala Milan in 1814, De Begnis

sang the role of Selim, the Turk of the title) in the first

London performances at Her Majesty’s Theatre in May

1815. Pasta’s contribution to the programme followed; the

aria ‘Ombra adorata’ from Romeo e Giullieta of 1796, by the

Italian opera composer Niccolò Zingarelli (1752 – 1837) and

adapted from the 1530 Italian novella by Luigi da Porta

(believed to be Shakespeare’s main source for his Romeo
and Juliet). The programme continued in a firmly

contemporary vein with another symphonic work, the

Overture to the 1821 opera Der Freischutz (The Marksman),

the first important German romantic opera, by Karl Maria

von Weber (1786 – 1826), which had had its London

première at Covent Garden in 1824 with John Braham in the

leading role of Max. This was followed by two very popular

songs written and composed by the Irish poet Thomas

Moore (1779 – 1852): ‘The Harp that once through Tara’s

Halls’ sung by Mrs Knyvett, and ‘The Last Rose of

Summer’ sung by Rosalbina Caradori. Pasta and Caradori

then sang a duet ‘Dunque il mio’ from Zingarelli’s Romeo e
Giullieta, with Pasta singing the castrato role of Romeo and

Caradori the soprano role of Juliet. As the most celebrated

performer in the Festival, John Braham was given the

honour of the last solo item in the programme, singing the

Scottish ballad ‘Kelvin Grove’, accompanying himself on

the piano. Some commentators expressed surprise that

something as trivial as this was even in the programme, but

in fact Braham had a special relationship with the song.

Originally a very dark narrative ballad of violence within a

forced marriage: ‘Oh the shearin’s no for you, my bonnie

lassie o’, John Sim wrote the now familiar new words for

Henry Bishop, who included the ‘Let us haste to Kelvin

Grove, bonnie lassie o’ version in his 1819 ballad opera Guy
Mannering based on the Scott novel, with Braham

introducing the new version singing the title role of

Mannering. He was followed by Lindley and Dragonetti,

again joined by Cramer, playing some of the string trio

sonatas of Arcangelo Corelli (1653 – 1713) for which they

were famous. The evening ended with the whole ensemble

singing ‘God Save the King’.

Postscript

The Festival ended officially with a ‘Grand Dress and Fancy

Ball’ in the Assembly Rooms on the Thursday evening
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which apparently lasted through most of the night as well.

However, the organisers must have realised that with such

high ticket prices very few ordinary local residents would

have been able to attend even a single Festival event, so on

the Saturday evening a free open air event with fireworks

was laid on. There must have been great relief (and much

satisfaction) all round that all fears of a repeat of the

financial disaster of the £400 loss on the Infirmary’s 1774

Festival could be forgotten as the summary of the accounts

became available. There had been high expenditure on the

almost 290 performers (even the local amateurs within the

chorus and orchestra were paid a minimum of ten shillings

each), on the elaborate temporary seating galleries in the

chancel of St Margaret’s, and a considerable bill for printing

and publicity, bringing the total payments up to

£3,511.1s.4d. On the other hand ticket sales plus a

substantial list of donations, both large and small, added up

to total receipts of £4,661.18s.11d., giving a remarkable

surplus of £1,150.17s.4d.for distribution between the

Infirmary, the Lunatic Asylum and the Fever House of

Recovery. (11) (At present-day prices, that equates to at

least £87,000.) In addition to this the event must have had a

significant financial effect on trade within the town due to

the money spent on accommodation, meals, carriage hire

etc. by the several hundred out-of-town visitors, whether

audience or performers. As the London Morning Post critic

reported summarising what he had found during his stay in

Leicester: “The town is crowded”. Local tradesmen also

recognised the opportunity, with press and other

advertisements for their ‘jewellery and fancy goods’, music

and musical instruments, etc. On the other hand the Festival

did not attract thieves and robbers as had been feared, and

the two Bow Street Runners hired from London for the week

had nothing to do.

The Festival was the most ambitious of its kind ever

attempted in Leicester, and brought to the town much the

greatest line-up of famous classical music stars ever in the

history of the town (and modern city). There was some talk

about making it a three-yearly event in the town like the

Three Choirs Festival, but nothing came of this, though both

celebrity concerts and more local music-making and

promotion increased markedly over the following decades.

The local concert and theatre facilities were soon improved,

especially with the building of the New Hall on the corner of

Belvoir Street and Wellington Street (1831) now part of the

Leicester Adult Education College, and the Theatre Royal in

Horsefair Street (1836), each offering much more seating

and hence potential tickets sales. These were joined later by

Thomas Cook’s 1800 seat Temperance Hall in Granby Street

(1853) and the Royal Opera House in Silver Street (1877).

The 1827 Festival also had a significant effect on local

music-making: for example the Festival choir trained by

William Gardiner stayed together as the Leicester Choral

Society, and while there is no direct link institutionally,

there was perhaps an indirect link to the formation of the

original Leicester Philharmonic Society three decades later.

Also, at a time when Leicester was still trying to shake off

the national image of scandal and corruption of its 1827

general election of a few months earlier, the great success of

the Festival presented a very different image of the town

which attracted much happier press and wider recognition –

admiration even - across the country, with crowds of both

music lovers as well as the merely curious having a once in a

lifetime experience with a wealth of outstanding music and

international stars rarely seen even in London.
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at a fee of £400, but the Minutes give the figure of £300.

5. Patrick Boylan, ‘The elusive Elizabeth Austin of Leicester:

America’s first international operatic prima donna’. In preparation

– for publication in 2015.

6. Gardiner, Music and Friends vol. 2, p.532.

7. See note 5 above.

8. Elizabeth Austin to the Festival Committee 8th August 1827,

Infirmary Records, ROLLR: 13 D54/14/30.

9. Elizabeth Austin to the Festival Committee 24th August 1827,

Elizabeth Austin to the Festival Committee 8th August 1827,

Infirmary Records, ROLLR: 13 D54/14/30.

10. Draft of letter from the Festival Committee to Mrs Elizabeth

Austin about the terms of her engagement, 27th August 1827,

Infirmary Records, ROLLR: 13 D54/14/31.

11. Summarised on the cover of the volume of Festival

Programmes, Infirmary Records, ROLLR: 13 D54/14/1.
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Centre for English Local History, University of Leicester

(CELH)

The founding of the University as a WW1 memorial. The

Leicestershire landscape during WW2.

Charley Heritage Group

The WW2 story of how battle with the Luftwaffe target

navigation beams was enjoined by the top secret RAF 80

Wing (Signals) from a pasture near Mount St Bernard

Abbey, Charnwood.

Charnwood Roots (a VCH project)

Oral history project 'Charnwood's War'; a chance to listen to

clips of recordings.

Defence Archaeology Group - Operation Nightingale

A present day project engaging injured military personnel

from Afghanistan and elsewhere with practical archaeology.

Laptop display of Op Nightingale excavations, leaflets,

artefacts.

Donington-le-Heath Manor House, Friends of

Collections of Roman finds (1st-3rd century AD) discovered

in Ibstock, maps of Roman Britain, stallholders in Roman costume.

Earl Shilton to Waterloo Historical Group

The men of Earl Shilton who fought at Waterloo and what

was happening in Earl Shilton during the Napoleonic period.

East Leake & District Local History Society

Strong display on local RFC air ace, Capt. Alexander

Roulstone MC; his medals, ceremonial sword, aircraft

propeller blade, his wartime photo album, official flight log etc.

Enigma Machine, Dr Mark Baldwin

Items relating to WW2 codebreaking and intelligence, a

genuine Enigma machine on display.

Family History Society (Leicestershire & Rutland)

WW1, The Leicestershire Regiment and its part in the 1914

Christmas Day Truce.

Fieldworkers (Leicestershire)

WW2 items, many books on wartime topics for sale,

stallholder in WW2 Land Army uniform.

Fleckney History Group

Fleckney residents in WW2, evacuees; WW1 soldiers

recuperating at Wistow Hall; a Fleckney soldier who saved

the life of a French soldier; newspaper report of the Relief of

Ladysmith.

W
artime Leicestershire was the theme of the 2014

Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical

Society’s History Fair held at Beaumanor Hall

on Sunday 23rd March. The Fair brought together over 50

groups who had prepared their own take on the wartime

theme, and the day provided a fascinating insight into a great

many aspects of wartime Leicestershire, from Roman times

to the present day.

The LAHS would like to thank all those taking part, for their

time, their enthusiasm and their amazing amount of work,

both before the event and on the day, and for their

contributions in making the History Fair such a success.

Around 1,200 people attended. Details of the participating

groups follow, with a brief description of their wartime

focus for the day. Contact details for the groups can be

found on the internet, or ask at your local library.

Ashby Museum

Material relating to wartime Ashby and surrounding

villages. A booklet has been prepared.

‘At Risk’ War Memorial Project (Leicester,

Leicestershire & Rutland)

Examples of, and documents about, At Risk War Memorials

and our work to protect and preserve them.

Battlefields Trust, The

Display panels, leaflets, magazines, 'remaindered' military

history books for sale.

Bosworth Battlefield Centre

'Finding Bosworth Battlefield' display, explained by the

Curator in fifteenth century military kit; replica weapons,

guide books, merchandise.

Bottesford Community Heritage Project

The WW1 service and community life of people from

Bottesford, Normanton, Easthorpe and Muston in north east

Leicestershire. A recently announced Heritage Lottery Fund

Award WW1 centenary project.

Castle Hill Archaeological Project

An embryo group sharing a stall with the Park Services.

Castle Hill County Park, Friends of

Sharing a stall with the Park Services.

Cathedral, Leicester

The Regimental Chapel, WW1 East Window memorial,

Leicester Cathedral in wartime.

Gazetteer of 2014 History Fair Stalls
Caroline Wessel
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Kirby Muxloe Local History Group

Photos of WW2 bombing of Kirby Muxloe. Artefacts from

WW1 and Home Guard uniforms.

Leicester City Council Arts and Museums Service

Handling boxes and promotional fliers relating to Leicester

and WW1.

Leicester Transport Heritage Trust

Memorial to and information on transport employees who

lost their lives in WW1; photos of tramway employees

WW1 and WW2; notice to tram drivers during WW2.

Leicestershire County Council Museums Service

Sharing with Friends of Leicester & Leicestershire

Museums, items from WW1 relating to 'Century of Stories'

project; utility clothing from WW2.

Leicestershire Industrial History Society (LIHS)

Diary of a WW1 soldier, daily shelling and bombardment

near Ypres 1917.

Leicestershire Museums, Education (Snibston)

Romans in Leicestershire with links to the Hallaton

Treasure. Original artefacts, dressing up in Roman and

military uniforms, family activities. Staff in Roman costume.

Loughborough Carillon Tower & War Memorial

Main theme - the Zeppelin raid on Loughborough in January

1916.

Loughborough Coin & Search Society

Metal detectors - Militaria ranging from Roman calthrops to

WW2 medals & de-activated munitions. Battlefield

excavation on the continent, returning WW1/WW2 items to

families.

Market Harborough Historical Society

Local men who served in WW1; their diaries, photos,

extracts from letters. Plans for Market Harborough's own

commemoration of WW1.

North West Leicestershire Heritage Group: Lest We

Forget:

The independent museums and heritage groups of North

West Leicestershire have worked together to produce a

series of booklets on all those who fell in WW1. Display

reflecting this research.

Parks Services, Leicester City Council

The Blacker bombard mortar base in Castle Hill Park,

associated with Anstey Home Guard; wartime features and

activities of other Leicester City parks. With Castle Hill

Archaeology.

Quorn Village On-line Museum

Quorn in WW1 including a preview of a book on the 78

young men from Quorn who died, Wright's factory in Quorn

and their contribution to the war effort, original and

reconstructed maps of the Quorn area, both pre- and post-

enclosure.

Friends of Leicester & Leicestershire Museums

Joined by Leicestershire County Council, bringing together

items from the museums collections that illustrate life at

home and at the Front during WW1.

Gardens Trust, Leicestershire & Rutland

WW1 rationing, WW2 Dig for Victory Campaign,

Beaumanor's kitchen garden during WW1, linking it to the

Trust's current major project on Walled Kitchen Gardens in

Leicestershire and Rutland.

Grace Dieu, Friends of

Display of a brief history of the medieval nunnery site,

folders of photos, archaeology reports and surveys and

various artefacts found on the Grace Dieu site.

Great Bowden Historical Society

Village archives and information collected from many

villagers form a display about the tragedies of families who

lost men in WW1. Powerpoint presentation & other

information.

Heritage Forum, Leicestershire & Rutland

Supporting independent heritage organisations in the two

counties. Saving Baby – Protecting babies in the event of a

gas attack using a specially designed baby’s gas mask, mask

on display.

Historic & Natural Environment Team, Leicestershire.

County Council (HER)

Information from the Historic Environment Record

pertaining to archaeology/historic buildings with wartime

associations.

Holyoak, Dr Vince, author

But for These Things - Leicester and its People in WW2.

Launch of Dr Vince Holyoak's new book. Display of

Americans in Leicestershire policing, the presence in

"Paycester" (pronounced "Pester") of the largest ever Pay

Corps office, and the role of one of its officers in 'Operation

Copperhead', a plan to deceive the Germans about the

invasion.

Kathy Elkin, stallholder for Leicestershire Fieldworkers and
LAHS member, wearing her mother's WWII Land Army
uniform.



Ratby Local History Society

Presentation of 'Ratby Men at War: from Agincourt to

Afghanistan'; a display of models of 'Soldiers through the

Ages: 1066 - 1945, including a special group dedicated to

World War 1'; selected biographies of Ratby men who lost

their lives whilst serving their country in WW1.

Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester & Rutland,

Leicestershire County Council

Royal Leicestershire Regiment archival display, tracing

military ancestors display; War Memorials display.

Richard III Society, Leicestershire Branch

Display consisting of books, information and small sales

items concerning the life and times of King Richard III.

Shepshed History Society

Articles, photographs, books on wartime Shepshed.

Publication by local author on her time working at

Beaumanor's secret wireless station in the 1950s and her

German prisoner-of-war husband.

Sounds Familiar Music Trio

Classical musicians (keyboard, trumpet, vocalist) present

WW1 and WW2 music and songs, literature and poems,

including 13 year old Elizabeth's narration from Private
Peaceful.

Swannington Heritage Trust 'Swannington before the War'

exhibition based on 1911 census. Includes details of those

who went to war and those who returned. Also Hough Mill

and Swannington Incline at that time.

Thurcaston & Cropston Local History Society

Biographies of soldiers from Thurcaston and Cropston who

died in WW1. Stories about life at home in the parish during

WW2.

Thurmaston Heritage Group

Thurmaston war years military indexes and photos. Medal

Advisory Service by Mark Gamble, military expert, looking

at medals & giving advice on medal roll index cards.

Ticket Desk & Information

University of Leicester Archaeological Services (ULAS)

Displays on Greyfriars Richard III dig; recent work on

WW2 air raid shelters & local WW2 airfield. Recent ULAS

Richard III publication on sale.

UP AN' AT 'EM! - Jed Jaggard

Twentieth-century Leicestershire at War display, items from

the Great War to the Cold War. A celebration of the 50th

anniversary of the ending of the Royal Leicestershire

Regiment.

Victoria County History Trust

Displays on billeting for soldiers and horses across

Leicestershire in 1686; and on Prisoners-of-War in

Leicestershire in 1914-18 and 1939-45. Schools in WW2.

War Memorials Project, Leicestershire & Rutland

Information on over 3,000 local memorials and 15,000

individuals who served or died in wartime, fifteenth century

to the present day. Encouragement for the maintenance and

repair of monuments.

Welbeck Defence Sixth Form College

History of Welbeck and Garats Hay (Woodhouse) sites; core

values and standards of Welbeck students; recent Battlefield

tour of Normandy.

Western Front Association, Leicestershire & Rutland

Branch

Leicestershire Regiment and Leicestershire Yeomanry WW1

memorabilia. Display including medals, photographs, letters,

uniforms and weapons.

Whitwick Historical Group

WW1 photographs, a death plaque with the original

wrappings, a Roll of Honour book, a model of the Cenotaph,

information on local soldiers and poppies. Photographs of

Whitwick's social history.

Wigston (Greater) Historical Society

Powerpoint display showing people and events in Wigston

1900-1945. Scrapbooks and photgraphs relating to Wigston

Magna and South Wigston. Answering questions about

Wigston.

Woodhouse & Woodhouse Eaves Local History Group

Zeppelin airships; WW2 aircraft crashes in the Woodhouse

area; Beaumanor and the Enigma Machine;

Woodhouse/Quorn steam railway's special role in WW2.
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LAHS Networks member Leicester Transport Heritage Trust
provided vintage buses connecting the Great Central Railway
with Beaumanor for the day.



accident, and this is her story of how she rebuilt her life and

inspired others along the way. It is a ‘no holds barred’ look

at disability and how it affected her life, and as such it is a

picture of life today in Leicestershire. Claire not only rebuilt

her life but has raised hundreds of thousands of pounds

along the way for research into spinal injuries with her

charity work, which included walking the London Marathon

in a mechanical suit. The book is well written, easy to read,

and illustrated with photographs of Claire and her family.

Whilst not being ‘historical’ at the moment, it will stand the

test of time to show how people coped with disability in the

early twenty-first century. Be prepared to be inspired by

Claire's story. As Richard Branson says on the front cover, it

is ‘the inspirational story of the lady who just won't give up’.

Lois Edwards

MEDIEVAL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS IN RUTLAND:

ABSTRACTS OF FEET OF FINES 1197-1509

Bridget Wells–Furby ed.

Rutland Local History and Record Society, Occasional

Publication No. 10, 2013, 108pp, illus., £10

The medieval feet of fines recorded local property

transactions arising originally from legal disputes over land

in the late twelfth century. Each decision was copied in

triplicate by clerks of the King’s court, the parties to the

agreement holding one copy each, while the third – the

‘foot’ – was retained by the court. Many of these ‘feet’

survive in The National Archives, and as the abstracts

published here demonstrate, they are an invaluable source

for manorial and genealogical history, ‘one of the most

important benefits of that continuous record of English state

involvement in private affairs which is the envy of historians

studying other, less fortunate, countries’. The book provides

a calendar of all 355 feet of fines for Rutland, with a detailed

summary of each in English, and explanations of their

different elements including the plea, agreement,

consideration and endorsements. Along with a glossary,

there are full indices of personal and place names and

subjects, and a fascinating analysis of the appearance of

women in the fines. The book combines an impressive level

of scholarship with a clarity of language and explanation

that makes it accessible to those with no detailed knowledge

of the medieval period or experience of working with its

records.

Cynthia Brown
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LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND: GENERAL

CHURCH PLANTING IN CHARNWOOD FOREST

Terry Sheppard

Rothley Heritage Trust, 2013, 56pp, illus., £5

Visitors to Charnwood Forest could be forgiven for being

somewhat puzzled when they happen upon the church of St

James the Greater, Oaks in Charnwood, sitting in splendid

isolation in the uplands of the Forest. This book reveals how

and why St James and two further forest churches at Copt

Oak and Woodhouse Eaves came to be established. It begins

with the prelude to the 1808 Charnwood Enclosure Act,

which was promoted by six of the local lords of the manor.

A seventh, Thomas Babington, MP for Leicester, manorial

lord in Rothley, friend of William Wilberforce and

prominent member of the evangelical reformist Clapham

Sect, lobbied successfully for a chapels clause to be inserted

into the Enclosure Bill. The Enclosure Commission was thus

obliged to make provision for the spiritual life of new

farming communities settling in the area after enclosure. The

chapters which follow chronicle the personal, legal,

financial, and political battles over the establishment of three

new churches and their differing fortunes in the decades

which followed. Local historians will find this a very useful

source of information about the impact of enclosure on

ecclesiastical life in the Forest during the first half of the

nineteenth century. The standard of production and quality

of text, maps and illustrations are good. Most importantly,

the research has depth. The author has deftly woven his

story together from extensive archival research in Trinity

College Library Cambridge, record offices in Lincoln and

Leicestershire, the Church of England Record Centre and

Lambeth Palace Library, London. Those with an interest in

the history of Charnwood Forest will certainly enjoy this

book, both for its exploration of the origins of the Forest

churches and for the insight it offers into the characters and

personal connections of Charnwood Forest’s most influential

landowners.

Julie Attard

FINDING MY FEET

Claire Lomas

The Author, 2014, 240pp, illus., ISBN 9780992799014,

£9.95

This is the story of an inspirational woman from

Leicestershire. Claire Lomas broke her back in a riding

Recent Publications
Edited by Cynthia Brown



gives an overview of building stones, architectural styles and

periods, and furnishings, identifying some of the most

notable examples in the county, and giving potential visitors

a helpful place to start. The alphabetical entry for each

church begins with a brief description of its village setting

and the church exterior, including the graveyard, before

providing a detailed guide to the interior architecture and

other features. Those such as the font, notable monuments

and memorials and furnishings are highlighted in a box at

the end of each entry, particularly useful for visitors with

limited time. Each entry is illustrated with the author’s own

line drawings and black and white or colour photographs.

Maps, sections on Victorian architects, stained glass artists,

and a bibliography and glossary of architectural terms

complete a volume which is thoroughly researched and

scholarly, but offers a very accessible guide to some of

Rutland’s finest buildings.

Cynthia Brown

RUTLAND RECORD NO. 33

Various authors

Rutland Local History and Record Society, 2013, 144pp,

illus., £4.50

One of the highlights of archaeological work in Rutland in

2012 was the Channel 4 Time Team investigation at Oakham

Castle, summarised here in a short article by Oliver Good

and Lorraine Mepham. Of the six trial trenches, three

showed evidence of multi-phased medieval structures

including part of an external corridor and the outer wall of

one of the castle’s ancillary buildings. While the

investigations ‘have not added greatly to the existing

archaeological knowledge of the castle itself’, they did

demonstrate the potential for further investigation. A second

short contribution by Clive Jones and Elaine Jones explores

Wilkershaw Cowpasture, an area of some 80 acres
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THE PARISH CHURCHES OF LEICESTERSHIRE

(TWO VOLUMES)

Andrew Swift

Velox Books, 2013; Vol. 1, 285pp, illus., ISBN

9780957570108, £20; Vol. 2, 311pp, illus., ISBN

9780957570115, £20; both volumes £38

While national guides to churches have rarely placed

Leicestershire’s churches in the top flight, from the

monuments of Bottesford to the stained glass at Twycross

and all in between, it is undeniable that there is plenty to

interest the church visitor in the parish churches of the

county. Andrew Swift has completed the huge task of

photographing all the active Anglican parish churches of

Leicestershire, which he has presented in two volumes, each

bursting with colour photographs. The books are intended as

picture books, and the photos - which are both well taken

and well presented - depict exterior views and details of

most of the interiors (it was not possible to get into some

churches). Each church is described with personal

observations and information drawn from the usual sources

(Pevsner and Brandwood, for example), and the result is a

delightful armchair crawl through the county’s churches.

However, the author himself notes some qualifications. By

concentrating on the county’s ‘active’ churches, redundant

churches such as Staunton Harold and Stapleford are not

included, which means that a few gems are missing. Also,

the emphasis is on ‘a particular type of church – rustic, old,

attractively set and probably in a village’, so that many

churches in the city of Leicester are given little attention

including several good Victorian examples such as St John

the Baptist.

It is a pleasure to dip into these books and spot things one

has seen, should have seen, or will now want to see. Andrew

Swift has done a great service to church visitors in

Leicestershire, and these books may well inspire more

people to visit some of these treasures of the county.

Colin Hyde

THE PARISH CHURCHES OF RUTLAND

Pauline Collett

Speigl Press, 2012, 206pp, illus., ISBN 9780902544772,

£9.50

The ‘great and remarkable variety’ of styles and features

represented in Rutland’s fifty parish churches already

attracts many visitors to them. This guide aims to make the

experience still more informative and enjoyable by giving

visitors a better idea of what to look for, and helping them to

‘appreciate more fully what they see’. The introduction



In 1987 Heather Broughton, at that time Keeper of Archives

at the Leicestershire Record Office, visited Exton with a

colleague from the Record Office at the request of the then

Lord Gainsborough, to advise on the preservation and

conservation of some family papers. As she recalls in her

introduction to this book, her first impression of the

document chests in the stables at Exton was ‘one of

incredulity… That dramatic image has never left me’. The

vast number of documents and manuscripts subsequently

deposited at the Record Office range from the early

medieval period to the twentieth century, and from manorial

records to deeds, rentals, tenancy documents and personal

papers relating to the Noel family’s political, military, naval

and business activities.

This collection of essays relates the story behind their

preservation and cataloguing, a process which took many

years and considerable funding from a variety of sources.

Rachael Marsay, the project archivist, begins with a history

of the Noel family itself, from likely origins in France, and a

move to England from around 1100 to the present. Robin

Jenkins then provides a ‘monumental digression’ into church

monuments and the Exton Collection, illustrated with many

images of Noel family tombs at Exton and elsewhere.

Vanessa Doe looks in detail at Richard Westbrook Baker,

who became Steward of the Exton estate in 1828, and his

home at Cottesmore Grange, transformed from a traditional

farmhouse into ‘a suitable setting for hospitality for friends

and business contacts from all over the country’. Baker’s

improvements in farming on the Noel estate itself won him

the accolade of ‘foremost agriculturalist’, along with awards

at Smithfield and local shows. There are contributions from

the Exton Village History Group and Langham Village

History Group, the former looking towards accessing the

archive to extend its research, and the latter reflecting on its

use of documents from the archive for an exhibition and

book. This very interesting publication concludes with

useful notes on the catalogue for researchers who would like

to explore some of its vast potential for themselves.

Cynthia Brown

Other recent publications

CHARLES JENNENS: THE MAN BEHIND HANDEL’S

MESSIAH

Ruth Smith

Gerald Coke Handel Foundation, 2012

COLD WAR LEICESTERSHIRE (ONLINE VERSION)

Neil Adcock

The Author, 2014; first edn., Dalien 51 Publishing, 2003

Available as downloadable .pdf at http://bit.ly/1eo7dDX
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overlooking Beaumont Chase near Uppingham. While the

unusual density of crab apple in a hedge suggests that it may

be of Saxon origin, other topographical evidence including

the prominence of the ridge and furrow beneath the pasture

still leaves ‘some nagging doubt that the enclosure may not

be so early’. Longer articles include Part II of Ian Ryder’s

‘Social investigations in Victorian Rutland’, analysing their

role in raising national awareness of a public health crisis in

rapidly expanding industrial towns. Rutland provided

investigators with a rural contrast based on the parishes of

Braunston, Egleton and Hambleton, selected by the

Manchester Statistical Society in 1838. In the process, they

recorded valuable information about living conditions, and

highlighted important differences in outlook and activities

between the villages themselves. P. J. Womack has used

personal letters and contemporary documents to explore the

marriage of George Villiers, 1st Duke of Buckingham, and

Lady Katherine Manners in 1620. These reveal a

relationship ‘achieved through deception and coercion…

[and] characterised by continuous infidelity on one side and

passionate devotion on the other’, but also suggest that

Katherine was ‘a spirited and determined woman who was

prepared to flout convention to marry the man she loved’.

Alongside this interesting range of articles, well illustrated

with photographs, maps and tables, the journal has a detailed

survey of Rutland history and archaeology in 2012, a

bibliography of recent books and pamphlets relating to the

county, and a list of the Society’s own publications.

Cynthia Brown

RUTLAND’S PHOENIX: THE ARCHIVES OF THE

NOEL FAMILY OF EXTON PARK, RUTLAND

Rachael Marsay ed.

Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland,

2013, 88pp, illus., £7.50
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A FEMALE GENIUS: HOW ADA LOVELACE,

BYRON’S DAUGHTER STARTED THE COMPUTER

AGE

James Essinger

Gibson Square Books, 2013

GEORGE HILLYARD: THE MAN WHO MOVED

WIMBLEDON (TENNIS)

Bruce Tarran

Matador, 2013

LEICESTERSHIRE GHOST STORIES

David Bell

Bradwell Books, 2013

THE MEDIEVAL EARTHWORkS OF SOUTH WEST

LEICESTERSHIRE: HINCKLEY AND BOSWORTH

Robert F. Hartley

Leicestershire Fieldworkers, 2013

RIVER WELLAND

Dorothea Price

Amberley Publishing, 2012

THE SACRED GROVE: A GENEALOGICAL HISTORY

OF THE LOUNT FAMILY

Donald Walter

lulu.com, 2013

A SHORT HISTORY OF FOXHUNTING

Alastair Jackson and Michael Clayton

Merlin Unwin Books, 2013

A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF RUTLAND

Derry Brabbs

Frances Lincoln, 2013

WITCHES: A TALE OF SCORCERY, SCANDAL AND

SEDUCTION (THE WITCHES OF BELVOIR)

Tracy Borman

Jonathan Cape, 2013

LEICESTER

ARCHITECTURE OF THE UNIVERSITIES OF

LEICESTER

Arthur Lyons

Anchor Print, 2nd edn., 2012, 184pp, illus,. ISBN

9781907540707, £29.95

The two universities in Leicester make a substantial

contribution to the city’s built environment. Neither would

appear to be in retreat, and together they continue to make

ambitious architectural statements, most recently through the

new library at the University of Leicester and the Hugh

Aston building at De Montfort University. This volume

provides a comprehensive and useful catalogue of the

buildings on the two campuses: much has changed since the

second edition of the Leicestershire volume of Pevsner was

published in 1984. As both universities are relatively new,

newer than many of their buildings, it is possible to cover

the historical development of both the campuses and their

buildings. For example, the discussion of the David Wilson

Library takes as its point of departure the original University

College library through to the present day. For the

University of Leicester, the various buildings scattered on

and around New Walk are included, as is Vaughan College.

Since publication, this building is no longer part of the

University, and College Hall is now reborn as College

Court. Hence the need, only two years after initial

publication in 2010, for this second edition; and it seems

likely that a third will be required before too long. The book

is richly illustrated throughout, although the reproduction of

some of the images could be improved, whilst maps showing

how the two universities relate to each other and the city at

large would be useful.

Malcolm Noble

BU PEOPLE: MEMORIES OF LIFE AT THE

BRITISH UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY

IN LEICESTER

Burt McNeill/the BU History Group

BU History Group, 2014, 52pp, illus., £5

The British United Shoe Machinery Company (hereafter

referred to as the ‘BU’) was officially formed in 1899 and

closed in 2000. At its peak, it was the world’s largest

supplier of shoemaking machinery and the largest employer

in Leicester. One of its co-founders, Charles Bennion, gave

Bradgate Park to the people of Leicester and Leicestershire.

Like many of Leicester’s major companies of the twentieth

century, the BU is now just a memory, and in 2012 Burt

McNeill formed the BU History Group with the aim of

recording and sharing the history of the company through

the memories, pictures and stories of the people who either

worked at the company or had connections with it. This

book is a result of the work of the group and is based on oral

history interviews, complemented with many photographs of

people, buildings and documents. In some cases there are

links to the Group’s website where the original interviews

can be heard.

BU People starts with a brief history of the company and its

founders Marshall Pearson and Charles Bennion. There is

also a chapter on the BU during World War Two, but the

majority of the book is a mix of personal memories and

commentary, covering subjects such as the company fire
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examples of the different perspectives that the author offers

on World War II in Leicester. I did wish for an index and

bibliography for ease of reference and further reading, but

the depth and breadth of his research is obvious from the

text, and he has produced an absorbing, often entertaining,

but also challenging account of this period of the City’s

history.

Cynthia Brown

CITY BOYS SCHOOL, LEICESTER: THE STORY OF

A GRAMMAR SCHOOL

Andy Marlow, with Michael Ratcliff

Wyvernians, 2012, 231pp, illus., £19.99

Drawing on local newspapers, the school magazine (the

Wyvernian), School Governors’ minutes and other items in

private and public collections, the history of the City Boys

School is covered from its birth at the Newarke School in

1908 to the change to a co-educational school in 1985. The

book takes a chronological approach, being divided into

decades of particular interest such as the war years 1939-

1945 or the period 1965-1970, and charts the various moves

the school has made from the Newarke, to Humberstone

Gate and finally Downing Drive. Much of the material is

drawn from the school magazine and features reports of

sporting, academic and social events. This gives a good

flavour of the grammar school life of the period. It is

interesting to see how the school interacted with the city,

using local facilities such as Grace Road cricket ground for

its sports and Spence Street baths for its swimming gala. The

final section of the book lists the teaching staff and

headmasters and has a roll of honour of those old boys who

fell in the two World Wars. It will be of great interest to ex-

pupils, and there is plenty of material to get nostalgic about.

The large number of well-produced black and white

photographs of former staff and pupils will also be

evocative. There is a lot of material packed into the book,

but it is mainly produced as numerous bite-size paragraphs

so that both the ‘old boy’ and general reader can dip into it

and find interesting snippets.

Philip R. French

A GRIM ALMANAC OF LEICESTERSHIRE

Nicola Sly

The History Press, 2013, 240pp, illus., ISBN

9780752487441, £14.99

This ‘day-by-day catalogue of 366 macabre moments from

the county’s past’ is sourced from local newspapers from the

nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries. These

true stories are a mixture of domestic violence, murders,

tragic accidents and disasters. A large number of industrial
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brigade, canteen culture, the ‘Quarter Century Club’, sports,

apprenticeships, trade unions, products, and the pension

scandal that soured the final years of the company. The

quality of the photographs is excellent, as is the design of the

book. There is no suggestion that this is intended to be a

complete history of the company, and each of the sections is

quite brief, but the broad range of subjects covered makes

BU People a good introduction to the world of the large

firms that were once a feature of Leicester’s industrial

landscape. This is a very readable and informative look at

working lives and cultures that have largely disappeared but

are remembered fondly by many people.

Colin Hyde

BUT FOR THESE THINGS: LEICESTER AND ITS

PEOPLE IN WORLD WAR II

Vincent Holyoak

Matador, 2014, 252pp, illus., ISBN 9781783064021, £14.99

The title of this book is taken from a poem written by a

member of the Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS) serving

with the Royal Army Pay Corps (RAPC) in Leicester in

1943. She was, she assured her parents, ‘QUITE happy’ but

for a lengthy list of things she disliked, hated or loathed,

from working late ‘without a bit of overtime rate’, collapsing

chairs, a too-tight cap, the (albeit free) army spectacles, and

the choice of sweets from the NAAFI. The presence of the

RAPC headquarters and some of its Regimental Pay Office

operations in Leicester is touched on only briefly in previous

histories, yet they were well documented in the monthly

magazine Pay Parade. The author has made good use of

ephemera such as this, along with local newspapers, oral

histories and the magazines of military units and civilian

employers, to tell some of the personal stories of people in

Leicester during the Second World War, and to place them

firmly in their wider context.

Pay Parade captures the lighter side of life, like the ‘refining

influence’ of the ATS girls, epitomised in the reaction of

‘Fancy!’ from the Staff Sergeant with ‘the richest

vocabulary since Billingsgate was invented’ when he

dropped a bundle of papers. There are darker aspects of the

war however, that have previously received little attention,

perhaps because they challenge the popular image of unity

in ‘a common crusade against totalitarianism’. In the words

of a former policeman, Leicester was a ‘thieves’ paradise’

during the blackout: ‘we’d all sorts of offences, murders,

rapes, serious assaults, you name it… right throughout the

war’. The arrival of US troops in 1944, and the ‘social

problems’ resulting from relationships with local women are

perhaps well-known, but the book also explores the racial

tensions between white and black American servicemen

stationed in and around Leicester which led to the deaths of

two American soldiers in May 1944. These are just two



accidents are featured, many of which would probably be

avoided these days due to health and safety legislation.

However, some were simply examples of human error and

recklessness, but with tragic consequences. Winters saw a

whole host of deaths by drowning, caused by people skating

on frozen rivers and ponds, despite constant warnings. Not

all of the events had disastrous endings: at the Leicestershire

County Show in 1934 a show jumper’s horse bolted towards

a large crowd of spectators. The rider took a bold decision –

he deliberately set the horse to jump over the heads of the

crowd and landed safely on the other side! Accounts of well-

known and lesser-known murders are also featured,

including the killing of John Paas by James Cook in 1832,

and the famous Green Bicycle Mystery in 1919. Well-

illustrated with 100 pictures and containing an excellent

index, the book is a fascinating chronicle of Leicestershire’s

social history: grim, but compelling reading.

Angela Cutting

THE HISTORY OF LEICESTER IN 100 PEOPLE

Stephen Butt

Amberley Publishing, 2013, 96pp, illus., ISBN

9781445616858, £14.99

This attractive new book by Stephen Butt tells the story of

Leicester through the lives of 100 people associated with the

city. The author has selected a wide variety of individuals

for his purpose, including Norman barons, religious leaders,

architects, politicians and writers. All the familiar characters

linked with Leicester such as Nathaniel Corah, Thomas

Cook, Ramsey Macdonald and Mary Linwood are here, and

these are well presented with interesting new details

included. The author also presents other less well known but

important figures such as local composer Colin McCalpin

(1874-1936), and brings the story completely up to date with

biographies of figures including entertainers and local

community leaders who are currently prominent. The result

is both entertaining and informative, and to have all of these

well-written biographies collected together in one volume is

very useful for anyone interested in the history of Leicester.

The book covers around 2000 years of history and is divided

into five time periods, presenting the biographies in

chronological order. Each biography is carefully

contextualised to help the reader mentally place the

individual concerned. This is particularly helpful with some

of the entries from the earlier periods. The account of

Cuthwine the first bishop of Leicester, for example, includes

background on the Kingdom of Mercia, and the biography of

Simon de Montfort gives not only the details of his life and

rise to power, but also some aspects of the historical debates

that have arisen about him. The appearance of the book is

very agreeable. It is printed on good quality paper, and there

are many interesting illustrations, both colour and black and

white. This is a welcome addition to the literature about the

city.

Siobhan Begley

LEICESTER SQUASH CLUB: THE FIRST SEVENTY

FIVE YEARS

David Mitchell

Matador, 2013, 158pp, illus., ISBN 9781783060887, £15

This history of Leicester Squash Club lives up to the

promise on its cover of ‘a social and sporting history of the

changing time that turned a game, formerly enjoyed only by

public school and military institutions, into a national sport’.

It begins with a short history of the game, its associations,

rules, equipment and dress codes, before focusing on the

formation of the Leicester Squash Club itself in 1936. There

was previously only one squash court in the city, built in

1925 into the upper floors of the Leicestershire Club in

Welford Place. This was far from ideal, being not only under

size in length and breadth but regularly disturbing the peace

of snooker and billiards players on the floor below. The

clubhouse and courts for the new club were built in Art

Deco style in the grounds of Hollybank House on London

Road – but here the builders ‘marginally overstepped the

building line’ and the owner of the land, Mrs Rawson,

‘extracted a further sum of money under the threat of

litigation’.

The sporting side of the club is fully documented, both in the

text and through Appendices. This includes inter-county and

national championships, exhibition matches by visiting

world champions, and outstanding players such as the

world-class professional Yusuf Khan, Ann Gee, its most

distinguished female player, and the thirteen times county

champion Ian Turley. The development of ladies’ and junior

squash is traced across the decades, but the importance of

the club as a social centre is also very clear. In World War

II, for instance, it became ‘a sort of unofficial officers’ club’

for US soldiers stationed in Leicester, aided by their ability

to ‘supply liquid refreshments which were unavailable to
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LIVING MEMORIES - BELGRAVE FRIENDS

REMEMBERED: RESIDENTS OF BELGRAVE

CEMETERY - FAMILY MEMORIES IN WORDS AND

PICTURES

Sandra E. Moore ed.

Friends of Belgrave Cemetery Group, 2013, 140pp, illus.,

ISBN 9780955897214, £10

This book on Belgrave Cemetery is rather different from that

originally envisaged: one that would conventionally start

with an account of the opening of the cemetery in 1881,

focus mainly on the gravestones of the great and good or

unusual, and perhaps say something about its natural history.

As the author notes, the documentary sources for such a

history will still be available in the future, but the people

with living memories of those buried there may well not be.

It was this realisation that prompted the form that this book

has actually taken. The memories that appear here are often

very personal, but it is not necessary to have known the

individuals concerned to find them full of interest and

insights. They represent only a proportion of the people

buried here, but their stories cover every aspect of life in

Belgrave, and most are accompanied by family photographs.

Many were wives and mothers, often of very large families,

sometimes widowed at an early age, or single women who

forged careers for themselves. Others were local tradesmen

or women, or died in military service. Visitors to the

cemetery will perhaps be surprised by the number of

military graves, or family graves commemorating those who

are buried abroad, from the Afghan Wars of the later

nineteenth century onwards. Those who do visit will also

find the book helpful in locating particular graves through its

map and the index of each section.

Cynthia Brown

MEASURED BY THE SOUL: THE LIFE OF JOSEPH

CAREY MERRICK

Jeanette Sitton and Mae Siu-Wai Stroshane

Friends of Joseph Carey Merrick, 2012, 230pp, illus., ISBN

9781300457251, £7.78

This biography has its origins in a ‘Joseph Carey Merrick

Tribute’ website set up by one of the authors in 1993, and

the formation of the Friends of Joseph Carey Merrick a short

time afterwards. Its devotion to ‘keeping Joseph’s inspiring

story alive’ and redressing some of the disservice seen to be

done to him by previous publications, come through in the

passionate way in which it is written. It moves from his

childhood in the Wharf Street area of Leicester, to the

tribulations of the Workhouse, the European travelling show

that ended in disaster, and the refuge provided for him at the

London Hospital by Frederick Treves until his death in

ordinary mortals’. Later there were a number of ‘clubs

within the Club’, among them the Monday Night Club,

formed in 1946 by local Rugby players to improve their

fitness rather than going straight home after committee

meetings to ‘watch their wives ironing’. As may be evident

from these extracts, it is not only squash players who will

enjoy this entertaining and engaging history of one of

Leicester’s leading sporting establishments.

Cynthia Brown

LIFE STORY OF MR TERRY HARRISON, MBE: HIS

IDENTITY AS A PERSON OF MIXED HERITAGE

Kiyotaka Sato

Memory and Narrative Series 6, Research Centre for the

History of Religious and Cultural Diversity, Meiji

University, Japan, 2013, 161pp, illus.

The sixth volume of Professor Sato’s series about people

from Leicester’s many national and religious backgrounds

looks at the story of Terry Harrison, the son of a Black

American GI and a White Welsh woman. He was born in

1944 in the village of Gaddesby, Leicestershire, and after

leaving school he joined the Royal Marines, where he

excelled at sports and travelled the world. Having left the

Marines he joined the police force, but eventually settled in

a job as a leisure services officer with Leicester City

Council. His list of achievements includes being the director

for the Special Olympics held in Leicester in 1989, serving

as a magistrate, and being chairman of both the African-

Caribbean Citizens’ Forum and Highfield Rangers FC. Mr

Harrison talks about the importance of his identity as a

person of mixed race and tells the story of how he found

information about the father he never knew, a GI who died

in an accidental shooting during the war.

For the increasing number of Britons who have parents from

different ethnic, national and religious backgrounds, there

may be much to identify with, and much to learn from, in

this book. The Memory and Narrative Series is not just

about people who have migrated to Britain, it is also about

people who are here because of migration in the past. For

each of the subjects of the books we are shown how their

individual and communal identities have shaped their

experiences and opinions of the world. Like the other

volumes in the series, there are many photographs and

appendices that shed further light on various aspects of the

book, such as Leicester during the Second World War, the

search for Mr Harrison’s father, and the Special Olympics.

Professor Sato and Mr Harrison have written a valuable

book that helps to represent yet another of the many

individuals, groups and communities that contribute to the

diversity of the city of Leicester.

Colin Hyde



1890. It also brings together a collection of documents as

Appendices. These include extracts from weekly articles

written by the showman Tom Norman who first ‘exhibited’

Joseph Merrick, and an interesting analysis by a historian of

the differences between his accounts of Merrick and those of

Frederick Treves himself. The book is well indexed and

includes a bibliography and glossary of medical terms.

However, it is not intended just as a record of Joseph

Merrick’s life. It also sets out to ‘sensitively raise the profile

of those with disabilities’, particularly those with Proteus

Syndrome, the very rare condition which is now believed to

be the origin of Merrick’s own disabilities. It includes

several personal accounts by people living with the

condition, along with an explanation of its causes and

characteristics by a genetic researcher.

Cynthia Brown

NOT A GUIDE TO LEICESTER

Natasha Sheldon

The History Press, 2013, 128pp, illus., ISBN

9780752491080, £5.99

Natasha Sheldon has mainly written works on ancient

history, archaeology and travel guides to Pompeii and

Herculaneum, so this is perhaps something of a departure.

The author studied at the University of Leicester and has

lived in the city for the last seventeen years. She clearly has

a deep affection for Leicester and its many facets. This brief

book claims not to be a guide, but gives brief snippets on a

range of topics. Amongst the more unusual categories are

‘Infamous For’, ‘A Day in the Life of Leicester’ and

‘Strange Statistics’; but if you are interested in

demographics, local characters, architecture, food or sport

there is something to catch your eye. If you want to know

how many ‘to let’ signs there were in Leicester at the time

the author was writing (104) or how many bags of crisps

Walkers produce each day (11 million), then this is the book

for you. The format consists of a page of brief text facing

illustrations, so it is a very straightforward and easy to read.

The choice of material is perhaps very personal to the

author, and this is probably both the book’s strength and

weakness. The ‘guidebook’ gives a good snapshot of

Leicester in 2013 and the aspects of the city which are close

to the author’s heart. It is a very enjoyable book and most

readers will be able to drop on to something they fancy and

increase their knowledge of Leicester ‘trivia’.

Philip R. French

SECRET LEICESTER

Stephen Butt

Amberley Publishing, 2013, 99pp, illus., ISBN

9781445607603, £14.99

This book lives up to expectations. Stephen Butt has written

many books about Leicester, and what is clear as one begins

to read is the author’s deep interest in history and his

knowledge of the city. He begins very topically with the

finding of the body of Richard lll and the story of the

Franciscans and their burial of the King in the church of the

Greyfriars. He ends with the modern city of Leicester and

the changes over the last half century, spanning about six

hundred years and revealing corners that still exist if you

know where to look, traces of former streets and buildings

that are no longer there. There is a lot of information relating

to well-known businesses that have since ceased to trade,

alongside a great many black and white and colour

photographs. There are also some paintings and artist's

impressions, often arranged so that the reader can see how a

building used to look next to a recent image of the same

building. As a relative newcomer to Leicestershire I found

this book fascinating, but I think it would be just as

interesting to someone born and bred in Leicester, helping

them to see the city through fresh eyes. The author's easy

style and the format of the book make a very enjoyable read.

Pat Grundy

SIBBO: THE TONY SIBSON STORY

Jim Kirkwood

Dalcumly Press, 2013, 232pp, illus., ISBN 9780956925312,

£17.99

I have to confess to some minor involvement in this book

about the Leicestershire boxer, through doing some research

for the author, so I was particularly interested in seeing the

finished item. The story starts with Tony Sibson's childhood

in Leicester and his early years at local amateur boxing

clubs, before the 18 year old turned professional. His newly

licensed manager had been the match fixer at Belgrave

Amateur Boxing Club, guiding the young boxer's amateur

career. The book charts their success as the young Tony

Sibson fought his way to the top in professional boxing. The

first chapter sets the stage, covering the young man's life
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before boxing, but then concentrates on the professional

career of a very successful boxer until his retirement, shortly

before he was thirty years old. As one who always wants to

know what happened next, I was very pleased to see that the

author had included a short epilogue to show that Tony

Sibson's retirement from boxing had also been a return to a

happy and successful private life.

The author, Jim Kirkwood is a retired police superintendent

who has done some amateur boxing himself as a young man

and still has some involvement with the sport. Reading this

meticulously researched book, it is obvious to the reader that

it has been written by a man who understands boxing. This

is his second biography of a boxer and it is well written in an

easy to read style. He has included four pages of

photographs and a detailed timeline of Tony Sibson's

professional fights. Although this is a book that would

appeal mainly to boxing enthusiasts, it also makes an

enjoyable read about the life and career of a local

personality.

Pat Grundy

THE STORY OF LEICESTER

Siobhan Begley

Phillimore and Co, 2013, 254pp, illus., ISBN

9781860776953, £17.99

The author presents here a highly-readable synthesis of the

extant literature on Leicester, interspersed with a substantial

amount of original material and research. The chronological

format means local historians will use it for reference, while

the insertion of various text boxes and panels mean that it

remains a highly accessible format for the casual reader. The

generous illustrations, in greyscale supplemented by a

number of colour plates, add to its appeal. Perhaps the

greatest success of the volume is that it covers such a long

historical period with apparent ease. It takes the story of the

city from the Romans through to the present day, treating the

different periods in a very even-handed fashion, and

bringing together a considerable amount of information.

Leicester has gained much recent attention in relation to

Richard III, and anyone picking up this history to learn more

will doubtless enjoy the discussion which is as thorough and

up-to-date as we might wish in a general work. Indeed, it is

hard to think of a topic where the author does not offer a

point of departure, and it is in this that its value lies to local

historians. The endnotes provide indications of the most

important literature for many of the chapters, and this is

likely to be found of great use by those starting on a new

topic. Siobhan Begley presents the story of the city, but it is

really the story of the people living in it.

Malcolm Noble

TRINITY HOSPITAL: LEICESTER’S ROYAL

FOUNDATION

Terence Y. Cocks

Kairos Press/Governors of

Trinity Hospital, 2nd edn.,

2013, 64pp, illus., ISBN,

9781871344332, £6.50

This is an updated edition of Terence Cocks’ original history

of Trinity Hospital, published in 1997. Readers familiar with

that edition will find new photographs and additional images

here, as well as a chapter on the ‘new’ Trinity Hospital,

opened in 1995 at the junction of Western Boulevard and

The Newarke. For those new to the subject, it is a

comprehensive history of over 600 years of the

development, administration and varying fortunes of the

charity established in 1331 by Henry Plantagenet, 3rd Earl

of Lancaster and Leicester, one of the most eminent

noblemen of the time. Its original purpose was to care for the

bodily and spiritual needs of twenty permanent residents

who were poor, blind, lame, maimed or suffering from an

incurable disease, and thirty sick people who left the

Hospital once their health was restored.

The final chapter of the book brings its history up to the

present with descriptions of its former and present buildings.

Modernisation in the 1960s failed to keep pace with the

expectations of prospective residents, and in the light of

falling occupancy rates and the prohibitive cost of further

modernisation the building was sold to De Montfort

University, to become Trinity House. The new purpose-built

Trinity Hospital was established nearby to provide secure

sheltered housing for elderly people; and if both Henry of

Lancaster and James I might be somewhat ‘bewildered’ by

the changes in the functions of the Hospital and the lives of

its residents, the book also demonstrates its remarkable

continuity and adaptability over centuries of change.

Cynthia Brown

Other recent publications

ABBEY PUMPING STATION – NARROW GAUGE

RAILWAY GUIDE

Leicester Museums Technology Association

The Authors, 2013
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CHAMPION OF THE PEOPLE: THE LIFE AND TIMES

OF ORSON WRIGHT 1853 – 1913

Peter Cousins

The Author, 2013

CHANGING PLACES, CHANGING SPACES: 90 YEARS

OF GEOGRAPHY AT LEICESTER

Department of Geography, University of Leicester

University of Leicester, 2013

FIFTY YEARS OF FRIDAY NIGHT DARTS: THE

HISTORY OF THE LEICESTER TRADES DARTS

LEAGUE

Dave Kirby

D.K. Darts, 2013

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN 1823 – 2013 (CARLEY

STREET CHAPEL, LEICESTER)

Pete Adams and Gill Adams

The Authors, 2013

I PROVED I COULD DO IT (AUTOBIOGRAPHY)

Pauline Wells

Bound Biographies, 2013

LEICESTER CLOCK TOWER

John Harrison

Reprint, 2013

LEICESTER SECULAR SOCIETY – ‘CRICKET WARS’

1885

Cynthia Brown

Leicester Secular Society, 2013

LEICESTER THROUGH TIME

Stephen Butt

Amberley Publishing, 2013

MR BOB – THE LIFE & TIMES OF BOB GERARD

(LEICESTER-BORN RACING DRIVER)

Graham Gauld, Philip Porter and Peter Vale

Porter Press, 2013

NOT LOST THE PLOT

Friends of Queens Road Allotments

The Authors, 2013

NUTS AND BOLTS (INCLUDING FARMER’S

HARDWARE SHOP, LEICESTER)

Roger Farmer

The Author, 2014

OLD EVINGTON TRAIL FROM EVINGTON PARK TO

ST DENYS CHURCH

Friends of Evington Park

The Authors, 2013

TOWNS AND VILLAGES

LIFE IN ARNESBY 1851 TO 1901 - ‘WHAT

CHANGED?’: A DEMOGRAPHIC PORTRAIT OF A

LEICESTERSHIRE VILLAGE IN THE SECOND

HALF OF THE 19TH CENTURY

Richard Ingram

The Author, 2012, 42pp, illus., £7

This A4 format book looks at the changes that took place in

Arnesby during a rapidly expanding period of

industrialisation. There is a short generalised introduction to

the period and a little information given about the origins of

the village. Sources consulted are both primary and

secondary and there is a timeline of national events given

alongside events that took place in Arnesby. There are also

several tables which give information about the inhabitants

of the village, such as their forenames, surnames, where they

were born and their occupations. Another very interesting

table gives details about 38 villagers who were sentenced to

prison in January 1851 for theft. The objects stolen included

such items as four live tame rabbits, a box of cigars, a sheet

of lead weighing 2lb and a railway coupling. To demonstrate

the rapid advance of industrialisation the author has also

given a list of 63 innovations and inventions that took place

during the fifty year period.

Sections of the book look at poverty and the Poor Laws,

occupations, crime and punishment, family structures and

origins and how they differed in 1901 to what they had been

in 1851. What makes some of this analysis very interesting

is the fact that the author concentrates on a selection of

individuals and families in the village, making the book

more human than just statistical. It concludes with a

summary making the point that life, in general, changed

little for the inhabitants of Arnesby during these 50 years, as

the village remained largely self-sufficient in the everyday

needs of life. Changes that did take place included the

appointment of a village constable, easier communication

with the outside world, and the opening of a post office, but

the most notable change of all was the shrinkage in size of

population and number of households. This book would be

of value and interest to local and family historians and to

secondary school students engaged in project work.

Shirley Aucott

ALL OF A LATHER: SOAP MANUFACTURE IN

ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH 1890 – 2011

Wendy Freer, Alvyn Owen and Derick Stokes

Ashby de la Zouch Museum, 2013, illus., £5.99

The Standard Soap Company ceased production in 2011

after over 100 years of soap manufacture in Ashby de la
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ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH PAST AND PRESENT: THE

JOURNAL OF ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH MUSEUM, NO.

15

Various Authors

Ashby de la Zouch Museum, 2013, 70pp, illus., £4

A wide variety of topics are covered in this journal, ranging

from family history to topographical study, and from the

seventeenth century up to the 1950s. As might be expected

in the run-up to the commemoration of the outbreak of the

First World War, this event features in two of the journal’s

nine articles. There is an interesting contrast of two lads who

served, one being a farmer, the other an Ashby Grammar

school boy. The personal detail makes both of these stories

all the more poignant. The townscape of Ashby is explored

in a fascinating article by Eric Coxon which looks at the first

road maps published by John Ogilby in 1675. This was a set

of strip maps showing a length of a set route, giving

distances between towns and also listed landmarks. The map

covers the journey from Oxford to Coventry and features a

pictorial map of Ashby town. Other interesting articles

include the story of the flooded village at Willesley, while

that on growing up in Ashby in the 1940s and 1950s gives a

nice snapshot of a country town in the post-war era of

parades, fairs and community entertainment. Perhaps the

most unusual and amusing piece is the story of the 1930s

song Ashby de la Zouch by the Sea. Written by the American

Al Hoffman, it was apparently a hit on both sides of the

Atlantic, deservedly so as it incorporates some of the best

lyrics in Tin Pan Alley, with smooch, pooch and Zouch

making rhymes to remember! There has obviously been a lot

of care and attention put into the writing of each article, and

the use of the museum’s collections of articles and

photographs makes for a good set of histories that are

enjoyable to read.

Philip R. French

GRACE DIEU PRIORY LEICESTERSHIRE: THE

DRAFT ACCOUNT BOOK OF THE TREASURESSES

1414 – 1418

Dominic Johnson (transcription and translation); Kenneth

Hillier (Introduction and indexes); Lesley Boatwright

(editorial conventions and Latin); Christopher Dyer

(Preface)

Ashby de la Zouch Museum on behalf of the Grace Dieu

Priory Trust, 2013, 348pp, ISBN 9780954779986, £34

This book sets out details of Grace Dieu Priory’s income and

expenditure over a four year period (with Latin text and

English translation on facing pages). There is a superb

introduction by Ken Hillier and a full range of aids to assist

the reader: a glossary of Latin and medieval English words;

indices of persons, places and subjects and a useful list of

Zouch. This book was written to record its history in view of

the importance of the factory to the town and the many

people who had worked there. The authors are industrial

historian Wendy Freer and two former development

engineers from Standard Soap. The book chronicles the

early history of the company and developments between

1933 and 2011. It also has sections on welfare and social

aspects of the company, including its charitable work, which

give an insight into the importance of Standard Soap in the

life of the town. Having no particular connections with

Ashby, I found the section on the soap-making process the

most interesting. The book is packed with over 80 black and

white photographs of the factory and its staff. It will be

mainly of local interest, particularly to past employees and

to those with an interest in industrial history, but it is a

valuable record for future generations and will without doubt

provide a useful source for school projects. Sources are

listed, all of which are held in the archives of Ashby de la

Zouch Museum.

Gillian Lighton

ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH: SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

LIFE IN A SMALL MARKET TOWN

Christopher Moxon

The Author, 2013, 172pp, illus., ISBN 9781291512281,

£9.99

In Ashby de la Zouch, as in many small towns in provincial

England, the seventeenth century was a period of

unprecedented change. This book examines this important

period in Ashby’s history in a very readable and informative

way. At the beginning of the century Ashby was a thriving

market town of modest size, run by the Earls of Huntingdon,

who held the manor for several generations. Ashby was not,

however, a typical small English market town, largely due to

the presence of the castle. During the Civil War this was a

Royalist stronghold and the subject of a sixteen-month siege.

After the war, the castle was rendered unusable by the

Parliamentarians. Despite this dramatic role in the history of

the nation, Ashby was in other respects a normal small

market town, active primarily in agriculture and trade. The

town had a market and an annual fair from 1219. It was also

a strongly Puritan town, which inevitably had an impact on

its history in the early modern period. The book started life

as the author’s PhD thesis. The history of the town is

discussed logically and clearly, and is a pleasant read, free

from academic jargon. There are eleven chapters, each

dealing with a broad topic such as demography, trade,

agriculture, education and religion. The notes are

appropriate, whilst the illustrations complement the text, and

the book is attractively produced and printed in clear type of

a sensible size.

John Hinks



Saints days and Festivals. Income came to Grace Dieu from

rents on land and property, much held in local settlements.

Expenditure was on food, labour and running the farming

activities of the Priory. There is a fascinating insight into the

scope of the nuns’ responsibilities, from complex building

operations to stipends for servants and payments for

castrating pigs. There is an interesting range of sources for

fish, from local fishponds, fishweirs and millponds, but also

preserved fish coming from as far away as Hull, (“saltfysh”,

“driedfysh”, “stokfysh”). Catering for the requirements of

meat-free fast days, with many visitors and boarders, was

significant. The range and level of activities, even though

the nuns were not carrying out the practical side themselves,

was vast.

Nunneries were often small and under-funded at this date.

This was scarcely a retreat from the world and there was a

good deal of interaction with lay people. Lay folk sat

together with the nuns in the Grace Dieu hall, there were

temporary and longer term visitors, and also adult and child

boarders. With over 400 employees mentioned in the

accounts (e.g. steward, bailiff, receivers, swineherd,

shepherd, pig keeper, those who repaired buildings, fences

etc., seasonal threshers and harvesters), and a mere fifteen

nuns, the Priory was the size and complexity of a modern

company. The importance of economic survival comes over

strongly in the accounts and it is hardly surprising that Grace

Dieu struggled to break even. Hillier draws on the Visitation

of Bishop Alnwick to Grace Dieu in 1441 to round out the

story. The elderly prioress (as the sub-prioress complained

to the bishop) had ‘renounced for herself all the governance

of matters temporal’, and leadership was clearly a key issue.

The low number of nuns at Grace Dieu made this

particularly difficult, and at this date women were hardly

encouraged to develop the necessary skills. However, in

1441 the debts of the nunnery are recorded as reduced

compared with 1418, and although the nunnery was still in

debt, there is a long term improvement trend. This is a

record behind and beyond all formal accounts and it is

highly recommended to all who wish to see the realities of

religious life. Through it Leicestershire makes a significant

contribution to national study of nunneries in the Middle

Ages.

Yolanda Courtney

HOARDS, HOUNDS AND HELMETS: THE STORY

OF THE HALLATON TREASURE

Vicky Score

University of Leicester Archaeological Services, 2013,

64pp, illus., ISBN 9780957479210, £8.95

This is an ideal introduction for anyone with an interest in

archaeology and local history. It tells the story of the

discovery, survey and excavation of the Hallaton Treasure

on farmland near Hallaton in Leicestershire, which Professor

Colin Haselgrove of the University of Leicester suggests is

‘amongst the most important archaeological projects carried

out in Britain in the 21st century’. The project was

undertaken by the Hallaton Fieldwork Group and the

University of Leicester Archaeological Services between

2001-2009, and further work is ongoing. This fascinating

account, written by Field Director Vicki Score, is notably

jargon-free and gives clear basic information about the

fieldwork and the scholarly work involved in identifying the

artefacts and constructing theories about the purpose of the

site. The informative text is greatly enhanced by

photographs and diagrams on each page. The project

revealed a late Iron Age ritual site with many deposits -

mainly from the years around the Roman Invasion of AD43.

These included thousands of coins (the Hoard), and many

animal bones, mainly pig but also those of three guard dogs

(the Hounds). Amongst the metal objects was the Helmet,

one of the most elaborate ever discovered in North West

Europe, which took ten years to reconstruct. The author

gives due weight to the importance of the collaboration

between the University and the Hallaton Fieldwork Group.

Indeed it was Ken Wallace, a member of the Group, who

first made the discovery, correctly informing the Coroner of

his finds. The book stresses the importance of the Portable

Antiquities Scheme and underlines the lengths to which

archaeologists have to go to protect sites from the

‘Nighthawks’- illicit metal detectorists. The site of the

Treasure was kept secret for almost four years to enable the

excavation to take place without disturbance. The

Acknowledgements at the end of the book are an impressive

list not only of the researchers but also of funding bodies

and the many community volunteers who gave unstinting

time and effort to assist this project.

Beryl Hawkes
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Hinckley Historian. It highlights the role of Lady Byron,

patron of the living of Kirkby Mallory which included the

church at Earl Shilton, who had established a sick club for

the village poor and made occasional visits from the south of

England to a school she had established there. Once

sufficient money had been raised, the church was rebuilt in

less than a year, and the evening service to celebrate its

reopening was attended by around 600 people, ‘mainly the

poor and schoolchildren’.

There is also a topical article by the new editor of the

journal, David J. Knight, on ‘Old Hinckleyans in the First

World War’, recorded in the Hinckley Grammar School

magazine between 1914 and 1919 through letters from ‘old

boys’ as well as commentary from the Headmaster, Mr

Coxhead. Further instalments will follow in the future.

Articles from 1923 on toll gates and coaching days, and on

the Hinckley Fair and ‘other curiosities’ from 1953, are also

reprinted here, along with extracts from the Hinckley and
District Illustrated Business News of 1924 and the Shoe and
Leather News of 1916. These give a flavour of trade and

industry in the town at different times. The editorial also

notes that future editions of the Hinckley Historian will be

presented in A5 format to reduce costs of printing and

postage – and that more articles are needed if the magazine

is to thrive. It is to be hoped that this appeal will meet with

success and ensure that this interesting and informative

publication will continue to appear.

Cynthia Brown

A SHOP FOR EVERYHING: THE GROWTH OF

KIRBY MUXLOE

Judith Upton; Mike Gould, ed.

Kirby Muxloe Local History Group, 2014

This is the third in a series on Kirby Muxloe, looking mainly

at the development of the village from the later nineteenth

century, but with a brief introduction outlining its origins,

the effects of the Black Death in the fourteenth century, and

the occupations identified from the 1841 and 1851 Census

returns. Its transformation began in the last 20 years of the

nineteenth century with the building of large houses in Kirby

Fields, encouraged by the proximity of the railway and

offering new opportunities for employment as domestic

servants, gardeners and tradesmen. There are fewer shops

than the title may suggest, but most of the book is devoted to

businesses and places of interest in Kirby Muxloe, helpfully

numbered on accompanying maps with an entry for each.

They include the Technical School, which started life in

1883 as the Zion Chapel, and the Forest Lodge Hotel,

originally known as the Red Barn, which was extended and

opened as a boarding house by a Miss Sharp in 1883. The

White House is thought to be the oldest house in the village,

HARBOROUGH HISTORIAN NO. 30

Various authors

Market Harborough Historical Society and Harborough

Museum, 2013, 80pp, illus., £5

The front cover of the Harborough Historian features a

portrait of Richard III, reflecting the opening article on the

search for the King’s grave and a talk given by Mathew

Morris to the Society in July 2013. The wide range of other

articles includes extracts from the First World War diary of

George Charles Wooldridge, a former president of the

Historical Society who was called up in 1916 to serve with

the Royal Engineers. This is edited by Douglas Wooldridge,

and will be continued in the 2014 Historian. The Industrial

and Provident Co-operative Society is the focus of the

second part of a study of the growth of industry in

Desborough, while another article covers the firm of Frank

Hall Ltd, bespoke tailors, of Harborough itself. Founded in

1908, it continues to trade from its shop in St Mary’s Road,

with a window display that ‘often consists of a pair of riding

breeches half finished thrown over a wooden display

barrier’.

An attack on a farm and threshing machine in Little Bowden

in December 1830 is the starting point for an analysis of

rural unrest in the 1830s, while local people feature

prominently in other sections. They include the Shuttleworth

family of Market Harborough and the Bowdens, the Chaters,

Hays and Stokes of Great Bowden, the Roberts family of

Thorpe Langton, and the Little Bowden poet Jane West

(1758 – 1852), whose very modest gravestone in the

churchyard belies the fact that she was one of the most

widely-read authors of her day. Gravestones are themselves

the subject of two articles, one on dating under the old-style

calendar before 1752, and the other on slate engraving on

tombstones in Leicestershire. Another, on Harborough’s

railway station, shows that restoration can sometimes be

done so sensitively that ‘no one notices’. The journal

concludes with an account of the annual History Day in

2013, and a number of reviews of local publications. It

maintains the high standards of previous editions, both in

terms of the historical content and its production, including

many high quality images.

Cynthia Brown

HINCKLEY HISTORIAN, NO. 72

Various Authors

Hinckley and District Museum, Winter 2013, 32pp, illus.,

£1.50

The 150th anniversary of the dedication of the rebuilt church

of St Simon and St Jude in Earl Shilton was celebrated with

an address by David Herbert in the church in July 2006

which is the basis for an article in this edition of the



a single-storey stone building reputedly dating from 1487,

which was once an ale house and sold teas on the lawn in the

early twentieth century, ‘most likely to visitors to Kirby

Castle’. The house had a right of way through it, and Dr

Garfit, the village doctor, ‘made a point of using the route

once a year’ in order to preserve it. He was also remembered

for his ‘rusty scissors and the liberal use of iodine’, along

with the pack of hounds he sometimes took with him when

visiting patients, on his way to joining the local hunt.

Extensive research has also been done into the names on the

village war memorial, while the final section consists of

extracts from interview with residents, completing a lively

and informative account based on extensive research.

Cynthia Brown

BILLY’S BOOK OF LOUGHBOROUGH BOOZERS

Bill Wells

Panda Eyes Publishers, 2013, 154pp, illus., ISBN

9780957102712, £15.99

This book is essentially a time traveller’s pub crawl through

Loughborough, covering 261 establishments from traditional

pubs to modern bars and pub derivatives. No less than 275

photographs, from around 1900 to the present, but showing

many pubs of earlier times, mark this book out from the

older, more conventional pub histories. They are such a

delightful mixture, showing the realities of pub life from the

perspectives of both pub staff and drinkers. It is all here: in

the bar, behind the bar, outbuildings, on the premises

brewing, people and activities; deliveries by carrier and

steam lorry; the crib/whist team, table skittles league and

ladies darts team. The considerable changes being

experienced by the licensed trade at present are fast and far-

reaching, but this book reminds us that it is in the nature of

pubs to be constantly changing – décor, names, the way they

are divided up internally - reflecting economic change and

commercial need. Colourful beer mat illustrations and

landlords and landladies photos from the 1950s and 1960s, a

map and an index complete the volume. Informal histories,

which make people’s projects, notes, photographs and

memories accessible without fuss, suit the subject of pubs

very well. Now that preparing text and images is so much

more straightforward, this could develop into a useful trend,

extending to other subjects. Public participation is key to the

story through public appeals for photographs and memories.

Yolanda Courtney

LOUGHBOROUGH THROUGH TIME

Stephen Butt

Amberley Publishing, 2013, 96pp, illus., ISBN

9781445615264, £14.99

A section on Taylor’s Bell Foundry opens this volume in the

‘Through Time’ series, reinforcing the author’s point that

Loughborough is much more than a market town. This

aspect remains important, and the Market Place naturally has

its place in the collection of old and more recent images,

nicely described in one of the former as a ‘happy confusion

of stalls and traders’. Some of the town’s shops have made

way for other developments – that of Sparrow Hill for new

housing, for instance – but while the occupants have

changed over the years many buildings in the centre of the

town can be easily recognised from earlier photographs.

Others have changed use completely, including that

originally housing the Sparrow Hill Theatre, which is now

an international supermarket – having previously been a free

church, lecture hall, music salon, Friendly Society base and

an auctioneer’s. Due space is also given to civic buildings

and amenities such as the Town Hall, Queen’s Park, the

Carillon, the Carnegie Library opened in 1905, chapels, and

the parish church.

The bells for the Carillon were cast at Taylor’s Bell

Foundry, now the largest bell foundry in the world and one

of only two remaining in Britain. Older images in this

section feature some of its workers as well as children

outside the Taylor residence next door to the foundry. The

Brush works employed almost 2,500 workers in the 1920s

and is still one of Loughborough’s major employers. The

photographs here give a good sense of how its products have

changed over time, from steam locomotives to power units

for Channel Tunnel trains and turbo generators. The final

chapters cover Thorpe Acre and Garendon. Once a village,

Thorpe Acre has been completely absorbed by residential

development, but as the old and new images demonstrate, it

has ‘retained its individuality and a little of its ancient

character’. Garendon Hall never recovered from damage

during its Second World War occupancy and was

demolished in 1964, but its past glories are well illustrated

here, along with some of its remaining landmarks. As

always, the author provides an informative introduction to

each chapter of the book, and the captions give just the right

amount of information to place the images in context.

Cynthia Brown
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MARKET HARBOROUGH AND AROUND

THROUGH TIME

Stephen Butt

Amberley Publishing, 2013, 96pp, illus., ISBN

9781445615233, £14.99

This book is typical of Amberley’s ‘Through Time’ series:

an excellent selection of photographs with informative

captions, with an emphasis here on comparative scenes of

‘then and now’, the historic scenes in sepia and the modern

ones in colour. Market Harborough, as the Introduction

notes, was created for the purpose of trade. From the start it

was a busy market town and the medieval equivalent of a

motorway service area, catering for the needs of travellers.

Later in its history, the town benefited from the diverse

business activities of the Symington family, who

manufactured foods of various kinds as well as corsets. The

attractive High Street and Market Square, along with their

several coaching inns, unsurprisingly feature prominently in

this survey of the town’s growth and development. The first

two chapters discuss the town, while the third focuses on the

surrounding villages and the fourth is devoted to the Grand

Union Canal and Foxton locks. The text and captions are

relatively brief but very informative and the photographs,

both old and new, are of a high standard. The ‘Through

Time’ series is a success story in local history publishing,

with a winning formula of good illustration and sound

complementary text designed to appeal to a popular but

informed audience. This volume is no exception and is

recommended to anyone interested in the history of Market

Harborough and the surrounding area.

John Hinks

SYSTON PAST 4

Ray Young

Syston Local History Group, 2013, 48pp, illus., £6

There is much of interest in

the latest publication in the

‘Syston Past’ series, with

its wide range of images,

ephemera and articles – not

least the photographs of the

Syston and New Barkby celebrations for the Coronation in

1953 and the programme of events. These began with

services at all the places of worship and a civic procession,

continuing throughout the week with entertainments and

displays, street parties, a tug-of-war competition, fancy dress

contest, and a peal of 5,040 changes on the church bells by

the Syston Guild of Bellringers. It would be interesting to

compare them with the festivities of other local villages!

Other sections range from the unveiling of the Syston War

Memorial in 1922, the Remembrance Sunday service in

1948 and Sunday School anniversaries at the Wesleyan

Church, to the Home Guard in World War II, En-Tout-Cas,

and professional boxing in Syston. There are also personal

memories of Westbury’s woodyard and life in the area of

Syston popularly known as The Fosse. The publication

concludes with a brief biography of Rev Charles Henry

Lister, born in Potsdam, New York, who was pastor of

Syston Baptist Church for a short period in the early

twentieth century and was buried in the Cemetery when he

died in 1908.

Cynthia Brown

UPPINGHAM AND THE VILLAGES THROUGH

TIME

Trevor Hickman

Amberley Publishing, 2013, 96pp, illus., ISBN

9781445617602, £14.99

Uppingham is well covered in this book, but the greater part

is devoted to the villages and hamlets around it. Those south

of the River Gwash feature in the first section, and include

Great and Little Casterton and Edith Weston. Others may be

less well known to readers, like Belmesthorpe, a small

village on the Lincolnshire border where the dovecote has

been converted into a private house; or Ryhall, with its

packhorse bridge originally constructed over the fast-

flowing river in 1600. Glaston, Morcott, Preston and

Caldecott are among the villages covered in the second

section, ‘Towards the Chater’, with a lovely image of

children on Caldecott village green during the First World
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War. The chapter on Uppingham itself has a very interesting

range of old photographs of the public school, including

buildings acquired and in some cases demolished to enable it

to expand. Events in the town like the markets and annual

Fatstock Show are also featured. All the images are of a high

quality and accompanied by informative captions

summarising the history of particular buildings or people

connected to them. This is a very attractive and informative

book, and a great encouragement to explore some of these

places in person.

Cynthia Brown

Other recent publications

THE HISTORY OF THE PARISH OF BAGWORTH,

HORSEPOOL GRANGE, STANTON UNDER BARDON,

AND THORNTON

Peter Leadbetter

The Author, 2013

BARTON-IN-THE-BEANS BAPTIST CHURCH,

CHURCH AFFAIRS 1784-1818 (TRANSCRIPTION OF

9D51 1/5)

Sue Webster, 2013

BELTON HISTORY SOCIETY JOURNAL, VOLUME 5

(BELTON IN RUTLAND)

Belton History Society

The Authors, 2013

COALVILLE THROUGH TIME

Steve Duckworth, Denis Baker and John Jacobs

Amberley Publishing, 2013

ST MICHAEL AND ALL ANGELS PC: DISEWORTH

MARRIAGES 1754 – 1988

Diseworth Heritage Centre, 2013

IS THERE A GREEN MAN OF EAST LEAKE?

Alan Hall

East Leake and District Local History Society, 2013

GRACE DIEU AND GARENDON REVISITED

Marjorie Schulz

Panda Eyes, 2013

SEE KIBWORTH AND EAT: A CULINARY TOUR

INSPIRED BY A VERY SPECIAL PLACE AND ITS

PEOPLE

Trina Ward

Troubadour, 2013

THREE WOMEN OF SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

LANGHAM

Elizabeth Mann

Langham Village History Group, 2013

COTTON’S OF LOUGHBOROUGH: LOOKING BACK

IN TIME

Dennis Powdrill

Charnwood Arts, 2012; online version 2013 at:

http://issuu.com/charnwoodarts/docs/cotton_s_of_loughboro

ugh_by_dennis_

LOUGHBOROUGH 1939 STREET DIRECTORY

Reprint, 2013

MARRIAGES: MELTON MOWBRAY 1837 – 1911 (CD)

Leicestershire and Rutland Family History Society (LRFHS)

LRFHS, 2013

A FURTHER STROLL AROUND BYGONE SHEPSHED

Marjorie Schulz

Panda Eyes, 2013

I PLAYED THE PIANO AND MADE THE TEA: ALEC

WILSON 1915-1989 (10TH BATTALION PARACHUTE

REGIMENT IN SOMERBY, 1944)

Alec Wilson

Tony Brown, 2013

THRINKSUN BORN AN’ BRED, PARTS 1 AND 2

(THRINGSTONE MEMORIES)

Joan Blackey Brotherhood

Friends of Thringstone, 2012

INDUSTRY AND TRANSPORT

EAST MIDLANDS CANALS: SOAR, TRENT, DERBY,

LEICESTER & NOTTINGHAM THROUGH TIME

Ray Shill

Amberley Publishing, 2013, 96pp, illus., ISBN

9781445611495, £14.99

In a previous volume, Ray Shill discussed the canals of the

West Midlands in a readable and entertaining manner. He

has now done likewise for the canals and navigable rivers of

the East Midlands. The format is typical of the Amberley

‘Through Time’ series: lots of illustrations in colour and

monochrome with good descriptive captions. The approach

is primarily pictorial, with fairly brief but informative

introductory texts for each section. The illustrations are very

well chosen to illustrate the diverse history of inland

navigation in the East Midlands. Most of the colour

photographs were taken by the author and are of a very high
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standard. The rise of inland ports such as Shardlow and the

impact of the railways on the canal network are discussed

and illustrated. The story is brought up to date with

information on the current state of the waterways and

conservation projects. The book will appeal to all who are

interested in canals, whether as boaters, walkers, historians

or mere ‘gongoozlers’ who simply enjoy watching activities

on the canals, and is highly recommended.

John Hinks

Other recent publications

THE STORY OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN LEICESTER

Leicester Transport Heritage Trust

The Authors, 2013

WARTIME LMS (LONDON, MIDLAND AND

SCOTTISH RAILWAY COMPANY)

L.G. Warburton

Noodle Books, 2013

MILITARY AND WAR

THE SIEGES OF LEICESTER 943 AND 1645:

BRETWALDA BATTLES SERIES NO. 7

Rupert Matthews

Bretwalda Books, 2013, 48pp, illus., ISBN 9781909099609,

£4.99

This is the latest in a series of books looking at British

battles and sieges ranging from the Anglo-Saxon era to the

English Civil War. This volume is quite ambitious as it

covers Leicester’s sieges during the Civil War, which are

fairly well known, documented and commented upon, and

the siege of Leicester in 943 which is much more obscure.

Although the series is probably written for the military

historian and concentrates on tactics and the nature of siege

warfare, the author puts the sieges in their historical context.

That of 943 occurred at a time when the Vikings were a

major force in Britain and Ireland, controlling large parts of

both lands. The Anglo Saxons under King Edmund had

control of the west of England but were trying to regain

control of the eastern counties, including Leicestershire.

Matthews tells the story as King Edmund besieging the

Viking King Olaf at Leicester, but Olaf managed to ‘sneak

out’ before his army was forced out. In a later peace deal

Olaf acquired all of Mercia north and east of Watling Street,

the lack of detail here, illustrating the difficulty of finding

out the facts for an era for which few sources except

archaeology or the Anglo-Saxon chronicle exist.

The two sieges of Leicester in the pivotal year of 1645 are

much better documented, and here the author produces a

much more detailed account. The various stages of first

siege of the town by the Royalists under Prince Rupert are

outlined, including the military tactics employed and the

violent nature of civil war. We are also briefly given an

account of the retaking of the town by the Parliamentarians,

and the later stages of the war are covered. The author has a

fairly informal writing style and is keen to provide both

general background information and specifics of the nature

of the campaigns. The text is supplemented by photographs,

maps and illustrations including contemporary prints from

the English Civil War and Victorian representations.

Philip R. French

Other recent publications

THE BATTLE OF LOSECOAT FIELD 1470: THE WAR

OF THE ROSES

Rupert Matthews

Bretwalda Books, 2013

DO THE BIRDS STILL SING IN HELL? (WORLD WAR

II MEMOIR)

Horace Greasley and Ken Scott

John Blake, 2013

SENDING AIRCRAFT ACROSS THE WORLD: RAF

MELTON MOWBRAY IN WORLD WAR II

Ray Flude

Nyanza

SURVIVOR ON THE RIVER KWAI

Reg Twigg

Viking, 2013

RICHARD III

THE BATTLE OF BOSWORTH 1485 AND THE

BURIAL OF RICHARD III

Stephen Lark

Bretwalda Battles Series No. 8, 2013, 48pp, ISBN

9781909099869, £4.99

This brief account of the Battle of Bosworth places it in its

wider context with an overview of the Wars of the Roses,

the Lancastrian claim to the throne, and the march of the

opposing armies to the battlefield. There is also an account

of how the armies were raised, their armour, and the range

of weapons at their disposal, from longbows to handguns

and artillery – although both the latter are seen as having
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‘relatively little impact on tactical dispositions’ in the battle

itself. A section on the battle commanders leads into a

description of the battle, taking into account recent research

on its location, and then gives an account of the mixed

fortunes of some of the noble families involved under the

Tudors. It concludes with the burial of Richard III and the

discovery of his skeleton in 2013. The book would have

benefitted from more attentive editing. The final chapter is

misnumbered, and the chapter on the Battle of Bosworth is

very long by comparison with others, but it still offers an

accessible summary of the battle, its context, and something

of its aftermath, with a welcome focus on the human

dimension.

Cynthia Brown

THE KING’S GRAVE: THE SEARCH FOR RICHARD

III

Philippa Gregory and Michael Jones

John Murray, 2013, 320pp, illus., ISBN 9781848548909,

£20

For Philippa Langley, the finding of Richard III was an

emotional, highly-charged drama, and the enactment of this

discovery in a Leicester car park in front of the television

cameras is reflected in this book, interspersed chapter by

chapter, with essays by historian Michael Jones. Langley’s

portrayal of Richard is as a misunderstood martyr and victim

of Tudor propaganda.

Jones provides an objective and informative outline of the

events of five hundred years ago and of Richard III’s brief

kingship. Although not directly conflicting with his co-

author, Jones goes on to remind readers of the facts that may

still point to Richard being the murderer of the Princes in the

Tower.

This is not an account of an objective, planned and

structured archaeological dig, or an analysis of the life and

character of Richard III, but the story of how one woman

achieved her lifelong dreams and aspirations through single-

minded determination.

Stephen Butt

RICHARD III: THE KING UNDER THE CAR PARK

Mathew Morris and Richard Buckley

University of Leicester Archaeological Services, 2013,

64pp, illus., ISBN 9780957479227, £8.95

The chances of finding the Grey Friars church, let alone the

burial of Richard III, were judged to be ‘pretty slim’ by the

University of Leicester Archaeological Services (ULAS)

when they were first approached about this project in

January 2011. Urban archaeological excavation is generally

costly and time-consuming, but the Greyfriars site

represented particular challenges, with only three areas

potentially accessible for excavation. All concerned were

taken by surprise by the early discovery of a human burial

within the choir of the Grey Friars church; but this was just

the beginning of a lengthy process of scientific analysis

concluding with the DNA results that confirmed ‘beyond

reasonable doubt’ that the excavated skeleton was indeed

that of Richard III.

The opening chapters of this very readable and informative

book set the scene with a section on Richard III and an

overview of Leicester during this period, including

descriptions of the Castle, The Newarke and Leicester

Abbey. The arrival of the King in Leicester en route to

Bosworth field, along with the battle, the recent

investigations to establish its location, and the burial of his

body ‘without any pompe or solemne funeral’ in the

Franciscan friary in Leicester are also covered, along with

what is known of the friary itself. Some of the local legends

surrounding Richard III also have their place, but the greater

part of the book is concerned with the ‘Greyfriars project’

itself, beginning with an account of the groundwork done

through maps and documentary sources. This is followed by

a day-by-day description of the actual excavations and what

they revealed, illustrated with photographs and maps and, in

the case of the grave, an artist’s reconstruction of the choir

of the Grey Friars church.

One of the most fascinating sections is the analysis of the

skeleton itself, showing significant injuries around the time

of death as well as scoliosis or curvature of the spine. The

book concludes with a family tree tracing descent from

Cecily Neville, the mother of Richard III, through to

Michael Ibsen, the Canadian furniture maker whose DNA,

along with that of a second unnamed individual, provided

confirmation of the identity of the skeleton. Among the

many publications that have appeared since its discovery,
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none offer such a definitive account of the search and its

results, alongside a wealth of information about Leicester in

the late medieval period.

Cynthia Brown

RICHARD III: THE LEICESTER CONNECTION

David Baldwin

Pitkin Publishing, 2013, 13pp, illus., £3.99

This new guide book tells the story of Leicester’s connection

to King Richard III. It is attractively produced and packed

with information and eye-catching illustrations, including

information about Leicester in 1485, Richard’s visits to the

city, local myths and legends, the battle of Bosworth and his

burial. It then brings readers up to date with the astonishing

story of his rediscovery in 2012 following excavations by

archaeologists from the University of Leicester. Richard III

is, and has always been, a controversial figure whose story

has caught the imagination of thousands. However, few have

more than a hazy knowledge of the historical facts. David

Baldwin is an authority on Richard III, formerly an

academic tutor at the University of Leicester, and for

members of the general public and visitors to Leicester the

book provides an easily accessible account of the King’s life

and times. The brief account of the excavations is

fascinating and many will find the links between mediaeval

and present day Leicester particularly interesting. As well as

being a general guide book, it could prove a useful source

for school projects. A helpful contacts list and suggestions

for further reading are included.

Gillian Lighton

RICHARD III: THE ROAD TO LEICESTER

Amy Licence

Amberley Publishing, 2014, 96pp, illus., ISBN

9781445621753, £9.99

In the author’s own words, this book is intended to ‘present

the facts and a few possible interpretations, to aid each

reader in making up their own mind’ in the continuing

debates about the character and actions of Richard III. She

approaches this in a broadly chronological order, with

chapters on his childhood, his life during the reign of his

brother Edward IV and his assumption of the crown in 1483.

A separate chapter on the ‘Princes in the Tower’ considers

the conflicting theories about their fate before concluding

that ‘no modern court of law could convict anyone for the

boys’ murder based on the existing evidence’, and citing

Richard III’s ‘acquittal’ by a jury in a 1984 BBC drama in

support of this view. The Battle of Bosworth is also covered,

along with the varying accounts of his reign that have

appeared since, many of them fictional. The final chapters

deal with the search for his grave and the controversy,

unresolved at the time of writing, about where he should be

reburied. The book is not an academic analysis of the

debates, not does it claim to be. It is clearly aimed at a

popular audience, and the differing accounts and

interpretations are presented in a lively and generally

balanced way, accompanied by many high quality and

interesting images that bring them right up to date.

Cynthia Brown

Other recent publications

BOSWORTH 1485: A BATTLEFIELD REDISCOVERED

Glenn Foard and Anne Curry

Oxbow Books, 2013

BOSWORTH: THE BIRTH OF THE TUDORS

Chris Skidmore

Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 2013

KING RICHARD III WALKING TRAIL

Leicester City Council

Leicester City Council, 2013

THE LAST DAYS OF RICHARD III AND THE FATE OF

HIS DNA: THE BOOK THAT INSPIRED THE DIG

John Ashdown-Hill

The History Press, 2013

THE PRINCES IN THE TOWER

Josephine Wilkinson

Amberley Publishing, 2014

RICHARD III: FROM CONTEMPORARY CHRONICLES,

LETTERS AND RECORDS

Keith Dockray

Fonthill Media, 2013
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- is your book not yet reviewed here?
To be sure of having your book reviewed, please

send a review copy to:

Cynthia Brown

Reviews Editor: Leicestershire Historian

Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society

The Guildhall,Guildhall Lane,Leicester LE1 5FQ

Email: cb@cydfx.net

Please note that review copies are treated as donations to
the Society’s Library



Publications for sale

Back numbers of the Leicestershire Historian and Transactions are also available.
Order forms can be downloaded from: www.le.ac.uk/lahs/publications/orderform.html

Please make cheques payable to:
Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society (LAHS).

Please send orders and enquiries to:
Honorary Librarian, LAHS, The Guildhall, Guildhall Lane, Leicester LE1 5FQ

Leicester Abbey: medieval history, archaeology and manuscript studies

Ed by Joanna Story, Jill Bourne and Richard Buckley

Leicester Abbey was founded in 1138 and became one of the most important

Augustinian monasteries in medieval England. But it is one of the least known

of the Midland monasteries because of the almost total destruction of its

buildings and archives after its Dissolution in 1538. This is the first volume on

Leicester Abbey for more than 50 years, produced to celebrate the 150th

anniversary of the Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society.

The book presents eleven papers by leading scholars and local historians on the

social, political and landscape history of the abbey as well as its archaeology,

manuscripts, charters, urban rentals and library. Newly discovered charters are

published here for the first time, as well as accounts of recent excavations in the

abbey and gatehouse that formed the core of the post-Dissolution mansion

known as Cavendish House.

2006 Hardback with dust jacket 314 pages Illustrations: many, some colour

ISBN 0954238818 Price: £25 (plus £5 post and packing in the UK)

The Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society

1855-2005

Robert A. Rutland

Produced to mark the 150th
anniversary of the Society,
this volume chronicles the
Society since its foundation. It
also tells a great deal about
the movements in the
intellectual and social history
of Leicestershire.

2006 Paperback 227 pages
77 Illustrations ISBN
0954238826,
9780954238827
Price: Members £12, Non-
members £18 (plus £3 post
and packing in the UK)

Bringing them to their knees: church-building and

restoration in Leicestershire and Rutland 1800-1914

Geoffrey K. Brandwood

Contains an extensive

gazetteer of all

churches in the region

which had work carried

out to them in the

period 1800-1914.

2002 Paperback 154

pages 53 illustrations

ISBN 095423880X

Price: Members £12,

Non-members £15

(plus £3 post and

packing in the UK)

Incised Slabs of Leicestershire and Rutland (prefaced by a Brief Manual

of Incised Slabs)

F. A. Greenhill

Incised slabs is the name given to flat memorials, exactly like brasses save

that the design is engraved in the stone instead of on brass plates inlaid in it.

The main text comprises a full description of the slabs in Leicestershire and

Rutland, including a considerable amount of genealogical and heraldic

information about the persons commemorated.

1958 Hardback 256 pages 42 plates

Price: Members £10, Non-members £15 (plus £5 postage and packing in the UK)

Transactions of the Leicestershire

Archaeological and Historical Society

Cumulative Index to Transactions

Volumes 21-74 (1940-2000)

Compiled by Auriol Griffith-Jones

This volume also includes a reprint of the

index produced in 1951 for volumes 1-20.

2005 Hardback 388 pages ISSN 0140

3990

Price: Members £10, Non-members £22

(plus £5 post and packing in the UK)
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